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TOTALLY EMPIRICAL WAVEFUNCTIONS 
FRCM X-RAY DIFFRACTION 
by
Martin Jeffry Goldberg 
Advisor: Professor Louis J. Massa
The interpretation of coherent x-ray diffraction experiments by a 
quantum model is described. Adjusting the coefficients of an LCAO 
expansion to best fit measured Bragg intensities results in a totally 
empirical quantum wavefunction. The quantum model is compared to a 
multipole expansion. The constraints imposed by quantum mechanics are 
examined, and several methods of satisfying these constraints while 
best fitting a wavefunction to measured Bragg intensities are 
detailed. Application is made to beryllium metal, with a resultant fit 
R,=.00249. Similar applications to graphite and diamond are 
outlined. The formalism is extended to explicitly include solid-state 
effects, and this extension is applied to a model problem of an 
infinite line of hydrogen atoms. Neglect of solid-state effects can 
lead to errors of as much as 1% per electron. A more realistic 
treatment of crystal vibrations using a TLS model for external motions 
and 3N-6 spectroscopic-like local modes for internal motions is 
suggested. Related numerical algorithms are displayed. Directions for 
future work are suggested.
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1Chapter I. Introduction
When a beam of x-rays shines on a crystal, some of the x-rays 
bounce off in various directions and form a pattern of spots of varying 
brightness called a "diffraction pattern." The positions of the spots, 
and their intensities, are related to the electron distribution in the 
crystals. This thesis will detail a method for interpreting the x-ray 
diffraction patterns which is more valid than the theoretically unsound 
method currently used.
Since most of the information published in the literature of 
chemistry, physics, geology, and biology about bond lengths and angles 
of nearly all elements and compounds comes from x-ray diffraction 
patterns, it is crucial to interpret the data as accurately as 
possible. Simple interpretation methods have an error of about five 
percent, yet experimental errors in the most recent data have been far 
less than one half of one percent. Thus the highly accurate data now 
available deserves a highly accurate interpretation.
Quantum mechanics is a set of rules which explain most accurately 
the behavior of matter on the scale of electrons, which is the size 
that crystallography is concerned with. Interpretation of recent 
crystallographic data must use quantum mechanics to be as accurate as 
the data itself.
2Quantum mechanics puts restrictions on the number of electrons that
can travel in the same path. One electron completely fills a
particular "spinorbital" path. Negative numbers of electrons are
physically meaningless for a real object. Spinorbitals are like
parking spaces. One car fills the space completely; fewer than zero
cars is meaningless. The "single-determinant" approximation, which
will be used for this thesis, neglects the possibility of
"double-parking."
The paths will have either zero or one electron in them. This is
done by a mathematical property called "idempotency." Idempotency is
based on the fact that the only numbers equal to themselves squared are
zero and one. If the matrix representing the spinorbitals equals
itself squared, the matrix is called idempotent; spinorbitals so
represented will be either empty (0 electrons) or full(l electron).
Since the Bragg experiment measures the electron distribution
within a crystal(1), the interpretation of this experiment should be
consistent with crystal symmetry and with the behavior of electrons.
Crystals are periodic, and this periodicity should be accounted for.
Electrons obey the laws of quantum mechanics, and should not be
treating as electrostatic charge clouds. Dame Kathleen Lonsdale
described the ultimate goal of a crystallographer nearly a quarter
century ago(2). She said,
"A proper determination would include exact mean positions of all 
atoms, including hydrogen; a study of the electron distribution of 
the atoms in a state of rest; a knowledge of the zero-point motions 
and of the thermal vibrations of all atoms, analyzed with respect
to translations and oscillations of the molecules as a whole and of 
the atoms relatively to each other within the molecule; the 
distribution of these with respect to amplitude and frequency, at 
various temperatures; a study of imperfections, unavoidable or 
deliberately introduced; and of surface modification of structure."
The reason for doing basic chemical research is to leam about the 
behavior of matter - about chemistry. The proper positioning of atoms 
gives an excellent fit to x-ray data, and the bonding patterns can be 
inferred from the bond lengths, to some degree of approximation. 
However, the chemistry - the redistribution of electrons due to atoms 
bonding to each other - is obtainable directly from the data.
Even though it is a small effect, this slight redistribution of 
electron density is all that prevents the crystal from flying apart 
into a mixture of monatomic gases. Thus, it is of interest to collect 
crystal data of high enough quality to see the chemistry, and to 
interpret the data in a way that makes chemical sense.
There are now over a dozen systems with "chemistry quality" data 
^internal < or s°)' synchrotron sources, such as the 
recently-completed National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven 
National Laboratory, make collection of this sort of data in the future 
a certainty.
A more sophisticated method of analyzing these data is called for, 
since the limiting factor of the experiment is no longer poor data 
resolution. The electrons of the crystal must be described quantum 
mechanically, since electrons are archetype quantum objects. Our 
formalism accomplishes this by using an idempotent N-electron
4single-determinant reduced density matrix to describe the nuclei in an 
orbital basis (I£AO), called the P matrix(3). This is corrected to 
account for the non-orthogonality of the basis orbitals, and the 
overlap of orbitals from adjacent unit cells of the crystal, by the 
overlap matrix S. This description is related to the diffraction 
experiment by an orbital product scattering factor matrix f(K). The S 
matrix, if it includes overlaps between all unit cells, leads to a P 
matrix which refers to Wannier orbitals. This quantum-mechanical 
wavefunction description of x-ray diffraction is of an identical form 
to ab initio and semiempirical wavefunctions. However the method of 
arriving at this wavefunction is quite different. Unlike ab initio 
non-empirical wavefunctions there are no energy evaluations and 
no Hamiltonian operator. In addition, unlike semiempirical 
wavefunctions, the basis functions are explicitly defined, and no 
integrals are approximated or parametrized. The only variational 
parameter that this wavefunction minimizes is the quality of fit to the 
data. This is a totally empirical wavefunction. It will fit the data 
better than an ab initio Hartree-Fock wavefunction in the same basis, 
but the energy calculated from a totally empirical wavefunction will 
not be as low, and may not satisfy the virial theorem(4).
An extreme advantage of a totally empirical wavefunction model over 
a non-wavefunction fit to data is that, once you have a wavefunction, a 
prediction can be made for any ground-state static electronic 
property. In addition, data from any experiment which measures this
sort of property can be simultaneously fit by the wavefunction. This 
is a natural way of putting together data from several kinds of 
experiment. Table 1 lists the properties which can be predicted by a 
totally empirical Bragg-scattering wavefunction model, and the 
experiments whose results can either be predicted by, or used as input 
data to determine, this wavefunction. Excluded are experiments such as 
IE/Raman spectroscopy, which involve transitions from one state to 
another - the model in this thesis describes the ground electronic 
state only, with a thermally-averaged and time-averaged occupation of 
vibrational states. The properties in Table 1 are of four types: 
classical one-electron moments, quantum one-electron expectation 
values, classical two-electron properties (of which none exist), and 
quantum two-electron expectation values. Since our single-determinant 
approximation neglects electron correlation, the values predicted for 
this last type of property will probably not fit experiment very well.
The idea of a simultaneous fit to another experiment and Bragg 
scattering is not new. Examples in the literature include x-ray plus 
neutron scattering ("X+N") (5), and x-ray plus nuclear quadrupole 
resonance(6,7,8). A quantum example also exists - X-ray scattering 
plus directional Compton profile(9).
How can one be sure that an experimentally measured density can be 
modeled at all by a wavefunction? This is the question of 
N-representability - whether a density can be represented by an 
N-electron quantum wavefunction. The theorem of Hohenberg and Kohn(lO)
shows that the ground-state wavefunction of a many-particle system, if 
non-degenerate, is a unique functional of the particle density. Of 
course, this functional is not yet known, but it does exist. Gilbert's 
theorem(11) shows that any non-negative density normalized to N 
electrons can be modeled exactly by at least one N-electron 
single-determinant wavefunction, using this construction. You 
arbitrarily carve up the density into N/2 "regions", and each orbital 
is a phase factor times the square root of one region, as shown in 
Figure 1.
The x-ray coherent diffraction experiment, called Bragg scattering, 
is a measure of density. Therefore by Gilbert's theorem, it can be 
modeled by a single-determinant wavefunction.
Harriman(12) has shown that these "regions" need not have sharp 
boundaries, and "that for any given density an arbitrary number of 
functions, which are continuous, smooth, orthonormal, and extend over 
all space, exist" which exactly fit the density.
Using a limited basis set of atomic orbitals, and limited 
information about the density, one can approximate the exact 
Harriman's-construction wavefunction in a least-squares sense. This 
approximate wavefunction will fit the data well, using only a few 
parameters.
The result is directly comparable to an ab initio wavefunction if 
you use the same basis.
Figure 1
Gilbert's Theorem
from Reference(11)
Non-magnetic case 
If J" jO (r) dr = N,
then divide the density arbitrarily into N/2 equal regions jO
and define % 3 r±J>i <r)
such that
and you have a quantum-mechanical single-determinant wavefunction.
8Not much work has been done with totally empirical wavefunctions. 
Table 2 is a nearly complete list. The starting point for most 
determinations of such wavefunctions has been the iterative algorithm 
of Clinton et al.(13) This algorithm is
4
p. = 3P2 _ 2P3 + 2  X|0i (1)
$L
where the expectation values <CL> are being least-squares fit by an 
idempotent density matrix P in an orthonormal basis g, using Lagrange 
multipliers A determined by solving the system
<0. > = 2 Tr (3P2 - 2P3 +2X, 0.) O. (2)
The expectation values are given by
< 0i> = Tr F0i (3)
For Bragg data, the <CL > are called F(K), and the 0 matrix in the 
basis g(r) is composed of elements
f±j(K) = <gi(r)| eik’r! gj(r) > (4)
so that the observed values Fqj3s (K) are being fit by
Table 1
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Electronic Properties 
Connected with Totally Empirical Wavefunctions
Model Predicting One-Electron Property Two-Electron Property
X-Ray Structure 
Factors Fca (^K)
NGN-QUANTUM
OR
QUANTUM
MODEL
From References(14,15) 
Outer Moments <r > 
dipole moment <r> ^
quadrupole moment <r >
• • • — *n
Inner Moments <r > 
electrostatic 
potential P 
Hellmann-Feynman force J-* 
electric field gradient 
charge density ^O(r) 
Fermi contact termj ) { 0)
From Reference(16) 
Vibrational Force
Constants } £
NONE
QUANTUM
MODEL
ONLY
From Reference(17) 
Momentum density j o  (k) 
Compton profile y?(k)
Kinetic energy <T>
From References(18,19) 
NMR Chemical Shifts S  
Bond orders B.0.
Diamagnetic
susceptibility /X  
Polarizability tensor <=<
From Reference (20) 
Thermal Diffuse
Scattering IDS
Potential Energy <V> 
Ibtal Energy <H>
From Reference(21) 
NMR spin-spin
splittings J
QUALITY OF FIT GOOD FAIR TO POOR
Table 2
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System
H atom 
H atom 
*+ HC00Li*D20 
Li atom 
Be atom 
H ^ molecule 
crystal
* Be metal
Totally Empirical Wavefunctions
Experiment Authors
Bragg Scattering 
Bragg Scattering 
Bragg Scattering(22) 
Bragg Scattering 
Bragg Scattering 
Bragg Scattering 
Bragg Scattering 
Positron Annihilation 
Bragg Scattering(56)
Clinton, Massa(26) 
Frishberg, Massa(26) 
Ozerov group(22,23,24) 
Frishberg, Massa(25) 
Frishberg, Massa(25) 
Frishberg, Massa(27) 
Goldberg, Massa(28) 
Pecora(17)
Goldberg et al.(29)
* denotes that the study used actual experimental data 
+ denotes that the study approximated certain parameters unrelated 
both to experiment and to the functional form of the wavefunction.
Calculated <K> = Tr p f<K>
11
(5)
Most ab initio studies use a non-relativistic Hamiltonian, and 
neglect both spin-orbit coupling and retardation-type effects. The 
totally empirical wavefunction uses no Hamiltonian, so it implicitly 
includes every effect not explicitly approximated out. The 
wavefunctions and P matrices of this thesis are generally spinless, 
since it deals mainly with Bragg scattering of x-rays, a process that 
is insensitive to spin. A P matrix in the closed-shell spin-paired 
approximation is normalized to half the number of electrons, and 
multiplied by two. This is equivalent,in the spin-paired case,to the 
full P matrix
Km  p°y3
p + pV  w
(6)
plus the approximations
since it is rigorously true that for x-rays
Including spin-orbit coupling means that P ^  is non-zero. This 
may be necessary for modeling magnetic neutron scattering, which is a 
measure of unpaired spin
^magnetic neutron scattering^ “ (^/^(rJ-y^Cr))dr (!
For most cases, it will probably be sufficient to change (7) to
P., = 0  but P 4 P ,a (10)
The simplest possible model for the electron density of a crystal
3
is the jd model(30,31). Since the electron density is "clumpy,” 
that is, concentrated near certain points and tenuous far from these 
points, one calculates that phase for each reflection which maximizes
3
the average value of some odd power of jo  , usually j j  . Note that
3
the jo model uses as its Fca2«
The next improvement is to treat these clumps of density as atoms. 
This approximation, referred to as the "free atoms" or "promolecule" 
refinement, calculates the scattering power of a model spherically 
symmetric atom or ion, using atomic HF or Cl or some other(32) 
theoretical atomic calculation. The model then moves these atoms 
around to best fit the observed intensities, and as a side benefit 
predicts phases of each reflection.
13
An early improvement over the free atom treatment is to treat eaach 
atom as having some non-spherical shape, where the scattering in sane 
directions differs from that in others(33,34). This sort of 
sophistication, assigning atans aspherical electronic or vibrational 
properties, was debated in the literature in a series of articles in 
1957(35,36,37), with the consensus being that, if the internal 
consistency of the data were better than about 10%, such treatment was 
justified.
A better treatment is to expand the density in an LCAO sense, and 
fit the data using a population matrix P, with each pair of orbitals in 
the basis having a scattering power f ^  (K).
In a basis of m functions, it is found that there are
Dimension( f )= m(mfl)/2 (11)
distinct scattering powers, and a P matrix this size has been 
tried(38,39,40) without much success. The problem seems 
overparametrized. This has been referred to as the PNI method(41).
The most popular method used is some form of multipole expansion of 
the electron density, with each nuclear position being used as an 
expansion center. There are several variants of this technique, 
including the Hirshfeld deformation(42), Coppens1 H, -refinement(43), 
and the multipole methods of Kurki-Suonio(44,45) and of Stewart(46).
There are several problems with the multipole techniques. The most
14
severe is positivity. In order for an electron density to be 
physically meaningful, it must be positive everywhere.
JD (r) > 0 V r (12)
A negative density, or "positron density", corresponds to no 
physically possible crystal. Since the density is, quantum 
mechanically speaking, the square of the orbitals, one can guarantee 
positivity if the density is modeled as the square of sane function. 
Figure 2 illustrates the danger of "positron regions" if one models the 
density as a sum of squares of basis orbitals rather than the square of 
an ICAO sum of basis orbitals.
Non-quantum models can have some positron regions, and positivity 
"must be taken as an extra condition restricting the possible values of 
the parameters."(47)
A multipole expansion of the density is not an interpretation of 
the data. It assigns no physical meaning to the multipoles - the model 
merely filters the data. It is not surprising, then, that one cannot 
connect a multipole model of x-ray diffraction with other experiments 
on the same crystal, such as Compton scattering(48) or NMR.
Further, the multipole model experiences difficulty separating out
Figure 2
Positron Regions
1 (a-b+c)
a^-b +c'
UNPHYSICAL
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the effects of non-spherical vibration from those of a non-spherical
charge vibrating spherically. This correlation of vibrational and
electronic parameters is not as severe in a quantum model, as shall be
seen in Chapter 3 below.
The multipole model assigns electrons to one atcm or another, but
not both simultaneously. It partitions the density in some
way(49,50). This inability to describe charge sharing, or covalency,
has severe effects. Since all interactions must be modeled as
electrostatic, that is to say, ionic, atonic charges are likely to be
exaggerated. Covalent bonding is inherently not explained by a
multipole model. Since, especially in polar bonds, nuclei are not
always found at the centroid of their electronic charge(51), the nuclei
are not positioned at the right places by a multipole model. This
Hellmann-Feynman shift of the density into the bonding and lone-pair
regions means that either nuclear positions in a multipole model are
wrong (unless fixed by a neutron-scattering experiment) or
indeterminate. (By adding a dipole scatterer, one moves the effective
nuclear position without moving the expansion center. Thus, in a large
enough multipole expansion, one can put each nucleus anywhere, and have
the density associated with it centered anywhere else. Assigning any
physical meaning to such an expansion is obviously incorrect(52).) An
example is that virtually all x-ray-only studies of molecules with
©
hydrogen atoms have bond lengths to the K atoms about .1 A too
short(53), since the covalency shifts the centroid of the H electron 
a
about .1 A into the bonding region.
Finally it is found that certain properties that a multipole 
expansion can predict are almost always in error. In particular, the 
electric field gradient at the nucleus, as measured by NQR, must be 
added in as a constraint to the x-ray refinement to come out fitting 
reality at all well(8). I can find no attempt anywhere in the 
literature even to try comparing the Fermi contact term ^ 0 (0) from an 
x-ray refinement with that of a Mossbauer experiment, although both 
make a prediction of its value. It is commonly claimed that model 
errors pile up at nuclear positions(54), and that maybe the atonic Is 
cores are expanding or contracting, and these prevent obtaining a good 
value of ^o(O). In a quantum model, such claims can be 
quantitatively examined, and a percent Is core expansion calculated.
The quantum description of a covalent bond involves cross-terms; a 
bond between atoms jj and V is written as a bonding electronic orbital 
with basis functions g on both centers
leading to a P matrix
Pv
c*-
/
c c„
« 2
cp c/
bond ° _ _  (14)
These cross-terms are the bond, in a Mulliken sense. The larger
Q.JJ, Cy is, the stronger a bond. Antibonding orbitals are describable 
as
^  antibond ~ (15)
and the cross-term will be less than zero. An electrostatic 
description has all cross-terms between centers zero, thus 
non-bonding. This is also called a one-center description, if one 
allows each center to hybridize, leading to cross-terms between basis 
functions on the same center. A covalent, many-center description is 
desirable.
A common variant of the multipole formalism uses the 
Varghese-Mason(55) constraint. The multipoles ML have the form
and are considered to be uniquely related to Gaussians or Slaters
2
or (16)
x2Ay2Bz2Ce-2ar
.2
(17)
by the simple equation
19
Cross-terms tjm y and "9 v f o r a r e  defined as zero, since(55) 
"The remaining multipoles which are not identically zero for symmetry 
reasons must be shown to be small since they will otherwise represent 
two-centre overlap terms being projected onto the single centre.”
This V-M formalism has been referred to(41) simply as a multipole 
expansion. It is an extreme generalization of the one-center 
constraint. Where a one-center formalism disallows P matrix 
cross-terms between basis functions on different centers, the V-M 
formalism disallows all cross-terms of any sort in P, requiring 
elements P ^  to satisfy the V-M constraint
(19)
and reducing the equation
(20)
L Jto
(21)
J J
The distinction is illustrated graphically in Figure 3
20
Figure 3
Comparison of Idempotent, Non-idempotent, 
and Multipole P Matrices
{ M by M Matrices P }
Tr P= N NI
Idempotent
P=p+
4133
Whereas a non-idempotent P has
21
m(m+l)/2 - 1 (22)
independent elements, and an idempotent P has
N(m - N) (23)
a V-M matrix has only
(m - 1) (24)
independent elements. Note that in the V-M procedure, some W are 
allowed to go negative, and hopefully will not go so negative that a 
positron region appears. Figure 2 shows positron regions. Quantum 
mechanics enforces positivity by requiring all self-terms P ^  to be 
positive. If one requires
0 < Wj < 1 (25)
in the V-M method, it is N-representable; each of the Wj is an 
eigenvalue, and each basis function is an eigenfunction.
The normal quantum refinement technique can generate V-M-type P
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matrices, or more generally, block-diagonal P matrices, by going to 
several configurations. For example, defining
^  1 " Clgl + C2g2 +
^  2 ~ Clgl + C2g2 “ C3g3 
' C2g2 + % %  
^ 4 = Gl'3l “ c2g2 ” G3g3
then
and
cl2
C2C1
CiCo CJC30 JL.O
Co2 C2 c3
^3C^ C3C2 Co
C  ^L1
C2C1
C1C2 "C1C3 
C22 -C2C3
-C^Ci “C3C2 C_3^
(30)
c 2 L1 -C1C2 C1C3
C 2 C1 "C1C2 "CjC-j
*■*2^1 c22 “C2C3 P4= “C2C1 C2 C2C3
C3C1 ”c3C2 C 2 3 "C3C1 C3C2 V
(31)
simplifying,
'I
In general, for m basis functions, one needs 2 configurations to 
block-diagonalize. Note that the diagonal elements of all four P above 
are identical from one model to the next, yet in , all 3 basis 
functions are bonded, has g2 antibonding, ^  has g^ 
antibonding, and has g^ antibonding. Figures 4,5,and 6 show all 
5 densities in an STO-3G basis for hydrogen, j o  (+++) from
from from ^3 / J — ) from 311(3
j b  (V-M); and the scattering curves associated with these J D  .
A quantum model of x-ray diffraction has previously been applied to
some model systems(3,25,26,27,28). For all these, some theoretical
structure calculation of the density of an isolated gas-phase aton or
molecule was Fourier-transformed to give "observed" structure
factors pQbg, and these were fit by equation (1) in an orbital basis,
or a spinorbital basis(25). This was extended(28) to a model
system. Ozerov(22,23,24) has used a similar model, and fit real data
with a quantum model. Chapter 3 of this thesis fits the beryllium
metal scattering data of Larsen(56) to a quantum model.
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Figure 4
The "Phase Problem" with P Matrices
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Figure 5
Densities from the Wavefunctions of Figure 4
) ( ffULTIPOLE
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Figure 6
Scattering from the Wavefunctions of Figure 4
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Chapter II. Mathematical Considerations
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Usually, the basic element of quantum chemistry is the N-body 
wavefunction,
built up as linear combinations (LCAO) of the m basis functions g, and 
normalized to 1.
The N-body wavefunction contains far more information than will 
ever be needed to calculate any observed property. Since the full 
Hamiltonian, which governs the electronic motion, and hence all 
physically observable effects, contains no three-body terms large 
enough to affect anything(57), reduction from an N-electron to a 
2-electron description loses no information. This 2-electron 
description is called the 2-electron reduced density matrix
n  (1,2;1,,2'). An acceptable model for j o  (1,2;1',2') enables 
one to simultaneously predict all electronic properties of that state. 
(Notice, however, that 2-state properties, such as photon
(33)
determinants
where is the occupation number of each determinant i, d  is the 
antisymmetrizer, and the are N (spin-) orbitals
m
2 = 1
(34)
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absorptiory'emission, require a model for both states involved, and this 
more complicated problem is beyond the scope of this thesis.) The most 
general matrix^ (lf2;l,r2l) is not acceptable. There are quantum 
constraints on it. Unfortunately, the forms of seme of these 
constraints are unknown. A less general model, which is guaranteed to 
satisfy many quantum constraints, and is computationally simpler 
(although certain other constraints, such as the electron-electron cusp 
condition(58) are violated) is the Independent Particle Model, or IPM. 
This is known in various applications as the single-determinant 
approximation, Self-Consistent Field (SCF) model, Hartree-Fock method 
(HF), and the one-body approximation.
The IPM approximates the electron-electron correlation as the zero 
function. That is, the probability that an electron is within a 
certain region of space is independent of where the other electrons 
are. Since the neglected correlation is a rather weak function, this 
approximation is not too severe - ab initio calculations(59) indicate 
that ~99% of the energy can usually be modeled by a single 
determinant. The one-electron density matrix is written ^ ^(l;l*)f and 
in the single-determinant approximation,
(35)
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In the general case, all the quantum constraints on the form 
of j O ( 1?1') are known. These constraints are collectively known as 
N-representability; which one- and two-body reduced density matrices 
can represent an N-body fermion wavefunction.
The density of electrons yj(r) is related(60) to jQ  (1;1') by
Tr (y3/(l;l1)) = ljl) = J? (1) (36)
Tr (/’(l) ) = /)(r) (37)
The density matrix f (  1) is the diagonal element of jO(1;1'). The 
off-diagonal elements are connected with electron correlation. In an 
orthonormal basis of atomic orbitals g
P ( 1) = Pgg+ (38)
The matrix of numbers P is properly called "the matrix 
representative in the basis g of the one-body reduced density 
matrix P ( l ). Since P is a square matrix, it has off-diagonal elements 
P^ j for i not equal to j. These are not connected with electron 
correlation, as is jO (1;1') for 1 not equal to 1'. DO NOT CONFUSE 
CFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS WITH OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS. P^ is not 
jO  {1;1'). DO NOT CONFUSE THE DENSITY MATRIX (P) WITH TEE DENSITY 
MATRIX (^ C>l (1;1')). From now on, the only density matrix referred to 
will be P. Also, to avoid confusion, P^ with i not equal to j will 
be called cross-terms.
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The quantum mechanical constraints on the density matrix P are:
1) The eigenvalues of P must all lie between 0 and 1
+2) P must be Hermitian, P = P (39)
3) Tr(P) = N, the number of electrons (40)
Another constraint on the density, which will not be satisfied, is 
the electron-nuclear cusp conditional):
The change in density as one approaches the nucleus must be 
discontinuous, with the change in slope equal to minus the nuclear 
charge. (The electron-electron cusp condition dictates a change in 
slope of +1/2(58).)
In the Independent Particle Model, the eigenvalues of P are exactly 
zero or one. This condition on the eigenvalues is equivalent to the 
matrix condition
The three conditions 1'), 2), and 3) are referred to as 
idempotency, Hermitivity, and N-normalization, respectively. Condition
3) is the easiest to satisfy. Any idempotent matrix must have an 
integer norm, since its eigenvalues 0 and 1 are both integer. One must
r left ^ rnucleus ^ right * rnucleus (41)
1') P2 = P (42)
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ensure only that the trace equals the correct integer, and not N-l or 
N+l. Condition 2) is satisfied simply by constructing the lower left 
half of the matrix as the Hermitian adjoint of the upper right 
triangle. This makes all the self-terms (diagonal elements) real.
Condition l1) is the most difficult to satisfy. There are two 
methods in the literature of "purifying" a matrix to idempotency. 
McWeeny's method(62) is
P' = 3P2 - 2P3 (43)
until
Tr ((P2 - P) 2 ) < threshhold (44)
where the threshhold is roughly the square of the largest acceptable 
error. (A P matrix idempotent to 6 places has a threshhold of 
~10-12 .)
Mestechkin's method(63) is
Y = 2P - 1 (45)
and
Y' = y + 1/2 (1 + Y2 ) Y
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(46)
until
Tr ((Y2 - 1) 2 ) < threshhold (47)
and thus
P' = (Y' + l)/2 and Tr Y = N - m (48)
Mathematically, P is called idempotent with
P2 = P (49)
and Y is called involutional, with 
Y2 = 1 (50)
The elements of P are, in general, complex. Under what 
circumstances will constraining P to be real result in a worse fit to 
data? Suppose
' 3 /
(51)
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Then
F(k )= Tr/C C 
1 1 1 C jC2+iC \f f, , f
\
11 12 (52)
i f
fn  = xl+ix2' f12 ” x3+ix4f f22 ~ x5+ix6
then
F(K) = C12(x1+ix2) + (CjCg+iC^Cj)(x3~ix4)
+ C^lC2_iClC3^(x3+ix4^
+(C22+C32)(x5+ixg) (54)
2 2 
= Ci xi + iC^ x2 + 2C^C2x3+2C^C3x4
+(C22+€32)(x5+ix6)
If
then
(55)
F(K) = C12(x1+ix2)+2C1C4x3+C42(x5+ix6) (56)
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and if
2 2 2 
C4 ^2  + <3
then
(57)
Fcomplex"Freal“ 2C1(C2X3+C3X4"C4X3) (58)
which is zero if and only if the scattering cross-term f ^  is real. 
Reality of all cross-terms f^(K) is equivalent to the crystal being 
centrosymmetric. Thus, one should constrain P to reality only for 
centrosymmetric crystals.
The iterative equations for fitting P to data, as developed by 
Clinton et al.(13) and extended by Henderson and Zimmerman(64) to 
constrained variational calculations, is based on the error measure
/'Fobs(K> ' - ' W K)f/ (59)
Other error measures used in crystallography are
1 or 2.^ 1 or3.  1 nr 9 ^
-Wcai <*>i) y
K K (60)
and the robust-resistant functional(65) of Nicholson et al.,
z£/6
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(61)
where
ZK= V^T < I W K)H Fcal«>|)/r.oF (62)
These error measures, their R-factors, arid the iterative equations 
associated with each, are listed in Table 3. The least-absolute-value 
functionals seem far slower to converge, but their precision is 
higher(66).
Figure 7 shows the behavior, in a fixed basis, of sane of the error 
functionals as a function of P, where
(63)
and
Pcalc (64)
Figure 8 shows the behavior of c)£ for these functionals.
Table 3
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Error Measures and Related Quantities
RAW TREFOIL dK= fdjs\
ERROR # R-FACTOR(67) id PJ. G (F(p u ) (c) GoF NOTES
(a) (b) r /K r
2 R =• e. (2lF0l) -  srOZHF'DsyOiX* -ID* ) e , ( E ^ / (rr c , / f F CD)
C r Z » KllF.HFjl 1 '-sy(lFM fcfii)FKt -Zw kD* / / r e r / f T
S r = l  Ilo-ZEJ • G R, -vfe>/ ( £ £ 0) ' -2 sr(I0- l ()Fc f* ’ -jr D* h A Z " ) j .y /{ T W / T
3= £ ^ j l g- X c j , 5 -2sr (X,-I<)Fc f ><t -rw^c/ j c ? ( F A y / ® G T /fT -
SKiF.HF.I^ .t R3 -2(lFJ-lFj)tr(Fc)P» - i p " f% /{ ?
^ ^ ( i F J - I F j / 3 wRyni*/f£wK /For ; / ? / / T (E)
(i0-re)a 8 R, = 7 c , / ( 2 X ^ y - i p " (F)
Z^(Z0-lJ 7 |wf\r*z/£„a;) '-H V U -IJ F J " 7 c X { e ^ / / / i ^ / / r (c.)
Notes
2
(A) Fq is the observed F(K), IQ is the observed F (K), Fc 
and I are the calculated values.
Sums are over all observed reflections, each with weight w„.J\
(B) The TREFOIL number is the value of EPSWAY in Appendix B.
(C) is defined in equation (268).
(D) 'Conventional' R-factor(l).
(E) 'Conventional' GoF, best electron density(67), used for 
Hamilton's test(68)
(F) Unbiased fit to experiment(69).
(G) Best Patterson map(67).
Figure 7
Error Measures for the Same P Compared
Least Absolute Value
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Figure 8
Gradients of the Error Measures of Figure 7
f
Least Absolute Value
.33 345.325 .34
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Noting that
=sgn(x) = -1,0, or 1 (65)
3 x
2- Tr Rf^  — —— (Z If/V O  ~ fl (66)
3 ^  I P s ' " " 1 r  r
and that the iterative equations can be represented as
P' = 3P2 -2P3 + X/ 1 + X G (67)
where
.K
G--> 9e'k 2 P <68>
K
and
I / \  /
- \ ^ goal ~£
rl -Tr /Tr 11 Tr 1g\-1
i Tr G1 Tr Gg J
(69)
For various error measures , Table 3 can be derived.
£  goal is a number which is lowered in a super-iterative 
procedure. Because the P-equations (22) are so slowly convergent, one 
cannot try to lower £ too precipitously. The starting value of 
should be a fairly large fraction T (1/2 to 3/4) of £ (P-j^t-i^) and
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when (22) has converged to g0aj/ lower it by sane amount,
Computational experience has shown that, using
^  goal' “T ^ goal “ ^  goal (70)
is a reasonable choice, and anything less than T = 1/2 often leads to a 
failure to converge.
The idea behind the iterative equations is to solve for an 
idempotent matrix, and meanwhile, using Lagrange multipliers, to 
perturb in the conditions of N-normalization and fitting the data. Why 
does one use such an indirect method? Why not minimize the error 
measure € while perturbing in normalization and idempotency? The 
reason lies in the nature of the constraint.
For the normalization constraint
N - Tr P = 0 (71)
the derivative is
(72)
and thus
(73)
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For the ideirtpotency constraint
Tr ((P2 - P) 2 ) = 0
the derivative is
p  (Tr((P"'-P)*) = 5V  (T<-(P‘f- 2P3+P*))
~  O D  ^  ^ tb'bc.^ ca t ^ ABA v
A3CD
t  p e^» 9^ ^  *CDP-DA 2?a
9^50 P
PA ^ A s g ^
+  Pa r ?,
3Pco
Aer*c 0 f >
P.PA
+ _  p ?  ?  ! 3 > *
AB rBO r c D  3 P/(V
_ ^  p o  2 £k* 
AS SC 3 P^y AS
9 ?BA
9 7/<v
(74)
(75)
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By noting that
?Fij I C
equation (75) can be reduced to
?»c Pcv %  + V  + PV P"P a
+  p «  4 P >i P BC PcA  - J V . A +
/
and remembering that A,B,C,D are dummy variables, it reduces ro
\
(77)
m
^  ^  ^ A/M. ^ A  ^  ^AS ^S/t +  ^AS ^ PA  " ^  
ilecting terms, and noting that terms commute,
\
(78)
A B
Then the constraint would be
Idem( 4(P+)3 " 6(P+)2 + 2(P+) > (80)
Unfortunately, if the P matrix is nearly idewpotent,
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and
(P+)3 ~ (P+)2 (P+) (81)
4(P+)3 -6(P+)2 2(P+) ~ 0 (82)
which makes the constraint almost null, and thus the procedure will not 
work. In other words(70), "the distance X moved along the generated 
directions tends to zero, causing jamming at a non-optimal point."
For the same reason, many other constrained minimization methods, 
which depend on the derivative of the constraint, such as the methods 
of Zoutendijk(70) and Rosen(71) (see Appendix E), are inapplicable.
The F-equations (122) have no obvious extension to including the 
optimization of parameters other than the P-matrix, such as atomic 
positions, basis function exponents, or vibration amplitudes U^.
The severest disadvantage of the P-equations is that their 
convergence is quite slow, although some error measures converge faster 
than others. In a relative timing test, for the same model problem, 
the relative convergence times, on an IBM 3033, are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4
Convergence Times for the Iterative Equations 
for Case 3, Model 2 of Chapter V,
Using Equation (67) for Various Error Measures
Error Measure Convergence Time (Minutes CRJ Time on an IBM 3033)
Least-Absolute-Value
50.498 (this is the £, used in Chapter V) 
60.756
Least-Squares
3.218
4.187
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The dramatic difference between the least-squares methods ( and 
£  ^  ) using the P-equations and the least-absolute-value methods ( 
and £^) can be rationalized as follows. Figures 7 and 8 show £ /(P) 
to be a linear functional discontinuous at the solution, with a 
piecewise constant gradient. Convergence is at best linear. In 
contrast, £^(P) is a quadratic functional with a gradient that goes 
smoothly to zero at solution. Convergence is at best second-order, and 
apparently better than with a least-absolute-value criterion.
An alternative to the P-equations seems desirable, preferably one 
which can be extended to simultaneous optimization of any and all 
desired parameters, and which lends itself to being able to calculate 
error bars and covariance matrices for the final values of all 
parameters. The method outlined below fulfills all these 
specifications.
An idempotent P matrix has N(m-N) independent parameters. Suppose 
that one wants to also optimize some number of other variables v not in 
the P-matrix, such as atomic positions, vibrational amplitudes, etc.
Define a parameter vector p as
p= (N(m-N) independent P*,^) ©  (v = other variables) (83)
of dimension
Dim (p) = N (m - N ) + Dim (v)
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(84)
In these terms, define a set of calculated x-ray scattering factors 
Fcai(p) with an associated error functional £^[p] defined as, e.g.
£ / f / ? 7 s  £  / / FJ K ) I  1 Fc a i ( M  I <85>obs 
K
and a gradient vector G with elements
3 6
~ d P j  (86)
The idempotency, normalization, and Hermitivity constraints are 
enforced in two ways.
First, any independent
Pj = (87)
has bounds
0 < < 1  (88)
and self-terms
Pj (89)
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mast be real.
Second, in an iterative procedure, or descent method, one can set up 3 
or 4 stages in each iteration.
1) Calculate a descent step to move the parameters a distance d 
given by
2) Using one of the purification methods, equation (43) or 
equation (46), generate a P-matrix whose independent variables
p'^ , 1 < i < N(m-N), are those chosen by equation (87).
3) Calculate Fcal(p') and [p1 ] •
4) (possibly) Select a new subset of N(m-N) independent P matrix 
elements.
A computer subroutine for step 2) is given in Appendix F.
Which elements P^^ should be selected in step 4 above? All 
should be on or above the diagonal, with the Hermitivity constraint 
giving those below the diagonal simply as
p' = p + d <P,Fobs) (90)
(91)
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All but the largest self-term should be used. The largest
self-term is given by the normalization constraint as
and all of the independent P matrix elements have been accounted for.
If N > 1, some cross-terms are also independent. I do not know 
which should be used. There is no reason to think that the same choice 
is appropriate both for McWeeny's method and for Mestechkin's method.
Since both McWeeny's and Mestechkin's purification processes are 
iterative, a starting guess for the independent elements of P in the 
idempotency step 2 is needed. On all but the first iteration, the 
corresponding elements from the previous iterations can be used. Zeros 
should not be used, since if, for example, one starts from
(92)
For the one-electron case,
N(m-N) = m - 1 (93)
P.11 0 0
P- -J mit 0 F22 P23 (94)
0
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then
3P2- 2P3 =
pil
0 0
0 p* P
p?2
32 P
(95)
P12 and P13 are always zero if one starts them out at zero, and 
McWeeny's process will diverge or fail. An excellent starting guess is
^  ^  1^  {96)
In the one-electron case, Equation (96) is the exact solution, and no 
further purification is necessary.
Equation (96) introduces a new problem, or perhaps merely reveals 
an old problem. Since the P-matrix is the square of a wavefunction,
P = CC+ , then
' ( \Cyu \ / 0  (97)
By choosing the self-terms as independent elements, there arises a 
"phase problem." Not all values of the phase & yield the same 
P-matrix. As a siirple example, consider N = 1, m = 2, with 1 complex 
parameter, , defined by
50
C m
e c f y  (98)
Since the total phase of the orbital ^  is arbitrary, one can write 
absolute value signs on the expression
t- (C, (99)
then
y > i 1 I C/,1 IHsCfle9') < 1 0 0 >
\ c ^ u ^ c ^ r u i9r n c f i *  J
In the case of P real, £9^ is either 0° or 180°. 0° corresponds to
c,g/ + c^g^, a bonding orbital. 180° corresponds to c/gf - c^g^, an 
antibonding orbital.
The implication for empirical wavefunction determination is that one 
shouild consider the self-terms as having a "hidden" phase that 
manifests itself in the cross-terms. For P real,
! \ 2
(101)
for P complex,
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(102)
(103)
this results because
(104)
The first step in determining any wavefunction is to choose the 
form of the basis functions. This is especially important with totally 
empirical wavefunctions. Since there are a limited number of data, one 
must use as few parameters as possible, and therefore as small a basis 
as possible, in order to have a larger number of data per parameter.
It is always possible to get a low £  by overparametrizing the 
problem, but this would not be a meaningful approach to interpretation.
Since this thesis is mainly concerned with electron densities from 
x-ray diffraction, the effect of basis set on density is of more 
concern than that on energy. Including electron correlation in ab 
initio studies changes the density by at most about 1%(72), but basis 
set effects are two to three times as large(59).
The best type of basis function to use for atomic calculations is 
the Slater orbital. These can be forced to satisfy the 
electron-nuclear cusp condition (which is nice, but not relevant here),
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and more importantly, they decay exponentially at large distances from 
the nucleus, which is a condition known to be satisfied by the exact 
wavefunction. However, many of the integrals required to calculate 
molecular properties in a Slater basis are analytically intractible, 
and often only numerical solutions exist(73,74,75,76,77). In contrast, 
Gaussian orbitals decay too fast, have no cusps, but all integrals over 
such a basis(19,21,49,77,78) are not only closed-form and analytic, 
they are usually quite simple. In order to simulate the desirable 
properties of a Slater orbital, one can superinpose several Gaussian 
"primitives" in a fixed ratio(79). Some are made very "tight" (large 
exponent) to simulate the cusp. Others are very "loose" to simulate 
the gradual decay of a Slater (although this is unsatisfactory for very 
large distances). The remainder of the Gaussians can be optimized in 
an ab initio calculation either to least-squares fit a Slater orbital, 
called STO-nG, or to minimize the energy. This set of Gaussians is 
treated as a single function, referred to as a "contracted" Gaussian.
To improve an atomic calculation, one can add basis functions either of 
different radial dependence, or functions with higher angular 
momentum. The general formula for an atcm-centered contracted 
Cartesian Gaussian orbital is
9-<JM'atom)A(y-yatc0.>Btz-zatan)C^
(2c.e"aj(r"ratom)2) (105>
“i J j/fvar
where
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ratom x^atom '^atom /Zatom  ^ (106)
is the position of the nuclear center? a^  is the j'th exponent (large
exponents are "tight" primitives); the c^ are the contraction
coefficients?and (Nor) is the normalization factor. The sum of a+b+c
is the angular momentum quantum number; with 0 being s, 1 as p, 2 as d,
3 as f,etc. Note that the radial dependence is that of a Is orbital.
This is always taken to be the case. No analytic formulas over
Gaussian 2s,4s,... primitives exist. Huzinaga has shown(80) that using
3s primitives has no advantages over Is primitives, and it takes more
effort to evaluate the integrals. To convert from Cartesian Gaussian
orbitals to spherical harmonic Gaussians is not overly difficult. The
matrices in Table 5 below show the process for s,p,d, and f orbitals.
2 2For example, the 4f orbital z(x -y ) is 
- 1 / f T g(0,2,l)+ l/t/21 g(2,0,l).
For molecular or crystal wavefunctions, atom-centered basis 
functions are not necessarily appropriate. A crucial feature of the 
density when two atoms bond to each other is a shift of the density 
from near the nuclei and from the opposite side of the atom to the 
bonding region. The Hellmann-Feynman Theorem dictates that the basis 
functions in a finite atom-centered expansion also move into the 
bonding region. There are two ways of modeling this effect. One way 
is to introduce higher-momentum atom-centered "polarization" functions,
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Table 5
A B CConversion Between Cartesian Forms x y z 
and Real Spherical Harmonics
A+B+C=0
(0,0,0)
Is 1
A j 'D ' j - C i l  
(1,0,0) (0,1,0) (0,0,1)
2p: x 1 0 0
y 0 1 0
z 0 0 1
A+B+C=2
(2,0,0) (0,2,0) (0,0,2) (1,1,0) (1,0,1) (0,1,1)
35 1/JS V/T i/fS 0 0 0
3d: 0 zf -i/yt -V/T 2/ 6 0 0 0z z x -y 1//? -l//? 0 0 0 0
xy 0 0 0 1 0 0
xz 0 0 0 0 1 0
yz 0 0 0 0 0 1
A+B+C=3 (cubic convention)
(300) (210) (120) (030) (021) (012) (003) (102) (201) (111)
4p: x I/Jl 0 1//31 0 0 0 0 1/JS 0 0
y 0 1 / fS 0 1/JT 0 1//31 0 0 0 0
z 0 0 0 0 1/./31 0 1//3 0 1//T 0
4f :z(x3-ya) 0 0 0 0 -1//27 0 0 0 1//T
y(za-xa) 0 - 1 /JT 0 0 0 1/J2 0 0 0 0
x( y^-zH 0 0 1 / f T  0 0 0 0 -I/1/21 0 0
xf 2/ 6 0 -1/ 6 0 0 0 0 -1//T 0 0
yf 0 -1//T 0 2/J& 0 -1//67 0 0 0 0
z 0 0 0 0 -1//T 0 2/yr 0 - V 1/0 0
xyz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
such as 2p orbitals on hydrogen,which are coirbined to form hybrid
orbitals with the desired features. Another way is to introduce
functions which are not atom-centered(81); their positions are treated
as another set of parameters to be optimized. Comparative ab initio
studies(82,83) show that equally good descriptions of molecular bonds
can be obtained with only 1/3 to 1/2 as many extra basis functions by
using these floating functions instead of polarization functions.
These floating functions are usually taken, for purposes of
simplicity(84), to be ls-type Gaussian primitives, called Floating
Spherical Gaussian Orbitals, FSGO, bond functions, or simply floaters.
The main reason that theoretical calculations don't use FSGO more often
is that using them properly requires optimizing their positions and
exponents separately for each new molecule - there is inherently no
such thing as a "standard FSGO exponent." Also, each time one changes
the position or exponent of a floater, or the position of an atom in a
geometry optimization, all integrals involving floaters must be
re-evaluated. Since up to half, and commonly 1/3, of the computer time
in an ab initio Hartree-Fock calculation is spent evaluating integrals
once, recalculating many of them on each iteration is an unpopular
option. One compromise which is used(85) is to arbitrarily fix the
floater position at the bond midpoint, and optimize only the exponent
—2(to the nearest .05 a.u. ). Sometimes, to compensate for this 
limitation, a set of 2p primitives is also placed at the bond midpoint, 
either with the same exponent as the ls-type floater, or with exponent
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separately optimized. Optimizing the FSGO position makes the resultant 
wavefunction easier to interpret in terms of charge partitioning, and 
this partitioning is remarkably close to a separation into virial 
regions(86).
In a system with symmetry higher than Cj , one uses a contracted 
floater, with all primitives having the same exponent, but at positions 
related by symmetry. This is in contrast to a contracted atcm-centered 
Gaussian,where the positions are the same, but the exponents differ.
The FSGO contraction coefficients depend on the irreducible 
representation of the symmetry group desired. For example, in symmetry 
group C -L , with coordinate origin at the inversion center, one would 
get 2 sets of 2 floaters
ry rt
®(norm )(e“ a (r “ r FSG0)‘‘+e"a r^” rFSG0) ) (107)
Ag
V  “ a (r - r  ) 2 - a ( r - r  ) 2
'A “ (norm )(e ' FSGO -e FSGO ) (108)
u
A more complicated example, shown in Table 6 and Figure 9, is that 
of group D^, which is the atomic site symmetry in beryllium metal 
(see chapter 3 below) and graphite (see chapter 4 below). Here it is 
convenient to define the floater positions in terms of the polar 
coordinates r, . The 12 floater positions are placed at 
Q(r,^,^), where Q is one of the 12 operations (E, 2C^ , 3C-l,cr'^ ,
Figure 9
Floating Spherical Gaussian Orbitals 
in D.^ (6m2) Symmetry
Table 6
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Floating Spherical Gaussians in Symmetry 
and Their Contraction Coefficients 
for All Irreducible Representations
Long- Lat- Representation
# Distance itude itude V V Eh
1 r e  0 1 1 1
2 r 120-0 0 1 -1 2
3 r 120+0 0 1 1 1
4 r 240-6 0 1 -1 -1
5 r 240+0 0 1 1 -2
6 r - &  0 1 -1 -1
7 r e  - 0 1 1 1
8 r 120-(9 - 0 1 -1 2
9 r 120+0 - 0 1 1 1
10 r 240-0 - 0 1 -1 -1
11 r 240+0 - 0 1 1 -2
12 r -e  - 0 1 -1 -1
E/i
1 1
Ed
1
V
1
A " 
1
V
1
Ei£
i 1
Ell
1
0 -2 0 -1 1 2 0 -2 0
-1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1
-1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1
0 -2 0 1 1 -2 0 -2 0
1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1
1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
0 -2 0 1 -1 -2 0 0
-1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
-1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1
0 -2 0 -1 -1 2 0 2 0
1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1
(1/ Normalizer)2- 12 12 24 8 24 8 12 12 24 8 24 8
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2S^ , 3 crv ) of . All irreducible representations are spanned at 
least once by the set of 12 floater primitives.
Figure 9 shows a set of 12 FSGO in symmetry from two views.
In the upper view, looking down the x axis, the z axis (poles) appears 
as a vertical line, and both the y axis and xy plane (equator) appear 
as a horizontal line. The floaters, represented as shaded circles, are 
at a distance rpsG0 from the central atom, at the six longitudes 
{0°,120°,240°}1' & , times the two latitudes 10 , for a total of 1 
distance times 6 longitudes times 2 latitudes equals 12 FSGO. The 
lower view, looking down the z axis (polar projection), shows the x 
axis as a horizontal line. The y axis, not drawn in here, would be a 
vertical line. The equator appears as the outermost circle.
The 12 floater positions, numbered 1 to 12 in column 1 of Table 6, 
are explicitly related to the 3 parameters t , S  ,<f> by columns 2,3, and 
4 respectively. The 12 symmetrized representations of the point group 
D3h that can ke formed from the 12 FSGO by a unitary transformation 
are shown with the transform matrix in the remainder of Table 6. For 
example, the floaters can be combined into an a," basis function as 
qQ y, =1/ JV? (g;-ga+g3-gY+g5-g^+g7-g^ )+g^-g/(3+g// -g^ ) or into one part 
of a doubly-degenerate rep as
9£;" =1/ <9, +29i+93-9v‘295-%-97-2%-g<,+gw +29,, +9U  ) ■
The use of Floating Spherical Slater Orbitals is inadvisable, since
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that would put a cusp where none belongs. Also, there is no reason to 
expect exponential die-off from the bonding region towards the 
constituent atoms.
Atom-centered polarization functions and FSGO are both ways of 
describing "deformation density;" the difference between atoms and a 
molecule. There is no easy way to convert from one to the other - a 
set of floaters can be expanded in an infinite series of polarization 
functions, and vice versa, but there is no one-to-one correspondence. 
Although it is more convenient to think in terms of atom-centered 
functions, this is an educational prejudice. Neither polarization 
functions nor floaters is inherently a "fundamental" approach, nor is 
one more "contrived" or ad-hoc than the other. The advantages of each 
are that FSGO yield a more compact representation, while polarization 
functions are less costly of computer time to use. No one has ever 
actually expanded any wavefunction in a truly infinite series; where to 
truncate the finite expansion, and whether to go to more centers or to 
higher angular momentum, is largely a matter of taste and convenience. 
For totally empirical wavefunctions of small systems, there is a 
leaning towards floaters because of their relatively fewer parameters, 
but for larger systems economic considerations dictate the use of 
polarization functions. The strongest argument against FSGO is that to 
directly compare ab initio and totally empirical wavefunctions for the 
same system, one would prefer to use the same LCAO basis for both; 
since the existing ab initio calculation is almost certain to not use 
floaters, the totally empirical function shouldn't either.
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Another common type of basis function, used mainly in ab initio 
solid-state wavefunctions, is the plane wave, either as the only 
functions, as Orthogonalized Plane Waves(87) Schmidt-orthogonalized to 
the atom-centered basis, or as a mixed Plane Wave/Gaussian 
basis(88,89). These plane waves have been used for 
crystallography(90). They are in general unsuited for totally 
empirical calculations, since one must use hundreds of them to get 
satisfactory convergence.
A common technique both in ab initio calculations and in 
non-quantum models of Bragg scattering is the frozen-core 
approximation. Only the valence orbitals of a molecule or crystal are 
allowed to change; the core orbitals are all(91) kept "frozen" at the 
values determined by an atomic ab initio calculation. This 
approximation has at most about a 0.3% effect on the density(72). 
Totally empirical wavefunctions should certainly use the frozen-core 
approximation in almost all cases - one gets the core described 
excellently with no added parameters. Also in view of reference(72), 
appeals to "core expansion" should be viewed with soive suspicion.
Ab initio calculations involving large atoms often use 
pseudo-orbitals(92), and thus all core electrons are eliminated 
entirely from the calculations. A totally empirical wavefunction could 
use the same idea.
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Pseudo-orbitals are of 2 types, core and valence. The requirement 
of orthogonality to the core fixes the form of the valence basis 
pseudo-orbitals. The prescription for ab initio calculation of valence 
pseudo-orbital bases is well defined(92). The pseudo-core is 
obtainable from atomic ab initio calculations, and is used without 
modification. That is, the molecular pseudo-core is an atonic core. 
Note that using a pseudo-core is not eliminating the density "near" the 
nucleus; it is eliminating the canonical core orbitals from the 
calculation entirely. Valence electron density near the nuclei and its 
modification from one molecule to the next will still be described in 
using valence pseudo-orbital basis functions.
Note that using core pseudo-orbitals exclusively - assuming that 
all electrons are in the "core" and hence are unperturbed by molecule 
formation or crystal formation - is exactly the superposition of free 
spherical atoms approximation, also called the "promolecule," that is 
commonly used in crystallography.
In addition to the reduction in the size of the problem from using 
the frozen-core approximation, one can reduce the size of the problem 
still further by symmetry-blocking of the P matrix. In a 
symmetry-adapted basis, the P matrix can be written as
r = p r  ® £ r  ©  . . .  tics)
1 i 1 2
where each P^_, satisfies
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(110)
and cross-terms between basis functions of different reps are 
necessarily zero by symmetry - each orbital in a symmetry-adapted basis 
must belong to one and only one irreducible representation of the 
group. Each rep must be assigned Np electrons. In the 
single-determinant approximation, the N p are constrained to be 
integer, and each assignment of the Np corresponds to a different 
electron configuration of the system. The ground state of the system, 
in doubtful cases, will be the set of which best fits the available 
data.
This symmetry-blocking has reduced the number of parameters. Since
r
) (ill)
the number of P matrix parameters has gone from
(112)
to
(113)
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and the number of parameters symmetry-constrained to zero is
/E Z (114)
r n r
For the degenerate representations E,T,G, and H, one gets further 
reduction, since if the basis functions are arranged within each 
sub-representation in the same order,
and thus for purposes of counting parameters, degenerate reps are 
counted once only, not 2,3,4, or 5 times.
Chapter 4 below makes use of the preceding symmetry discussion to 
outline a procedure for determining totally empirical Bragg 
wavefunctions for graphite and for diamond.
In the preceding discussion, it was assumed that the basis
!
functions were orthonormal and symmetry-adapted. If one uses a 
non-symmetrized basis, great care must be exercised. The observable 
density ^ p(r) always belongs to the totally symmetric representation 
r  of any group. An orbital ^  belonging to any irreducible 
representation of the group will yield a density of the proper 
symmetry. However, non-symmetrized basis functions, which belong in 
general to a reducible representation, will usually yield a density of 
the wrong symmetry. As a trivial example, in C ^ ,
PE “PE » PT =PT "PT » e t c *X y z (115)
2 2 2 (odd) = (even) = even, but (odd + even) = (odd + even)
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(116)
2
If one has hybrid orbitals, say a set of sp orbitals in a Gj 
environment, these must be viewed as members of a degenerate set, and 
populated according to equation (115). Better yet would be to always 
use symmetry-adapted basis functions. The three sp2 hybrids 
mentioned above span A and E of Cg, not just one rep.
It has been suggested(41) that one can further reduce the number of 
parameters in the P matrix by making the approximation that certain 
cross-terms are zero, not by symmetry, but because they are "expected" 
to be small.
One can, for example, treat each water molecule in an ice crystal
separately, with no cross-terms in P between functions on different
waters. A refinement of sodium azide could be constrained to have one
P matrix for Na+ and another for N^-. When doing this, keep in
mind that a quantum P matrix has an integer trace - one cannot have
separate P matrices for N a ^ ~ ^ ~  and
The two most common types of constraint are called the "two-center"
and "one-center" approximations. In the "two-center approximation"
this expectation of negligibility comes from the two basis functions
involved in the cross-term being on atoms not considered bended to each
u
other. For example, in the molecule
PHH 0 PCH 0
0 PFF CF 0
fhc PFC
P
rcc p
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(117)
This can be implemented by defining p parameters which use the same 
basis functions, but each corresponds to either an atonic or a bonding 
feature, e.g.
bond+^F atom+^CF bond+^C aton+^C=0 bonds
+^ 0 atom +%  atom (118)
A problem with this is that, since the P sub-matrices do not refer to 
disjoint sets of basis functions, one could conceivably wind up 
overpopulating a particular basis function, violating the quantum 
constraint of equation (88). One solution would be to check any 
wavefunction refinement using equation (118) once every few iterations 
to be sure that the total P matrix is idempotent, normalized, and 
Hermitian; if not it should be fixed up and possibly the two-center 
approach should be modified.
The most extremely constrained approach is the one-center method, 
wherein the P matrix is treated as the direct sum of each atom's P 
sub-matrix. In the ^ Q - Q  example,
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Each atom then has an integer charge, and covalent bonding cannot be 
described. This is the approximation to use when comparing quantum 
Bragg refinements to multipole Bragg refinements, where the one-center 
approximation is almost always used to prevent over-paranetrization.
A one-center quantum F-matrix is exactly equivalent to a multipole 
refinement with quantum constraints, as I will now proceed to show. 
Given m orbital basis functions g^, one can construct m(nri-l)/2 
density basis functions, or multipole functions,
MAj = g^j (120)
Table 7 displays the correspondence between one-center orbital products 
of Cartesian Gaussians and Hirshfeld-type(42) multipoles. Thus, one 
could convert a multipole refinement program to a one-center totally 
empirical wavefunction refinement program with only a small amount 
of effort. Note that the correspondence equation (120) is 
one— >many. The results of a multipole refinement cannot uniquely be 
converted to a wavefunction, not even to a wavefunction that violates 
quantum constraints.
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Table 7
Conversion Between Cartesian Gaussians 
and Hirshfeld Multipoles
Orbital to Multipole
Angular
gl A B C
Exponents
g2 A BC
Orbitals Multipole Angular Ex 
M
A B C
0 0 0 0 0 0 s s Monopole 0 0 0
0 0 0 10 0 s px Dipole 10  0
0 0 0 2 0 0 s d**- Quadrupole 2 0 0
0 0 0 3 0 0 s W Octupole 3 0 0
10 0 10 0 Px Px Quadrupole 2 0 0
10 0 0 10 A  APx Pv Quadrupole 1 1 0
10 0 2 0 0 p <rt y  V  V Octupole 3 0 0
0 10 10 0 A  A APtr P„ Quadrupole 1 1 0
10 0 2 0 0 d ^  Octupole 3 0 0 
Multipole to Orbital
M
A B C
Name gl A B C
g2 
A B C
Name
0 0 0 Monopole 0 0 0 0 0 0 s s
10 0 Dipole 10 0 0 0 0 Px s2 0 0 Quadrupole 2 0 0 
10 0
0 0 0 
10 0
d s JTxx 
Pv Pv
1 1 0 Quadrupole 1 1 0  
10 0
0 0 0 
0 10
dx i
PV P..
3 0 0 Octupole 3 0 0 
2 0 0
0 0 0 
10 0
fx y s 
dxxx p
2 10 Octupole 2 10 
2 0 0 
1 1 0
0 0 0 
0 10 
10 0
fxx lx
dxxy p
C  K
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To take an example, we see that an orbital sp basis leads uniquely 
to monopoles from s-s terms, dipoles from s-p terms, and quadrupoles
p -p ) and unidirectional (2 0 0 from p a , 0 2 0 from pJ3- , and 0 0 2  
l t  x  Y
from p2 ). However, multipoles cannot be decomposed uniquely into 
orbitals. For example, we see that the mixed quadrupole 1 1 0  can be 
decomposed either into a Px“Py product, or an s-d^ product.
If the basis g is not orthonormal, one must correct for this by the 
use of an overlap matrix S(91) with elements
Sij - < 9i / 9j > <121>
3he equation for scattering amplitude is modified to
Fcal(K)= Tr ps_1//2f (K) S-1//2=Tr S_ly/2PS“1//2f (K) (122)
In equation (122), the two versions are correcting respectively the 
basis and the P matrix. When using the P iterative equations (67), it 
is more convenient to correct the basis. When using the descent method
of equation (90), either convention is equally good. To see what the
wavefunction looks like in the original basis, one can examine the 
matrix R defined by
R = S ~ ^ 2PS""^2
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(123)
When adding a new basis function, the initial guess at p'should oe
r5-*ps-<* o
? H ')
+ 1/3-
0
(s)/\ f  \/3- (124)
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Chapter III. Beryllium Metal
The only example in this thesis, or indeed anywhere in the 
literature as of March 1984, of applying the method of chapter 2 to 
real data from an actual experiment on a real crystal - in no sense 
artificial data - is this chapter, wherein the formalism is applied to 
beryllium metal.
The (as yet unpublished ) x-ray diffraction study of beryllium 
metal by Larsen and Hansen(56) provides a• sensitive test of the 
formalism. Beryllium crystallizes in space group P6^ /mmc, #194, at 
the 2 positions "c" of the Wyckoff notation. There are 2 asymmetric 
units per cell, with one atom in each. The site symmetry is 6m2, or 
D3h* T i^e structure is illustrated in Figure 10. There are several 
reasons why beryllium is a good first case.
First - it's a simple structure. Beryllium is nearly 
hexagonal-close-packed. There is only atari per asymmetric unit. The 
position of that atom is fixed by symmetry. In the spin-paired 
approximation, this one atom has only one valence orbital.
Second - beryllium is interesting. It has a very high Debye 
temperature for a metal: 1440° K. The large diamagnetic 
susceptibility, and the fact that beryllium is brittle at roan 
temperature, point to beryllium being not quite metallic. As a
consequence of these facts, beryllium has been extensively studied both 
experimentally and theoretically(56).
Third - beryllium has half its electrons in the valence shell, so 
the electron redistribution might be easy to spot. Unfortunately, this 
is not the case. 97% of the scattering power comes from the Is core, 
and less than half of one percent can be attributed to bonding effects.
Fourth - because reason three didn't work out, and bonding and 
deformation effects are so small, the phases of all reflections are 
determined by the free-atom model.
Fifth - the diffraction data for beryllium are excellent. Larsen
and Hansen have recently done a very careful study(56), and their 58
0—1
data extend out to 1.2 A , with an average reported error of only 
0.39% in cr(F)/F. In fact, the errors are even less than this, as will 
be explained below.
Several nodels of beryllium were tried. The first was the 
free-atom model. The beryllium atonic wavefunction expansion in 10 
s-type Gaussians by Huzinaga(80), shown in Table 8, was used. Only 
three parameters were refined - an experimental scale factor 1/S, and 
the two vibrational parameters U/; and From symmetry,
i1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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3.66826
32.6562
117.799
532.280
1.35431
0.38905
0.15023
10.4801
3630.38
.052406
Table 8
The 10-Gaussian Beryllium Atom Basis 
of Huzinaga(80)
Is coefficient 2s coefficient
.43211
.08689
.02239
.00422
.33942
.03710
-.00791
.24152
.00053
.00183
-.10274
-.01628
-.00414
-.00077
-.15719
.04809
.59099
-.04911
-.00010
.47194
c-i C V &
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This lead to the results of Table 9. Refining on £ '  lead to wR, ofD 3
.00419, R{ of .00544, with a goodness of fit GOF^ = 1.67. Adding 
the only symmetry-allowed third cumulant led to wR^ of
.00385, R| .00532, and GOFj^-l.SS, as shown in Table 9.
Thus it can be seen that any deviation from free-atan behavior in 
beryllium is small. The cumulant expansion is illustrated in Figure 
11.
When approaching the limit of the data so closely, and with such 
good data, it is advisable to examine closely the data itself. Larsen 
and Hansen collected a full sphere of data on two wavelengths (Mo and 
Ag) and yet only report 58 numbers. Appendix C contains the averaged 
intensities for each radiation separately, for those symmetry-unique 
reflections that were judged by the experimentalists to be of 
"significant" intensity. The errors reported for the 58 fully averaged 
reflections are listed with the FQbs values in Appendix C, and 
these errors are graphed in Figure 12.
The errors fall naturally into 2 groups; high angle data with 
minute errors averaging .0017 electrons, and low-angle data with 4 
times as much error in <r(F)/F and 10 times as large an absolute error 
0KF). This is not a result of the experiment itself. It is a result 
of the low-angle data being artificially weighted out relative to that
Figure 10
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Nuclear Positions in Beryllium Metal 
from Reference(56)
■I-
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Figure 11
Cumulant Expansion for Beryllium Nuclei
-RIGID BODY a v w
^Thermally Smeared rat-rest)^
e x p C Z T Y i Z h ^ - Z ^ j U i j - i  iL hihjhkCijk+ ***^
1st cumulant 2nd cumulant 3rd cumulant 
position width skewness
lst-
Cumulants allowed by D ^  symmetry in Be 
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U33
Figure 12
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Errors in Larsen's(56) Beryllium Data
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Table 9
Beryllium Model One: The Free Atom
wRj, 3 parameters 
% covariance with: U.. U,,
U„ .022114(86) 5:5 WR,
U35. 019438(99) 58.9 R,
1/S .9936 (17) 88.8 78.0
R3, 3 parameters 
% covariance with: U U,.
U„ .02244(80) " R,
U33.01972(96) 11.2 R,
1/S .9996 (69) 60.8 52.7
wRj, 4 parameters 
% covariance with: C ni U M U,,
C m  .0033 (10) ' ^ M 3 wR,
U t i .022113(80) -.5 R,
U33 .019434(92) -1.2 58.9
1/S .9936(16) .01 88.8 78.0
Rj, 4 parameters 
% covariance with: C.._ U,. U,,
C/a-. 00008 (2200) 11 R3
Un .02244(80) -3.0 R.
U33 .01972(97) -1.0 11.2
1/S .9996(70) -1.7 60.8 52.8
.00419
.00544
.01040
.00542
.00385
.00532
.01040
.00542
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Table 10
Beryllium Model Ttoo: The Spherical Atom
% covariana 
U„ .02214(50) 
U33 .01946 (50) 
1/S .9936 (60) 
C. 1.000 (21) 
r 1.009 (73)
% covarianc< 
U„ .0225(40) 
Uaj.0198(38) 
1/S .999 (19) 
S/51.00 (13)
/  1.02 (14) 
$2S
% covariance with: 
C,a .0033(10) 
O., .02214(48) 
U33 .01946(50) 
1/S .9936(62)
1.00(2) 
1.01(6)
% covariance with: 
C .00002(2300)
il
33
.0225(40)
.0198(49)
1/S' .999(23) 
S is 1.00(13) 
1.02(14)
wRj , 5 parameters
with: U // u33 v s  g ls
98.6
-90.2 -■89.8
92.9 92.4 -92.6
11.9 12.3 -5.0 -21.6
R3r 5 parameters
with: °// U33 ^  5,5
96.4
-83.6 -83.1
98.3 97.6 -89.0
66.1 66.3 -79.5 66.7
WRa r 6 parameters
CH2 D n U33 1/8 S / s
-9.7
-9.9 98.6
9.1 -90.3 -90.0
-7.5 93.0 92.4 -92.6
-6.4 12.4 12.8 -5.5 -21.1
V 6 parameters
c//2 V U33 V S  Sis
-2.4
-2.1 96.4
0.4 -83.6 -83.1
-1.9 98.3 97.6 -89.0
0.5 66.1 66.3 -79.5 66.7
wRj
R ,
R 3
R l
WR 3
R /
R3
R l
.00418
.00543
.01040
.00552
.00384
.00530
01040
00552
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Table 11
Beryllium Model Three: Quantum Wavefunction
Refined on Unweighted
6 Parameters ^
% covariance with: 
C .37(20) CF r F a F U/|
r 3.29(24) 85.3
a .363(14) -29.8 -71.5
U .02226(29) -76.3 -74.3 23.0
U .01946(22) -49.8 -46.0 -1.1 36.4
1/S 1.000(28) -99.8 -86.2 29.7 79.0
Note that refined to 92(7) degrees
U33 R3 .00247 
R, .00249
52.1
and O was unref ineable.
The R matrix was 2s FSGO
2s .974 .159
FSGO .159 .026
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Table 12
Beryllium Model Four: Multipole Expansion
covariance with: wF
W .53(12) r
r 2.42(50) 6.7
a .190(32) -95.9
U .02196(39) -84.5
U .01912(38) -81.0
1/S .9982(25) -70.2
Note that
Refined on Unweighted 
6 Parameters
rF a |= U<,
-3.0
-20.1 78.7
-11.8 73.4 72.9
-30.8 63.8 84.0
to 93(8) degrees,
R, .00242 
Rj .00237
78.3
and Q  was unrefineable.
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Table 13
Wavefunction Predictions of F(K)
lype of Wavefunction Authors R^  for Larsen Data
"ab initio" Chou, Lam, Cohen(93) .012
density functional
ab initio LCAO Dovesi, Pisani, Ricca, .008
Roetti(94)
atomic SCF (free atom) Huzinaga(80) .00542
totally empirical Goldberg, Massa, .00249
( Frishberg, Boehms,
LaPlaca(29)
ERROR IN DATA Larsen, Hansen(56) .00491
at low angles. This was imposed by Larsen(56) in order, he says,to 
"achieve even weighting over the total data set."
This approach tends to obscure the inadequacies of their free-atom 
model in the regions where charge redistribution contributes most 
heavily. In view of this, all refinements were performed on the 
unweighted error 6^ . Goodnesses-of-fit are of doubtful value when 
the data weighting scheme is in doubt, and are not reported here.
Re-refining the free-atom model led to the results of Table 9.
Note that much has changed - the largest shift in parameters is in 
C //2 t which has gone from .0033(10) to -.0001(100).
To check for core expansion, and to reoptimize the 2s exponent, two 
orbital scaling factors % were put in as adjustable parameters 
according to
model 2 as a "kappa refinement," or "spherical atcms." As Table 10 
shows, the frozen core approximation holds remarkably (the core 
optimizes to its free-atom value to i .01%) and the 2s shell is optimal 
to within experimental error at its free-atom value. Also note that
g )(Norm) (126)
82«'1(?lC3.2s?2,*j)&’orn> (127)
^  = 1 corresponds to Huzinaga's value. Coppens(16) refers to this
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the Is scaling factor (which multiplies all 10 Gaussian exponents) is 
an ill-defined parameter with enormous covariances to the other 
parameters. Any appeal to core expansion is definitely not justified 
in this model.
Model 3 adds a set of 12 FSGO to the basis. This model thus has 8  
parameters: 1/S, U// ' u33 non-electronic; r , 0 , 4  
for the floater,and its population parameter Cp as electronic 
parameters. Since, in the spin-paired approximation, there is only one 
valence orbital, and from the excellent fit to a free-atan model, this 
must be mainly beryllium 2s, the wavefunction is written as
=CL(fjS°<i3 (c, %s f Cxy aJ)o<{3 ) <128)
and the contracted set of 12 floaters is set to the 1 rep, to which 
the 2s orbital belongs. The frozen core approximation is invoked.
This leads to Rj = .00247, R, = .00249. Adding the third cumulant 
yields no change; the third cumulant refines to 0. The results are 
presented in Table 11.
The quantum model 3 uses several approximations. First, it is not 
truly a molecular description. Rather it is a quasi-molecular 
description of a single asymmetric unit; basically a one-center 
expansion. The effects of crystal formation are included implicitly in 
a crystal-field way; the bound Be atom is deformed quantum-mechanically 
in accordance with the site symmetry. In other words, the model is a
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one-center quantum-constrained multipole expansion. This will 
facilitate comparison with the V-M multipole model 4.
Second, the P matrix has been constrained to be real, even though 
the site symmetry does not require it. This approximation could be 
eliminated in a future refinement.
Third, the model uses only a single determinant, even though the Be 
atom has an extremely low-lying ls'12pa’ excited state of the same 
symmetry. The model fits the data well enough that this approximation 
seems justified with the current data.
Fourth, both models 3 and 4 use a small basis set of only 2 valence 
functions. As will be shown below, this was necessary.
In the quantum model 3, the density j O  can be written as
(129)
+  9f '
or, in terms of the basis of 22 primitive Gaussians
)g + T L C  (Nor ).lA/l? 
i FSGO FSGO v -1
(130)
The full expression for the structure factor is
(131)
Tr (PS“ 1^?(K)S” 1/J
where
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(132)
A Varghese-Mason non-quantum model, model 4, in the same basis of 
Huzinaga's STO-IOG expansion of the atomic Is and 2s orbitals, and a 
set of 12 floaters, was also refined - see Table 12. As expected(104), 
the non-quantum model fits the data somewhat better. The density is 
written as a sum of additive density pieces
where the density is normalized as a constraint, but the density 
pieces are not orthogonal. Each floater set is a simple sum of 12 
overlapping density pieces. There are no cross-terms between the 12
The model cannot be decomposed uniquely into orbitals. If some of 
the were sufficiently less than zero, positron regions would 
appear. This did not happen in the case of beryllium metal with this 
particular basis.
Adding a second set of floaters seems to not be possible with this 
data. Although an attempt was made to do so,the computer program was 
unable to refine such a model. In the case of a quantum 2-floater 
basis, covariances between parameters often exceeded 99%. The V-M
(133)
2
FSGO, nor between any of the floaters and the 2s density piece. 
The normalization condition is simply
W2s + Wpgco = N ^  in case) (134)
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2-floater refinement caused the program to crash due to 100% 
correlations.
All calculations were done using the program TREFOIL, listed in 
Appendix D.
The true test of whether a non-free-atcm model is justified by the 
data is Hamilton's R-ratio test(68), which is set up for refinements on 
wRj. The ratio of model 1 without third cumulant to model 1 with third 
cumulant is
.00419/.00385 = 1.088 (135)
for 58 data, and adding a fourth parameter, the various significance 
levels are :
1.033 = .05 (95% certain to be significant);
1.050 = .01 (99% significant); 
and the most stringent test - 
1.085 = .005;
Thus it is justified at the 99.5% level to say that the thermal motion 
is anharmonic.
Comparing model 2 to model 1, both without third cumulant, 
wR^ (2)/wR^ (1) = 1, which is insignificant at any level.
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Comparing models 1 and 3, or models 1 and 4, the final refinement
added 3 parameters rFSG0/cFSG0 WFSGO' ^  ^SGO* ^  
significance test for adding 3 parameters requires an R-ratio of at 
least 1.13 to be 99.5% sure. Both models improve Rj by far more than 
this. The improvement is certainly significant at all levels.
Although Hamilton’s test is not really set up for unweighted 
refinements, one can use them if a standard deviation of .001 electrons 
is used for all reflections. Note that use of cr=l. electron would 
cause the calculated GOF to be .001 times as large as it should be.
Unit wighting does not mean a weight of 1.000, it means assuming equal 
errors in all data of 1 in the least significant digit.
The model 3 value of agrees within the error bars of each with 
the neutron value. The U^ is 6.5cr, or 3.4%, off. The free-atcm 
model 1 is also in agreement with the neutron-scattering value for 
U33, and 7cr off for . U^ is .02132 from neutrons(56); U^3 is 
.01929.
Compare the scattering factor predictions from various wave 
functions in Table 13. As you see, the totallly empirical wave 
function fits the data best. The lowest energy comes from Cohen's 
group, which, surprisingly, fits the data worst. This may be due to 
Cohen's plane wave basis, which converges very slowly.
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The results clearly show that one can indeed distinguish
vibrational from electronic effects. The J matrix elements connecting
\}M
the 2 are quite small in most cases. An exception is wFgQQ*
Compare the results of the quantum and V-M models. Since the 
multipole model used has no cross-terms, and the cross-term 2s-FSGO in 
the quantum model contributes about 20 times as much scattering power 
as the self-term FSGO^, one would expect the multipole floater 
distance to be quite near to the quantum cross-term distance,
2.42 au=rj^  ~ £l£_LL_ =(.363) (3.29)/(.150+.363)=2.33 au (136)
3l i
The exponent on the V-M floater, which is a density basis function, 
ought to be equal to the quantum cross-term exponent,
a^T -,150+.363=.513 au"-1 =a. +aSAf (137)F 2sx F
-2
but is in fact .190 au , much more diffuse. This could be due to 
the multipole trying to smear out so as to mimic the elongation of the 
quantum model.
With a non-quantum model, the lack of cross-terms means that one 
cannot say which atom "owns" which floater. The quantum model, 
however, can uniquely assign FSGO to atoms since each FSGO has two 
positions - a self-term and a cross-term.
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In a comparison of the results of free-atan, quantum, and 
non-quantum model refinements of Larsen's data, quantum and non-quantum 
both fit the data well, so a comparison of the two must be based on how 
each can be interpreted. The non-electronic parameters come out about 
the same, which shows that both quantum and non-quantum models can 
separate vibrational and electronic effects.
The covariance matrices J are quite different. The quantum model 
has far more uncoupled of electronic and vibrational parameters. That 
is, no quantum model electronic parameter can be modeled as well by a 
combination of vibrational parameters as in the more correlated 
non-quantum case. However, the quantum model shows severe correlation 
between floater coefficient and overall scale. Curiously, a quantum 
electronic model has reduced the correlation between vibrations from 
large (72.9%) to insignificant (36.4%), even though the difference 
between the models has nothing to do with vibration.
The non-quantum model has a much higher fraction of its charge 
localized on the floaters, because the lack of cross-terms prevents 
charge from being shared between 2s and FSGO. This ability to describe 
charge sharing with a quantum model leads to a more meaningful physical 
interpretation, since most chemical interactions are to seme degree 
covalent.
A detail of both the quantum and non-quantum calculations which is 
important for experimental crystallographers is the weighting scheme 
employed. The usual practice in charge-density refinements is to
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refine the non-electronic parameters using a free-atan model and 
high-angle data, and then to hold these values fixed while refining the 
electron-density parameters from "low-angle" data. This can lead to 
severe errors at the nuclear positions(95) and hence poor values for 
electric field gradients and the Fermi contact interaction. Low-angle 
data also contain information on vibration and scale factor, and 
high-angle intensities contain some information on charge density. The 
residual error for the beryllium refinement does not suffer from such 
drastic errors. This is partly because all parameters were refined 
simultaneously using the full data set, and the same data weighting 
scheme for both electronic and non-electronic parameters. No artifical 
high-angle or low-angle cutoffs were used, as these would have biased 
the result. Every data point should be allowed to influence every 
parameter(96,97,98). Let the model itself separate out vibrations and 
electron density - as was shown before, it can do that.
The proper comparison is the absolute error, not the relative 
error(97) - an error of .001 electrons is as severe for a strong 
reflection as for a weak one. Based on these results, it would seen 
that experimentalists should aim for a constant error cr (F) in their 
Bragg amplitudes(98). This is especially important for strong 
reflections, where the extra measuring time would not be prohibitive, 
and could have a large effect on the result.
The quantum model is consistent with the bonding in beryllium being
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a five-center interaction, with all pointing to the trigonal bipyramid. 
The non-quantum model is consistent with a four-center tetrahedral 
interaction(99). The planes of Be atoms are 3.3866(2) au apart along 
the c axis. If the floater were at exactly <f> =90°, r=3.3866, it would 
be in the middle of the trigonal bipyramidal hole, at special position 
"c" of the Wyckoff notation, surrounded by 2 equidistant "axial" atoms 
along the c axis, and 3 equidistant "equatorial" atcms in the ab 
plane. This would be a 5-center bond. The center of the tetrahedral 
hole is 2.5400(2) au away, also along the c axis. This position is 
surrounded by a tetrahedron of equidistant Be atcms. In both the 
refinements of models 3 and 4, the angle of the floater refined to a 
value insignificantly different from 90°; both quantum and non-quantum 
floaters refined from a set of 12 at general position "1" to a set of 2 
at special position "f" of the Wyckoff notation; in both models the 
floaters are directly above and below the atcms. Since the quantum 
distance refines to 3.2(2) au, and the V-M distance to 2.42(5) au, one 
can say that the quantum model points to a 5-center bond, and the 
non-quantum model to a 4-center bond.
See Figure 13.
octahedral
channel
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Chapter IV. Graphite and Diamond
In this chapter, two structures will be reviewed in detail, 
outlining how to obtain totally empirical wavefunctions for graphite, 
an infinite sheet structure, and diamond, an infinite network. This is 
not to say that the method cannot be applied to molecular crystals - 
indeed, molecular crystals are much easier.
For a molecular crystal, the P matrix refers to one molecule, and 
there aren't any complications due to intercell bords. In graphite and 
diamond, the problem is more complicated. It is not possible to 
construct a unit cell with an entire molecule of graphite or diamond 
inside. Any unit cell will have bonds "sticking out" of it. To 
properly describe covalent bonding, one must have cross-terms in P 
between the two bonded atoms. This means that the P matrix for one 
cell must include basis functions centered on the neighboring cells. 
Even if one uses a basis of Wannier functions, this is the case - what 
is causing the extra complication is not the symmetry, but the 
bonding. Every basis function for an atcm involved in these intercell 
bonds will be referred to by at least two P matrices: its own and that
of each other cell to which it is bonded. The scattering power for the 
self-terms f ^  are identical in both cells; what allows the 
refinement to succeed is the existence of cross-terms P^ and f^ 
where i and j refer to basis functions in different unit cells. This
scattering element is not the same as, nor can it be simulated 
properly by, any intracell cross-terms.
In more mathematical terms, if the bonding orbital
f borf = <T?1 + C292 <138>
then the associated density
r)= Tr^ j^ ClC| CIC2j(glgl glg2)J (139)
\C2C1 c2c2/\S2Si
and if one does not include both g f and g^ in the list of basis
functions, no adequate description of is possible.
In order to make all these considerations clearer, the two examples 
of graphite and diamond will each be considered in detail.
Graphite(C) crystallizes in space group #194, P6^ /mmc, the same as 
beryllium. Each unit cell has 4 atoms, at positions "b" and "c" in the 
wyckoff notation ( 0 0 1/4 and 1/3 2/3 1/4 , and symmetry-related atcms 
at 0 0 3/4 and 2/3 1/3 3/4 ). Describing one of the two asymmetric 
units, say the sheet at z = 1/4, is sufficient - the symmetry 
completely describes one in terms of the other. Describing one of the
two atoms per asymmetric unit is not sufficient - they are not related
by any symmetry operation. Directly above and below each "b" atom is 
another "b" atom. Above and below each "c" atcm is the middle of a 
phenyl ring. Nonetheless, one could approximate each parameter for the 
two as being equal,
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b ~ P° (140)
P
either to reduce the number of parameters or as a starting guess. As 
of the end of 1983, the best x-ray diffraction data available for 
graphite were those of Chen, Trucano, and Stewart(100), with
® O Q
a = 2.461(4)A , c = 6.706(2)A at 293 K. All 99 unique reflections of 
intensity >2cr are displayed in Table 14, courtesy of Dr. Robert F. 
Stewart(101). These values are corrected for all the appropriate 
experimental problems, and the only experimental parameter needed to 
model these data is an overall scale factor 1/S. The internal error 
R i ~ 3%.
The simplest possible model has 3 parameters : scale factor 1/S,
an in-plane vibrational amplitude U^ and out-of-plane U33 , where the
approximation has been made that equation (140) holds, and the electron
distribution of a spherically averaged free carbon atan is used.
Model 2 has 5 paramters : 1/S, , U /(c , , and U33C . In
Chen et al's paper(100), this model is found to yield Ry = 6.0%, which
indicates that the data is precise enough to merit a better treatment.
Next is a series of models which make the one-center approximation,
thus not describing covalency explicitly, but only a quantum
constrained multipole expansion. The ground configuration of carbon 
2 2is(102) Is 2s 2p 2p , and the so-called "valency" configuration
x y2
is Is 2s2px2py2pz. It is useful to note that this implies that 
the optimum configuration is
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1s22s (1+^  )2px2py2pz (1“'^) , 0< %  <1 (141)
Note that, in point group which is the site symmetry in both the 
b and c sites of graphite, the various atcm-centered s and p orbitals 
have symmetries as in Table 15.
Model 3 goes beyond the Independent Particle Model, and uses two 
valence configurations. This model describes the atcms as
In a minimal basis set of atom-centered functions approximated as 
having fixed exponents, this gives 4 parameters 1/S, U// - U33 ' and the 
configuration weighting % . It is important to note that x-rays 
cannot see spin; electron configuration (142) could be
(142)
(143)
or
/ s 1 \e^Xef *)
X . - 0
> spin 1 (144)
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Table 14
99 Bragg Data For Graphite 
from Reference(101)
2 5 1 . 0 8 0 0 . 0 3 3
2 7 0 . 8 7 4 0 . 0 3 6
3 1 . 3 4 8 0 . 0 3 3
0 3 . 1 4 8 0 . 0 5 1
2 2 . 9 1 2 0 . 0 6 7
4 2 . 5 2 6 0 . 0 4 6
6 2 . 0 5 2 0 . 0 4 1
5 0 1 . 1 7 5 0 . 1 5 3
5 1 1 . 1 7 7 0 . 0 1 9
5 3 0 . 8 7 7 0 . 0 3 4
2 ‘ 0 ' 4 . 4 5 5 ‘ 0 . 1 3 6
2 2 4 . 2 1 9 0 . 0 6 2
2 4 3 . 7 4 2 0 . 0 5 0
2 6 3 . 1 3 6 0 . 0 2 9
2 8 2 . 4 4 0 0 . 0 1 8
2 10 1 . 7 4 4 0 . 0 4 6
2 12 1 . 1 0 9 0 . 0 3 8
0 1 .1 36 0 . 0 7 3
1 1 . 7 9 4 0 . 0 7 4
2 1 . 0 4 3 0 . 0 3 0
3 1 . 6 5 6 0 . 0 2 2
4 0 . 9 0 8 0 . 0 3 4
5 1 . 4 4 0 0 . 0 2 6
7 1 . 1 4 7 0 . 0 1 8
9 0 . 8 0 3 0 . 0 1 9
0 1 . 2 1 0 0 .  100
1 1 . 6 1 9 0 . 0 6 1
2 0 . 9 0 8 0 . 0 3 4
3 1 . 4 6 3 0 . 0 7 7
5 1 . 2 5 3 0 . 0 4 7
7 1 . 0 2 1 0 . 0 5 7
9 0 . 7 4 2 0 . 0 2 8
12 1 . 3 1 9 0 . 0 3 9
0 1 . 3 4 8 0 . 0 4 5
1 2 . 4 1 7 0 . 0 3 3
2 1 . 3 1 9 0 . 0 3 2
5 1 . 8 3 9 0 . 0 1 0
6 0 . 9 6 8 0 . 0 1 2
7 1 . 4 7 8 0 . 0 1 4
8 0 . 7 4 5 0 . 0 1 1
9 1 . 1 1 6 0 . 0 1 3
11 0 . 7 6 6 0 . 0 1 3
3 2 . 1 4 8 0 . 0 2 7
4 1 . 1 9 6 0 . 0 1 9
0 5 . 0 9 4 0 . 0 9 8
2 4 . 7 6 5 0 . 0 4 8
4 4 . 1 6 9 0 . 0 6 0
6 3 . 4 7 6 0 . 0 2 0
8 2 . 7 6 6 0 . 0 1 9
10 1 . 9 9 6 0 . 0 2 2
6 0 . 8 1 7 0 . 0 4 7
5 4 0 . 7 8 6 0 . 0 1 9
0 0 1 . 3 4 3 0 . 0 3 1
0 1 2 . 3 9 2 0 . 0 6 1
0 2 1 . 3 5 4 0 . 0 2 5
0 3 2 . 2 6 1 0 . 0 1 7
0 4 1 . 2 7 4 0 . 0 1 7
0 5 2 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 1 0
0 6 1 . 0 7 5 0 . 0 0 9
0 8 0 . 8 6 1 0 . 0 3 0
0 9 1 . 2 7 3 0 . 0 1 5
0 1 1 0 . 8 6 7 0 . 0 1 6
0 7 . 1 8 0 0 . 0 8 4
2 6 . 8 2 3 0 . 0 5 8
4 5 . 6 S 8 0 . 0 1 4
6 4 . 6 0 3 0 . 0 1 7
8 3 . 6 2 5 0 . 0 1 3
10 2 . 6 5 8 0 . 0 1 8
12 1 . 8 1 3 0 . 0 1 7
14 1 . 0 6 4 0 . 0 2 2
2 7 1 . 6 5 5 0 . 0 0 9
5 1 1 . 5 2 3 0 . 0 7 7
5 2 1 . 0 1 9 0 . 1 0 9
1 0 0 3 . 4 1 8 0 . 05 5 -
1 0 1 5 . 7 2 8 0 . 0 8 0
1 0 2 2 . 8 1 9 0 . 0 2 2
1 0 3 4 . 0 2 4 0 . 0 1 5
1 0 4 1 . 9 2 6 0 . 0 0 6
1 0 5 2 . 7 6 9 0 . 0 1 3
1 0 6 1 . 3 6 5 0 . 0 0 6
1 0 7 2 . 0 2 5 0 . 0 1  1
1 0 8 1 .01  1 0 . 0 1 6
1 0 9 1 . 4 7 8 0 . 0 1 0
1 0 10 0 . 7 0 9 0 . 0 1 2
1 0 1 1 1 . 0 0 9 0 . 0 0 7
1 4 11 0 . 6 5 5 0 . 0 2 5
0 0 2 1 8 . 1 7 0 0 . 2 1 0
0 0 4 1 0 . 0 2 0 0 . 0 9 0
0 0 6 6 . 0 5 0 0 . 0 5 0
0 0 8 4 . 2 5 0 0 . 0 4 0
0 0 10 3 . 0 6 0 0 . 0 3 0
0 0 12 2 . 1 1 0 0 . 0 4 0
0 0 - 1 4 1 . 2 8 0 0 . 0 7 0
0 0 16 0 . 6 8 0 0 . 0 9 0
0 1 13 0 . 7 0 0 0 . 1 7 0
0 4 4 0 . 8 5 7 0 . 1 1 5
0 4 6 0 . 7 9 0 0 . 1 5 0
2 - 5 6 0 . 6 8 0 0 . 0 1 0
5 - 5 2 0 . 8 4 0 0 . 1 2 0
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Table 15
Symmetry of s and p Basis Functions in Graphite
Representation Atom Basis Neighbor Atoms
V s 1 / 3 (s'+sVs3)1 / 3 (P; + ( 1 / J 2  p j + l/v^  pj)
r - (i/n & + 1/ J Z  p^ )
* 1
V none none
Ex' P ° v / r  (2Pi  - p i  -p^ i
V J £  ( P i - P y )  
l / , / ?  ( s^ -sV
V P 0pr V l ^  (2py -p ,i -p }  ) 
l / / i f  (2s '-s*-s-3 )
V none none
V P 0 2 Vi/35 (p^+p^+p^)
E*" none l/i/27 (e£  -p| )
E^ « none 1 //6 7 (2pj -p* -p3 )
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l~]C
Is (0 ,'o<)(a;p) (*"4) (eJtctXfy) — % = Q  "» spln 1 (145>
or
/  S 1( a 'J ) ( a '^ j ( a ^  f )  >  s p in  0 U « )
and all of these would scatter x-rays identically.
In a DZd (Double Zeta plus d-type polarization functions) basis 
set, again atom-centered, in addition to the 4 parameters already 
listed, model 3 has 5 new parameters C j through in
^ +c,sn 2) (147)1 (Nor) tight 1 loose 2 z
(/^(a") = ;_L- (p +c p )
2 (Nor) z-tight 3 z-loose (148)
^ (e,)=(Nor)(Pxy-tight+C4Pxy-loose+C5d) (149)
and the P matrix is a direct sum of such ¥  </'"*’ .
Obviously there is also a variant of model 3 with different 
parameter values for sites b and c. Model 3 is a minimal basis 
augmented with d functions (SZd) is a quantum-constrained hexadecapole 
refinement. Like multipole refinements, one can add an extra parameter
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- an exponent scaling ^  for all valence Gaussians - instead of 
holding it fixed at the literature value. In a DZd basis with unequal 
atoms, since it is standard practice not to vary the exponent of 
the"tight" orbital (which is contracted, whereas the outer "loose" 
function consists of a single primitive(84), one gets as many as 8
One could, of course, constrain seme exponents to be equal to others or 
to literature values.
Model 4 is a many-center model, but uses only one configuration - 
% =0 in equation (137). Advantage is taken of x-ray scattering's 
indifference to spin. Site b is populated with all valence electrons 
spin-up, and all site c valence electrons are spin-down. This is 
necessary to prevent overpopulating, as will be explained below. The 
orbitals on each site are described using atom-centered 
symmetry-adapted basis functions from that site and its three 
(in-plane) near neighbors as in Table 15. This is not exactly a 
molecular description, but it does allow for bonding. The orbital 
is a "pi" orbital in organic molecular orbital notation. This 
antiferromagnetic model ensures that no spinorbital basis function will 
have more than one electron in it because all delocalization from a b 
site to a c site is of opposite spin to c— >b delocalization. A 
variant of model 4 constrains b and c site parameters equal.
Model 5 uses two configurations but is otherwise like model 4. A
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problem with this is that the a /  orbitals on each site could 
conceivably overpopulate the 2s basis functions, if one is not 
careful. Writing the a 7 spinorbitals as
^a;/e*(5^(2sb+C3<23a;)+C4<2,’aJ) ¥ (151)
and similarly on site c with parameters C^ - to C g , and normalizers 
and , the populations of the basis functions are
( a j b ^ )  l ( a j c  l ( a . b ^  ) 2 b ( a j c  ^
so the constraints due to the Pauli principle are that
i (c \ 2 Y  4ii b
  lJ tAc—  “  for the 2s -< spmorbital, (153)3 \v (v2
^b (c3^  2 + 1  4l
3<K,)fc <n 4)
for the 2s ^3 spinorbital, (154)
j ( r )  r  (155)
and
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^  C7
3 \Nh1 for 2sC . (156)
None of the other basis functions are in danger of being overpopulated.
Model 5 is a quasi-molecular model,using a near-neighbor 
approximation. If one considers each orbital to be an average over 
spin states and sites, this is a quasi-molecular description of a C2 
unit using basis functions on each of the 2 carbons and the four near 
neighbors; the 6m2 site symmetry of each site is rigorously preserved.
Model 6 is an explicitly molecular model. Each asymmetric unit 
contains 2 carbons, with 4 core electrons total, which are kept frozen, 
and 8 valence electrons. The trace of the valence P matrix is 8. The 
easiest way to describe the model is in a non-symmetrized basis, 
centered on six atoms as shown in Figure 14.
If one appropriately rotates coordinate systems for each atom, then 
certain blocks of the P matrix become equal from symmetry 
considerations. The most general possible P matrix for a six-center 
system with the same basis on each center is
Pi I P/3 Pjj P/h P/s P/t
f u  P>1 r3 s  p2
F/t Pz3 /?* P m  P.3s Pit
12 1 * 2  123 2 5  ‘2 5
(157)
Figure 14
Numbering of Graphite Nuclei for 
the Explicitly Molecular Model Six
\
\
/
(phenyl rinft) /
v_ _  ___ /
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With the site symmetry, this reduces to
T  Fit Pl2 P/2, P/3 Px In
4  £  £  rx &
^3 f j i  P35  $6
P }  P36 §5- 
£** P5-6
/>
L
(158)
All the P submatrices must be written out, but the number of 
non-equivalent elements P^y is larger than the number of independent 
parameters. If I represents an independent submatrix, and d a 
dependent one, then
I I d d d d 
d I d d d d 
P = d d d d d d  
d d d d d d 
d d d d d d  
d d d d d d
and there are at most three submatrices that need parametrization:
(159)
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and P^, the atomic hybridizations, and P/2 , the bond. All 
other P submatrices are fixed either by symmetry or by the quantum 
constraints.
The 2-center approximation as usually understood would dictate that 
P have zero blocks "0" and non-zero blocks "#" as .
P =
~# # 0 0 # # ’
’
P// P,X ° 0 P,2 P/2 '
# # # 0 0 P„ P,J P,+ 0 0
22. 11 12
# 0 0 0 = P 0 0 0
3)
# 0 0 (site
ooo
r
adjoint # 0 symmetry) adjoint P 0
#_
-
(160)
but it may not be possible to construct a matrix which is both as 
sparse as that and also idempotent.
P2=
rP2 +p2 +2p p+ p p +p p
U  12 12 12 12 11 12 22
P12+P22+2pl5 'h
(adjoint)
p p+ P P+ P 1
12 12 12 12 11
P P+  +P+  P P pt„+pt„P.. P2
22 12 12 33 22 12 12 33 12
P P+ +p2 P P+ 0
12 12 33 12 12
P P+ +P2 
12 12 33
0
PMP12+P12P5
2P ?.
0
P12 p12 +p55 P12P12+P55 /
55 /
(161)
\
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P a r- p »  ( W  ~ -? A s  ra  r5 s - r n  p ,, %  rn  <i«,
It would be physically unreasonable to have delocalized a whole 
electron out of the eight (two out of eight in a spin-paired 
approximation) into the next cell in a description of the central 
cell. Since idempotency requires that
Tr(P33) £1{0,1,2}; Tr(P^) £1 {0,1,2} (165)
then P^ and PS5 must be identically zero. This makes equation (164)
and P isn't just nilpotent of order 2, it's identically zero. This 
reduces the two-center approximation to
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p //
0 0 0 0 0
0
* *
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
and it seems that a two-center idempotent expansion for graphite does 
not allow ■ or covalent bonding P ^ .
The two-center approximation apparently can force itself to be a 
one-center approximation. Model 6 requires going beyond the two-center 
approximation in order not to be a one-center expansion. The 
submatrices P^ , P^, P ^ , PJt/, PJ$ , P3 ^ , P5 s , and Ps 6 , although they 
are determined entirely by the idempotency and symmetry constraints, 
are not identically zero. No free parameters are needed, but 
calculations of all the f submatrices are required.
Model 7 uses either d-type polarization functions on all centers, 
or sets of 12 floaters in the appropriate reps, in addition to the s 
and p atom-centered functions.
Obviously, there are many variants of models 4, 5, 6, and 7 
constraining various parameters equal to each other and/or to 
literature values.
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Diamond, silicon, germanium, and ok -tin all crystallize in the 
diamond structure, space group #227, Fd3m, at Wyckoff position "a", of 
site symmetry 43m (Ty), each unit cell containing 8 symmetry-related 
atoms, one in each asymmetric unit. Thus, the asymmetric unit, which 
is what must be described, contains only one atcm.. The 2-configuration 
electron assignment of the Group IV compound above can be described as
Keeping in mind that any basis spinorbital used can have at most 
one electron in it, as in equations (161), (162), and (163), one can 
write each of the orbitals ay and t-^ as a combination of s and p 
(and d and/or FSGO) centered on the atcm and its four neighbors, 
appropriately symmetry-adapted. A one-center expansion in a basis with 
s and p exponents constrained equal cannot refine the parameter % ,
and the densities add, being in orbitals of different reps, and thus 
having zero cross-terms between them. In a two- or few-center 
approximation, the parameter y. has meaning, because s-p bonds, s-s 
bonds, and p-p bonds lead to different cross-terms in scattering power.
(core) (168)
because
p 2 +p 2 +p 1 =s (169)
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In a more complicated structure, it may be necessary to use more 
elaborate equivalents of equations (161) to (163), but the basic ideas 
outlined above should make possible a near-neighbor treatment of any 
structure. To include further neighbors, one includes basis functions 
centered further away in the description of the central atcm, but the 
technique is about the same. For some structures, the P matrix for one 
asymmetric unit will include basis functions centered on atcms there 
and in the neighboring cells and asymmetric units, possibly only on 
atoms near the boundary of the central unit. For diamond-type 
structures the quasi-molecular model is adequate; the next level up 
would include a central atom and its four near neighbors as the 
fundamental unit, with basis functions on the second shell used in the 
description of this 5-atom, 20-valence-electron unit.
In the cases of graphite and the Group 3V compounds, the high site 
symmetry has allowed the reduction of a four- or eight-electron problem 
to a series of one-electron problems. This allows one to refine 
directly on wavefunction coefficients C and orbital populations % . 
Things are not so simple when some cross-terms in the P matrix are 
independent of all self-terms, as is always the case when the P matrix 
is normalized to a number larger than one, in other words nearly 
always. How to adapt the method to deal with this complication is not 
yet known.
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In the thesis so far, each atom has been treated as having an 
at-rest scattering factor appropriate to a molecular environment, which 
is nevertheless affected by vibration as though it were rigidly locked 
to the motion of a single nucleus. The vibrational smearing of 
cross-terms in f between differ ait atoms has not been discussed. In 
chapter 6, the vibration problem is discussed.
The complication that the basis is not usually orthonormal at the 
outset can be dealt with approximately by using an S matrix the size of 
the P matrix, i.e. one asymmetric unit, one cell, or a few cells 
across. In the next chapter, a more correct way of dealing with 
orthogonality in an infinite lattice of basis functions is presented. 
The resultant Wannier functions are treated exactly the same way as 
atom-centered functions or contracted floater sets, for the ideas in 
this chapter. The Wannier-izing process is irrelevant to bonding 
considerations; it is purely an orthonormalization process.
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Chapter V. Bloch and Wannier Orbitals
In the case of solids, electronic structure is usally described 
through the formalism of band theory. This approach is general enough 
to encompass a wide variety of properties associated with solids 
ranging from insulators and semiconductors to metals(87). It is worth 
noting that there are close formal connections among quantum 
descriptions of atomic, molecular, and solid systems based essentially 
on their orbital structure. A fundamental result of band theory 
requires that the "crystal orbitals" of solid systems may be written as 
superpositions of Bloch functions which are spinorbital basis functions 
having the periodicity of the lattice.
Until now our formalism has been restrictive in the sense that its 
application was impractical except in the approximation that 
neighboring unit cells are almost independent of each other, as is 
often the case for molecular crystals.
In the present chapter the application of the formalism is extended 
to the realistic description of solids. The description of interaction 
among unit cells will be introduced in a way applicable to insulators, 
semiconductors, and metals, by writing the form of the density matrices 
that arise naturally out of the use of a Bloch or Wannier function 
orbital basis. The application of the resulting formalism to the Bragg 
experiment has been previously reported(3,25,26,27,28,41,103,104).
Our density matrix formalism may be applied either with Bloch
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orbitals, or with the equivalent Wannier orbitals, built from a variety 
of different lattice-centered basis functions. As a numerical example 
of the theory, an application is made to a model problem consisting of 
a one-dimensional crystal of hydrogen atoms.
Bloch's theorem takes the form
( r ) - p  U  CrJ 
JH c k (170)
where u ^ (r) is any function periodic modulo a lattice translation. A
prescription for constructing the functions u. out of lattice-centered
k
basis functions g L is the following:
^ k ( r - ) - l c l k ' ( r ' ^ } ^ ( r - r L ) < m >
The electron d e n s i t y m a y  be constructed in a Bloch orbital basis 
as follows. The list g(k,r) of Bloch basis functions all satisfy 
equation (170), so that the basis matrix is
j(k r)g(k rj - ec^ (r~r u^ (r) u (r'f (172)
h l<
where the u^ (r) all satisfy equation (171), and the are basis 
functions centered at lattice site 1, which themselves are not 
periodic. Bloch orbitals are eigenfunctions of the lattice translation 
symmetry operations of a crystal, and the final crystal orbitals ^  
will be linear combinations of the set g(k,r).
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f  (r) = Q  j(kjr) (173)
Expanding the periodic g(k,r) in the non-periodic q~ ,
f. (r) - ckZ r«ifc‘V lk'<r-rL>8l(r) (174)
* L
or
c / 2 e i k '*LgL(r) (175)
* L
Then the matrix
f  ( r ) f  (r’)+= 2 e ik*^L-ri)c gL(r)gl(r.)+ c+ 
k k LI k k (176)
and the first-order reduced density matrix of wave vector k is
_y3k(r;r’)=tr = 2e*k* ^ 1/-*!) TrC+c g1(r)g1(r)+ (177)
A'J- k. k
Defining the projector P as in Reference(103) by
k
i/o f '/a
P = S C c j  S, (178)
k k k k k
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where is the matrix of overlap integrals of Bloch basis functions
V
^ (r.r.)=Trp^s-l/2(2 2 gL(r)i!1(r’)+ei'''('L-ri))s-.l/2 (179)
Expanding this explicitly,
^ ( r ; r ’)=TrPkS“1/2(g(r-r0)p,(r,-r0)+ *+-
2g(rta-ro)g(r,-r1>+elk*(r0'*rP + > . ^  s£1/r2
where advantage has been taken of the fact that the g^ basis is the 
same in each unit cell. This form makes obvious the mutual influence 
of cells separated by a distance (r. -r ). Equation (179) is the 
density matrix of wave vector k for a Bloch orbital basis.
The structure factors
F(K) = J  exp{i K * r)_j d (r) dr (181)
may be seen to take the form
F(K) =Tr P S ^ { f w (K) + 2f^ (K)exp(ik *(r<?-r/ ))+...Js"'^ (182)
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All values of k contribute to the scattering, which is measured for 
a change Ak = K. One can think of f. . (K) as an integral over
f .•(k,K):
LJ
J n(k)fij ^k»K^dk (183)
BZ
where the scattering component
flj(fc,K)-|e“ -rgiCk.r)gj(k.r)’dr (1M)
and gj(k,r) is orthogonal to all g^(k',r) for k k'. n(k) is the 
fractional occupancy at point k in the Brillouin zone and ranges from 0 
for the empty part of the band to a fully occupied 1 electron (2 in a 
spin-free formalism).
As usual, the Hartree-Fock case will be specified by the condition 
that
P 2 = P and Tr ( P ) =N (185)
Hence it follows immediately that the Hartree-Fock Bloch orbital 
density matrix of wave vector k may be determined from the iterative 
equations
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(186)
A £ 2 s“ 1 /2 W(K) f  f 0 0 (K)+2f0 1 (lO ei k (r 0~ r l )
L k L
The physical significance of these equations is that they deliver a 
density matrix in a Bloch orbital basis that satisfies the restrictions 
of quantum mechanics and of the x-ray scattering experiment. This 
generalization incorporating Bloch orbitals allows one to treat 
equivalently the properties of a wide variety of solids, whether 
insulators, semiconductors, or metals. Without this, one is restricted 
to compounds like organic crystals, which are approximated as being 
composed of non-interacting unit cells.
Bloch orbitals may be transformed into their direct-space 
equivalents, called Wannier orbitals. The Wannier functions form an 
orthonormal basis; the overlap matrix for neighboring unit cells is 
reduced to zero, and the overlap matrix within the same cell is a unit 
matrix. These are discussed next.
7
Given a set of basis functions g in each cell 1, construct a 
Bloch basis
(187)
1
Integrating over the occupied part of the Brillouin zone yields Wannier 
basis functions
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1 BZ
(188)
The Wannier functions can be combined to form crystal orbitals
(189)
Notice that in equation (189) the crystal orbitals associated with 
cell L have been restricted to being built only from Wannier functions 
centered on the same cell. In the case of covalent bonding across cell 
boundaries, as in graphite and diamond, it is necessary to relax this 
constraint. In such a case, the dimension of the P, S, and f matrices 
are larger than the number of primitives g~ from which the Wannier 
basis is constructed. An additional constraint on the P matrix arises; 
the sum of those diagonal elements corresponding to the same 
Wannier spinorbital basis function in different cells must be at most 
one. The Bloch orbital analog of this is that the Bloch P is a 
function of k. This latter point is why a Wannier representation was 
considered preferable to that of Bloch for the quantum parametrization 
of experiments with a limited number of data - P constant instead of 
P(k).
The integration over the Brillouin zone can be performed separately 
to get a Wannier phasing
(190)
BZ
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or in the case of a partly occupied Brillouin zone
6J1Lo jn(k)elk'(rL“rl> dk (191)
BZ
and now the crystal orbitals can be expressed as a function of position 
only.
f L=cfa,Ly
1 S (192)
The single-determinant crystal orbitals may be taken as orthonormal 
without any loss of generality(105). Defining the Wannier overlap 
matrices
qlL r 1, L.+J 
s = 8 (R ) dr
(193)
I
and
J  = 2 £ o o L1S11'ooVL (194)
1 1 '
the orthonormal Wannier basis can be defined as
4 =  (195)
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and the crystal orbitals can be expressed in this basis as
f L’c o ^ o V ' " 2^ 1'1*1 (196)
where the subscript o denotes orthonormality.
Define the Fourier transform matrix at the scattering vector K for 
products of basis functions as
fLl, . f iK*r L / 1* + .
* J e £ (g ) dr (197)
and
(198)
In equations (194) and (198) , 1 refers to an arbitrary reference unit 
cell. The calculated scattering amplitudes are given by
rcal(K).t.Pr 1/2 | ( K W -1/2 (199)
which is of the same form as equation (122). The density matrix for 
the entire crystal in terms of crystal orbitals may be seen to be
JD (r;r’)=^Tr  ^ ( r )  <j^ L (r,)+ 
1 L
(200)
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L
which can be written in the basis g as
y?1( r ; r ’ ) = ^ T r P IE <vL1g1(g1)+ L )  s$ ~ l f l  (201)
L 1 1 '
Using the orthonormal Wannier representation, identify
P = C *  CQ (202)
then the iterative equations which determine the density matrix subject 
to experimental constraints are
P’ =3P2-2 P 3+ X n1+ s  W(K) j r a i s (K)-TrP c f 1 /2  ^(K) J ”1/2| (203)
Note that there are two places where neighbor effects enter. 
First, there is a double sum over cells in calculating ^(K) .
This should be extended over a few neighbors - the example below uses 
10.
For many shapes of Brillouin zone, the integral (191) can be 
performed analytically. For any one-dimensional insulator,
60L1=sin(27r2 (rL-r1)/(7T'(rL-r1) ) (204)
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Note that cqLL= 27T . For a spherical Brillouin zoner such as may be 
found in three-dimensional metals, see the interesting articles of 
Matthai et al(106,107).
In the numerical examples of sane previous papers(41,104), the 
stress has been on the comparison of quantum and non-idempotent fits to 
scattering data. In this chapter, all P matrices are idempotent, but 
some use a one-cell basis while others refer to a Wannier basis. For 
this purpose, the numerical example used will be a linear array of 
equidistant hydrogen atoms, all spin-up.
For an assumed "exact" density matrix pexact, which includes 
interactions among neighboring unit cells through the Wannier 
formalism, assumed "exact" scattering factors Fexact(K) are 
calculated. These "data" Fexact(K) are then best-fit in the 
least-absolute-value sense Rj , by a single-determinant N-representable 
density matrix calculated in two different ways. In the first fit, 
hydrogen atoms in neighboring unit cells are not allowed to interact - 
the problem is treated as an isolated atom. The resulting 
isolated-atom density matrix is allowed to adjust to fit as closely as 
possible the scattering data Fexact using the given isolated-atan 
basis. In the second fit, a Wannier basis is formed from the 
isolated-atom basis, using the formalism above. The resulting Wannier 
density matrix is then allowed to adjust according to equation (203). 
Since the scattering data were calculated in a Wannier basis, it is 
natural that the data would be better fit in the second case. That is 
what will be shown.
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The comparisons are made in terms of Ry . As a point of reference, the 
R-factors appropriate to using pexact within the isolated-atcm basis 
are given. The calculations are repeated for a series of scaled basis 
function exponents, which emphasize that the overlap between basis 
functions in different cells determines the importance of the 
Bloch/Wannier formalism.
The calculations were done in double precision on the CUNY IBM 3033 
computer using the PL/1 program EXAMPLE of Appendix D. The model line 
of H atoms had a repeat distance of 1.88 atonic units, which is a 
variational minimum-energy distance(108). A basis built from three 
ls-type Gaussian functions was used, with exponents a multiple of 
{19.2406, 2.89915, 0.653401}. This set has been used to contract the 
inner function on hydrogen in a double-zeta basis set(109). The 
results are collected in Table 16.and Table 17. For all five bases, a 
set of 30 "observed" structure factors was first calculated in the 
Wannier formalism above, using the assumed "exact" P matrix
1/3 -1/3 -1/3
p -1/3 1/3 1/3
-1/3 1/3 1/3
Structure factors and the error R were then calculated for each of 
the three cases:
1) P = Pexact t isolated-atcm basis
2) P = Pj;)est , isolated-atom basis
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Figure 15
Errors Incurred by Neglecting to "Wannier-ize" 
the Basis Functions
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Table 16
Numerical results using the Wannier and isolated-atom approximations.
CASE IASIS HUMBER
>10*1#
*  *ob. 
>10*‘
R-FACI0R, EXACT F 
ISOLATES ATOM APPROX
R-FACTOR, 
ISOLATED
IEST-FIT F 
WANNIER
1
.192406 
.02699IS 
•006S3401
X 0 1 .3  X 1 0 '* * *
2
1.92406 
0 .2 8 9 9 IS 
0,0633401
4 2 8 .9  X 10 *> • *
3
19.2406
-2.89915
0.653401
13 7 3 .9  X 10"*' 2 .7 3  X 10-*
i
i
4 .3  X 1 0 '9
A
192.406
28.9913
6 .53401
>30 22 6 .5  X 10** 6 .3 'X  10** 5 .0  X 10-9
5 1924.06
289.915
65.3401
>30 >30 4 .8  X W 1* 1 .2  X 10-9 1 .2  X 10-9
* Too few data, P  matrix undetermined.
Table 17
D ensity m atrix solu tions o f  the  iterative equations.
CASE BASIS BEST*FIX F MATRIX 
ISOLATED ATOM APPROXIMATION
BEST-FIT F KATUZ 
WANNIER FORMALISM
3
19.2406
2.8991S
0.633401
T .33346 -.33269 -.33404] 
-.33269 .33191 .33327 
1^.33404 .33327 .33462J .
T  1 - 1 * l l.333 333 > -1  1 1
L - l  1 l j
4
192.406 
28.99 IS 
6.S3401
T 1 - 1  " l l.333 333 33 ■ -1  1 1
L - l  1 l j
T  1 ' l  " l l.333 333 33 > -1  1 1
L - l  1 l j
5
1924.06
289.91S
63.3401
r 1 - 1.333 333 33 « - I  1 1
L - l  1 l j
r 1 " l 1.333 333-33 > - 1 1 1
L - l  I l j
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3) P = Pbest fit ' Wanniec basis 
The index of agreement minimized was ^  .
Each super iteration was considered complete when neither X was
- to -<?
larger than 10 . A run was considered complete when £ < 10 . In
- 9case 3, an £ value of 10 was considered acceptable because of 
computer tine limitations.
Case 3 is the most realistic basis considered(109), and thus merits 
further discussion. In column 5 of Table 27, the R-factor calculated 
with the exact P, but using an isolated-atcm g, is .00039. Allowing 
the P matrix to readjust to fit the scattering "data" as closely as 
possible within the single-determinant approximation, without adjusting 
the basis, the R-factor is reduced to .000275, as indicated in column 
6. Now if, in addition to allowing P to adjust, the Wannier basis is 
used, built from the isolated-atcm basis, then the R-factor drops to 
.000000043, as indicated in column 7. This is just the numerical 
illustration desired. The error for case 3 is graphed in Figure 16.
If interactions among neighboring unit cells are important, then 
the Bloch/Wannier formalism ought to be inportant for fitting the 
scattering data. Cases 1, 2, 4, and 5 of Table 27 investigate the 
effects of scaling the basis. These four cases are much less realistic 
as bases for hydrogen. However, they do illustrate the manner in which 
overlap of orbitals among neighboring cells determines the relative
importance of a Bloch/Wannier formalism. For very large exponents, 
cases 4 and 5, the electron density is concentrated near the nuclei, 
reducing any overlap amongst unit cells. The result in case 4 is that, 
although the Wannier formalism is an improvement over the 
non-interacting unit cell case, it is not nearly as inportant as in the 
realistic case 3, where there was appreciable overlap. In case 5, the 
atoms are so tightly bound that there is essentially no differential 
overlap between cells and the more realistic Wannier calculation yields 
results virtually identical to the isolated-cell case. For very small 
exponents, cases 1 and 2, the orbitals are very diffuse, and 
consequently the scattering does no extend far enough into reciprocal 
space to provide sufficient data to fix all the elements of the density 
matrix. Notice, however, that neglecting interactions among unit cells 
in cases 1 and 2 corresponds to an error of about 1% as measured by the 
R-factors indicated.
Table 28 lists the P matrices calculated for cases 3, 4, and 5 of
Table 27. The greatest difference between P matrices occurs for case 3,
with the most realistic basis. As discussed above, for the very
tightly bound orbitals of cases 4 and 5, the density matrices are
virtually the same with as without the Wannier formalism, differing
only after the eighth digit. For Gaussians tighter than about 
2
exp(-10r ), the Wannier formalism seems unnecessary.
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A final comment concerning the numbers in Table 27 : although the 
R-factors seem small, apparently exacting little penalty for the 
isolated atom approximation, remember that this is only a model 
problem. Thus, there are fewer F^g than in real, three-dimensional 
experiments. Also, the model problem only has one electron per unit 
cell, so valence scattering efffects are small. Thinking of the 
results on an error per electron basis gives a better perspective on 
the significance of interactions among neighboring unit cells.
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Chapter VI. Nuclear Vibration
In this chapter, a possible future extension of the formalism is 
discussed, namely a realistic boson oscillator model for thermal and 
zero-point vibrations of nuclei.
The motions of the _/1 nuclei in a crystal can be partially 
described by the 3A  functions describing the projections of the 
motions on 3 independent axes. Viewing this as the diagonal of a 
matrix, the motion can be fully described by a 3J \ by 3 j { matrix, 
each element of which is a function, describing the covariances of the 
above projected motions.
The independent ellipsoid model, which is the common formalism 
used,and corresponds to a cumulant expansion cut off at second order, 
assumes that:
1) all 3 f t diagonal functions are Gaussians.
2) off-diagonal couplings between different atcms are zero.
3) off-diagonal elements of the 3 X 3  submatrix for each atari's 
motion are such that the eigenfunctions are Gaussians along 3 principal 
axes.
Spectroscopic models of nuclear motion make far fewer assumptions. 
They try to determine a complete set of boson nuclear wavefunctions 73  
where 73 describes zero-point motions, and the higher (exciton) 
functions are represented as
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in second-quantized notation. One can expand this wavefunction in a 
basis of normal modes or local inodes(110,111). Such a spectroscopic 
description can be used for the "internal" modes of a crystal(112), but 
this seems not to work(113) as well, and requires far too many 
parameters. Also, a complete normal-mode analysis is not always 
available, because it requires such a large amount of data. However, 
it can be done(114).
Not as much data on nuclear motion is available from x-ray 
crystallography as from spectroscopy. This is because the experiment 
does not actually see moving nuclei, but merely instantaneous nuclear 
positions. Nuclear motions are inferred from the distribution of 
nuclei in the various cells, as follows. The translational symmetry of 
the crystal requires that the equilibrium positions of all translation- 
or other symmetry- related nuclei be identical modulo the symmetry 
operation. Any deviation from exact symmetry is ascribed to either 
disorder or vibration. In a quantized systsn of vibrations, disorder 
can be thought of as motion in a multiple-minimum potential well with 
insuperably high barriers separating the several local minima.
When a system is moving in several normal modews at once, it is no 
longer possible to observe which nuclear motion comes from which normal 
mode. In x-ray scattering, the correlations between various bond 
stretches, bends, and torsions gives rise only to thermal diffuse 
scattering, called IDS(115,116,117,118). Cruikshank (115) says, "The 
x-ray data give average frequencies for identifiable sets of branches,
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but not in general for the individual branches." Dawson et al(118) 
state that "it is immaterial for Bragg scattering whether the thermal 
motions actually relate to independent or coupled vibrational 
behavior."
For example, consider a crystal of linear triatanic molecules. For 
an asymmetric stretch, one bond is shrinking while the other 
elongates. For the synroetric stretch, both bonds expand and contract 
simultaneously.
Since correlations between electron positions and between nuclear 
positions are not observed in elastic scattering, that is, they appear 
only in the off-diagonal elements ofyO(r,r'); one only sees scattering 
from orbitals effectively associated with one atan. One sees a 
distribution of instantaneous positions, but not the correlation 
between local modes of vibration, as in Figure 16.
For this reason, one can, to a good approximation, treat each atan 
as an independent oscillator, if one is modeling elastic scattering of 
x-rays (and/or neutrons). A potential function for this independent 
oscillation can be approximated from Bragg data through a single-center 
expansion of the electron density and the resultant model of the second 
derivative of the Hellmann-Feynman force(16).
A more common approximation is merely to describe the distribution 
of instantaneous nuclear positions in a vibrational multipole expansion 
about each nuclear position without making any assumptions or
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Figure 16
Indistinguishability of the Phasing of Vibrational Motions
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explanations about this distribution(119). Truncating the expansion at 
second order leads to the anisotropic harmonic "independent ellipsoid 
model"' also called the "Debye-Waller factor" model. Truncating at 
first order (if the expansion center is the average nuclear position, 
all first-order terms are by the definition of "average" identically 
zero) leads to an isotropic Debye-Waller factor - a scalar "thermal 
smearing." Expanding to higher order leads to one of at least four 
different models (120), depending on the details of the expansion. All 
these are known collectively as "higher cumulant models." The 
cumulants have the following physical meaning:
The zero'th cumulant is the r.m.s. displacement of the nucleus from 
the expansion center.
The three first cumulants are the average displacement of the 
nucleus from the expansion center.
The five second cumulants are the distortion of the thermal 
motion's three principal axes from equal length, and their orientation 
relative to the model's axis system. (N.B. the 5 second cumulants and 
the 1 zero'th cumulant are almost always combined into the anisotropic 
Debye-Waller tensor U.)
The seven third cumulants,or "skew," nine fourth "kurtosis" 
cumulants, etc. describe various distortions in the angular part of the
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nuclear position distribution. These have the same angular depedence 
as the 7 f orbitals, 9 g orbitals, etc. where the negative lobes are 
a lessening of the probability of the nucleus being there, and the 
positive lobes an increasing. There is a requirement of positivity 
here also; the nucleus must have at least a zero chance of being 
somewhere, and "antimatter regions" are disallowed on physical 
grounds. In a non-orthonormal axis system, such as the natural crystal 
axis system, the relationships and mathematical formulae are more 
complicated (121). One can always convert to a Cartesian coordinate 
system describing the crystal axes in a complicated way, and the atcms 
themselves in the sinple way above(122).
A formalism is proposed below which is more physically meaningful 
than a cumulant expansion in that, by making mechanistic assumptions 
about the nuclear motion, the parameters to be refined will have direct 
physical interpretations. The parameters of the model will be 
amplitudes of bond stretches, bends, torsions, ring bends, etc., 
following a suggestion of Pawley(122); no thermal ellipsoids will be 
used, and no Debye-Waller factors will arise(123). This makes the 
x-ray data very directly useful, and comparable to spectroscopic data 
analyses in that, ideally, our force constants will equal theirs. 
Spectroscopists also can use a local mode description of their data 
analysis(110). The concept of a group frequency in infrared 
spectroscopy supports this. Recent calculations of vibrational 
levels(111) find that, even in the frequency region of excitation of
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only one normal mode to its first excited state, the normal mode 
description is not much superior to that of local modes.
The independent ellipsoid model is not at all equivalent to a 
normal/local mode analysis, even for the same number of parameters. As 
shown below, the mechanistic model uses 3A+15 parameters for A atoms, 
as opposed to 6A thermal ellipsoid parameters. A problem with atomic 
ellipsoids is that they obfuscate the data analysis so that it is 
impossible to separate internal vibrations from rigid-body translations 
and rotations(124,125). The assumption of negligible internal motions 
is incorrect, but the 21-parameter TLSp (Translation,Libration,Screw 
rotation, and center of rotation(/>-tation)) model(126) (more than 24, 
if one uses higher cumulants) of external rigid-body motions in a 
rectilinear coordinate cumulant expansion allows separating internal 
and external. The TLS (Translation,Libration,Screw rotation) model 
without higher cumulants doesn't need the 3 cumulant expansion center 
location parameters nJ ° , n so that 21 parameters are taken up by 
external motions, and internal motions need a different model. This 
internal motion must be described, since it was long ago shown(124) 
that "there are molecular distortions which are by no means 
negligible." Moreover, the ratio of internal to external motions 
increases with decreasing temperature(112). Since the highest quality 
Bragg data in future years will come from synchrotron sources such as 
Brookhaven's National Synchrotron Light Source, which plans to run most 
of its diffraction experiments at 20°K(127), a good model for
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vibration at these temperatures must be flexible enough to accurately 
describe both internal and external motions.
The 3A motions undergone by A nuclei in a crystalline environment 
can be described in terms of 3 rigid translations of a unit cell 
relative to its neighboring cells, 3 rigid rotations of the unit cell 
relatively to others, and 3A-6 internal vibrations which closely 
resemble the vibrations of isolated gas-phase molecules. The 6 
external modes - 3 translations, or longitudinal acoustic modes; and 3 
hindered rotations, or transverse modes; are described in detail by 
Shomaker and Trueblood(128) in connection with the TLS model. The 
modified form of the TLS model described below does not make the 
unphysical(129) assumption that
Tr(S)=Q (207)
which is necessary when converting from thermal ellipsoids,but which in
r.
general is not needed(126).
It is proposed to use a curvilinear coordinate(130) description of 
the 6 independent external motions of the TLS model (128), rather than 
an expansion in cumulants(126) of the tangential rectilinear 
approximation to them.
Although the TLSp  model(126) and the modified ILSI (Internal) 
model described here both use 21 parameters for external motions, they 
are different. A potential is assumed of the form
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V ( ^  (208)
for each coordinate q ' , and thus there are 6 force constants as 
adjustable parameters.
The q -t for translation are three orthogonal axes forming a 
translational Principal Axis System, which intersect at the center of 
mass. The three Euler angles for rotation of the crystal axes into the 
translational PAS are adjustable parameters.
The q^ for rotation are three helices, with three independent 
pitches, or helix lengths, as adjustable parameters. The lines about 
which these helices coil are orthogonal to each other, requiring 3 
Euler angles to describe their PAS. These helix axes do not intersect, 
and each of them require 2 parameters describing the vector 
displacement of the axes at their closest approach to the center of 
mass. These 21 parameters are summarized in Figure 17.
Briefly, there are 2 sets of 3 quadratic force constants X, ; 2 
sets of 3 Euler angles; and for each of the 3 screw oscillations, the 
model requires 1 helix length and 2 axis displacements; a total of
2 ( 3 )  + 2 ( 3 )  + 3 ( 1 + 2 )  = 21 (209)
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The TLS Model
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external node parameters. It is likely that such a model is 
analytically intractible; the only solution possible is likely to be at 
least partly numerical(131).
The 3A-6 internal modes of vibration of the crystal, which cause 
molecular distortions, can be modeled as 3A-6 local mode quadratic 
oscillators, each of which is a combination of bond stretchings, angle 
bendings involving 3 atoms, torsions involving 4 atans, and possibly 
ring motions involving 5 or more atoms.
Since the force constants associated with angle and torsional 
variation are roughly 10 times as large as bond stretching force 
constants(132), their relative amplitudes can be assessed as follows. 
Assuming equipartition of energy among all modes, for quadratic modes 
n,
(210)
implies that
^ qbend> lEbend Histretch
(211)
< \ e n d  >
^stretch/* VI 1
(212)
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and bends and torsions are roughly thrice as iirportant as stretches. 
This explains the success of Hirshfeld's rigid-bond postulate(133), 
which makes the approximation
Ktretch = =° <213>
For finite stretching constants, especially the smaller ones 
associated with X - H stretches, or motion along a Van der Waals bond, 
it is advantageous to use the dimensionless coordinate
q = ( r - r ) / r (214)eq
of Simons (134) where r is the intemuclear disatance. This partially
corrects for anharmonicity, by building into the coordinate the idea
that it is easier to stretch a bond than to compress it. For example,
q = -1 corresponds to r=l/2 r__, but q = +1 corresponds to r=°°.eq
This method is the most satisfactory for expanding a potential in a
given number of parameters, as opposed to Pade approximants or
modified Morse curves(135).
There are only two 2-parameter vibrational potential functions in
the literature: a quadratic oscillator in Simon's coordinate, called
the Kratzer potential(136), and the harmonic oscillator. For example,
the Morse function requires r__, a force constant, and a dissociationeq
energy; only the 2 functions above require only r _  and X  t and not aeq
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Figure 18
Comparison of Harmonic, Kratzer, and RKR
Potentials for the CO Molecule
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dissociation energy. Figure 18 shows a comparison of a harmonic, a 
Kratzer, and an RKR fit to the CO molecule.
The coordinates for bending can be the curvilinear
Since these are internal vibrations, the unit cell as a whole must 
neither rotate or translate. This invariance can be preserved by the 
"riding" motion model(137), wherein the rest of the molecule preserves 
as much as possible its bond lengths, angles, and dihedrals. This 
requires a definition of which atoms are bonded - either chemical 
intuition is used, or the bond orders from the electronic 
parametrization by the P matrix can be examined. A possibility would 
be to use chemical intuition for the initial guess, and the P matrix 
thereafter.
This highly non-linear modeling of vibration does not result in 
anything resembling the Debye-Waller ellipsoids(123). One could 
least-squares fit a set of U to this vibrational TLSI model, in a 
reversal of the idea of Shomaker and Trueblood(128). The TLSI 
equations reduce to ellipsoids only at high temperatures, when the 
oscillators look like pure Gaussians; and only if one treats all 
motions as pure translations of unconnected spherical sub-units(123), 
rather than as molecular fragments.
(215)
where S  is an angle and ^  is a dihedral angle.
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In the general case, each unit cell has a certain number of 
molecules, each requiring its own set of external and (if the molecule 
has 2 or more atoms) internal vibrational parameters. The ellipsoid 
model is recovered if one treats each atcm as a separate molecule, as 
in the beryllium model of chapter 3, with the external screw notions 
having zero amplitude, and the external translations treated with a 
truncated cumulant expansion.
Vibrations of 2-center orbital products should be treated by the 
"center-of-density" method of Stevens et al.(138). The position of the 
density element is that of an imagined point in space defined by the 
weighted average position of the two orbital basis functions 
concerned. The orbital exponents determine the weighting factor. Note 
that this method is only defined with Gaussian orbitals, not STO. The 
motion of this density element depends on the motions of the 2 nuclei. 
If bonded, the density element is some sort of weighted average of the 
2 nuclear motions. If the 2 centers are not considered bonded, the 
motion of the density element is the convolution of the nuclear 
motions.
The P matrix is not a function of the reciprocal lattice vector K. 
However, in the general case P is a function of the vibrational 
excursions q. Given
P(q),S"'/a(q),f(K,q) (216)
the scattering factors are(139)
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^ ( K y - 2  h h ( i ) * F ( ^ )  v n ct )  d t  (217)
n J
for vibrational wavefunctions 'X) with temperature-dependent 
weighting factors VI n .
A vast simplification has been implicitly used here. The Einstein 
model for vibrations has been used. In fact, since this is a crystal, 
the vibrational levels X^(q) are not simple functions, but bands, which 
need a Bloch or Wannier description. Fortunately, phonons of vibration 
are bosons, which means that it is not unphysical to say that VIn in 
equation (217) is a delta function on the center of the Brillouin 
zone, and thus force all phonons to sit at point H . This 
approximation is equivalent to the Einstein model(140). If desired, a 
Debye model of vibration could be used, which would require a Brillouin 
zone summation. Still more realistic, and less computationally 
tractable, would be an experimental vibration model, using data from 
Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS), or from IDS.
The appropriate approximations are totally opposite for internal 
and external motions. Each internal motion in each cell should(141) be 
treated as totally uncoupled to all others, both those in the same cell 
and those in any other cell; this corresponds roughly to a uniform 
distribution throughout the Brillouin zone of eash internal vibrational 
level. Matrix elements connecting electronic basis functions in
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different cells should be convoluted with both internal vibrational 
excursion probabilities (amplitude squared) separately. External 
motions in any cell should be treated as totally correlated to all the 
rest, as shown by experiment(117). Cross-cell matrix elements have 
external motions perfectly in phase with each other; translations leave 
all distances unchanged, but screw rotations correspond to the motion 
of two coupled helices.
As a first approximation, one could assume that each mode is a 
harmonic oscillator in the appropriate coordinate system. This is only 
an approximation, since a quadratic oscillator is not a harmonic 
oscillator if the coordinate q is not the same as a simple distance; 
the kinetic energies are not the same. However, this approximation 
makes things much simpler.
Assuming each mode is a quantum boson harmonic oscillator, then
can be represented as a probability of an instantaneous excursion
(218)
which can be expressed in closed form(142) as
2.
(219)
where the are related to spectroscopy by(142)
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(220)
for a frequency V , and a temperature T. These frequencies y  are 
the parameters comparable to an IR/Raman experiment. Thus,
matrices are determined strictly by the nuclear positions, and by the 
basis functions used. They could thus be evaluated explicitly as a 
power series expansion about the equilibrium value, or at a series of q 
values, and then spline fit, or something similar. Although these 
alternatives both require a lot of computer time, seme approximations 
or simplifications might be possible. A Taylor series expansion in
(r • r equilibrium^ would be aided ** fact that the derivative of 
a scattering matrix element
L
Now models are needed for P(q), S~l/x(q), and f(K,q). The model for 
S'^q) and for f(K,q) has no adjustable parameters, since these
(222)
is related to the scattering by the derivative of the basis
(223)
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The derivatives 3p/<2q are not determined by P, but must be varied 
to fit the experiment. However, there are constraints on d P/3 q. 
First, there is the constraint system that can be derived from the 
electrostatic and virial theorems(143) if the energy inplied by a 
particular P matrix and other derived quantities are solved for in 
order to apply the constraints. These derived quantities involve as 
much time and approximations as an ab initio solid-state wavefunction 
not based on the data, and will not be considered further in this 
thesis. More importantly, for any value of q,
( P( q ) ) 2 = P(q) and Tr (P(q)) = N (224)
In a Taylor series expansion of P(q), this means that
(P(0))^ = P(0) and Tr ( P(0)) = N (225)
2
(226)
Expanding, and setting & q=0, I ^  L y , yields
(227)
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In addition to the equilibrium term (225), results can be obtained
from equating terms of the same order in £ q. In particular,
(p(0) WP/«?qi )+(*)P/<?qi ) P ( 0 ) ) / q 1=(Qp/(pq i ) i‘1Ji (228)
and
p" ( p ' ) 2+ .5 P (0 )P ,f+P"P(0) )^ 2qi =.5P"J2qi  (229)
and so forth, leading to equations of constraint like
( tP p q )= P (0 )  Q P /2 q )+ (3 P /2 q )P (0 )  (230)
from the linear term (228), and another for each order of £  q, which 
equations must be applied separately to each type of motion q; .
Let us examine the simplest case - two orbitals and one electron. 
Then
P(0) =
-sin<?cos(9j 2P /a b\
0 / and— =/ (231)
-sin0cos<3 sin 9  J 1 b c/
From formula (230) above, it can be seen that
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Multiplying out gives
4  b') f 2a cos^-2b sin0cos(9 b- (a+c) sin^cos^"] 
b <J I b-(a+c)sin^cos^ 2csin 0-2bsin(?cos£/
which leads to the values
= -c = b tan & (234)
where b is a free parameter. Put another way,
_ / a a cot2t?)
c^ q ~ ( a cot20 -a y  (235)
and the number of new parameters for each q- is the same. In order to 
stem the proliferation of parameters to be fit, the approximation
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9 P/<?q = 0 (236)
should be used unless there is likely to be a really good reason not 
to, such as a high-spin/low-spin transition as a result of a particular 
vibrational motion. Approximation (236) is similar to the convolution 
approximation(144), but superior, since the overlap matrix is allowed 
to adjust in the TLSI model, but not in that of Coulson and 
Thomas (144).
The result of equation (221) is that, even with approximation 
(236), the model takes vibronic effects partially into account, without 
any new free parameters. The total number of parameters to optimize is 
3A nuclear position projections onto the 3 axes, 21 external mode 
parameters (assuming no added cumulants), 3A-6 internal vibration force 
constants, and N(m-N) P matrix parameters (assuming a fixed basis); a 
total of 6A+15+N(m-N). This reduction in the dimensionality of the 
parametrization is the ultimate justification for approximation (236), 
even though it is inconsistent with, and worse than, the adiabatic 
approximation(137). Note that all 6A+15 non-electronic parameters 
could be refined from neutron scattering, or an X+N joint refinement.
If approximation (236) is made for all vibrational modes, the 
effective matrix p a v e r a g e  is not in general the same as
^equilibrium7 s;5jice tiie data being fit is vibrationally averaged. 
Rather,
(237)
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and consequently 
F (K)=TrJT J PCq’J/Kq^dq* Y  
qL q'
S“ 1/2(q)f(K,q)S~1/2(q)H(q^dq
c a l '
(238)
Replacing equation (238) with
F ^ K )  = T V < P >  ^ “' ^ ( K ) ^  (239)
is a worse approximation, since the three latter terms ought to be 
averaged exactly in phase with each other, and scrambling this phasing 
throws out information that can be retained without any extra effort. 
Compare this^P^> to the following;
1) The "perfectly following" approximation(145) wherein the 
electron density is partitioned amongst the nuclei and each piece is 
assumed to move unchanged with its nucleus.
2) The "convolution" approximation(144), wherein
jo(rA ) = Z J > ^ ( r -remllibtiv«,,,L-V»L) (240)
where the pieces of the density assigned to atom k in cell L
move with the vibrations of the nuclei k. This approximation
has been studied for , CO, BF, and HF(146), and Epstein and Stewart
find that
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> \  e.lc4$^ >c / ^ .06% (241)
compared to vibrational anharmonicity errors of -.26%. The much larger
errors found for the H monopole(147) may be due to using a multipole 
expansion about nuclei rather than about charge centroids. X-H bonds 
are known to be troublesome since the bond is weak, and H atoms have no 
core electrons. Epstein and Stewart find(147) a 5.0% anharmonicity 
correction for the H monopole. Any errors made by using approximation 
(236) are four or five times less severe than the errors made in 
truncating the vibrational cumulant expansion.
A simple analogy is a camera mounted on a moving truck. Any 
blurring in the picture due to imperfect lenses in the camera is 
negligible compared to the problems caused by poor shock absorbers on 
the truck.
As suggested by Mills(148), all vibrational parameters ought to be 
in dimensionless coordinates so that the units for stretching and 
bending will be identical. Bond stretches could be expressed in the 
dimensionless Simon's coordinate(132), angle variations in A  0  ,
and torsions in A  . There is an added advantage to this in that 
least-squares fits vary with the coordinate systan(149), so that the 
less arbitrary the coordinate system, the less arbitrary the point of 
best fit. Coordinates must, however, be in arbitrary units, with
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dimensions of length. Following Pawley(122), atomic positions can be
o
expressed in orthogonal A, or orthogonal an, coordinates.
This vibration model in curvilinear dimensionless coordinates uses, 
in the approximations of this chapter, 3A-6 local-mode quadratic force 
constants. This can lead to, at most, errors of 5%(150). Mills(148) 
feels that ignoring anharmonic bending forces is ”80% valid."
Scheringer(151) finds that the riding model(137) underestimates the
O
spectroscopically calculated amplitudes by .004 to .011 A, but that 
ignoring the intramolecular response to a vibration entirely 
("uncorrelated atoms") yields amplitudes that are far too large. A 
"damped" riding model might be useful, but the damping factor 
parameters cannot be refined from Bragg scattering. The riding model 
is the best alternative.
The various parameters could be refined sequentially, as in 
TREFOIL, or simultaneously, as shown by Rae for the 2X2 case(152). The 
refinement should be started with a fairly good (as judged by R-factor) 
model. An initial guess for internal mode amplitudes is that they are 
all zero. The PAS of translation and libration could start out as the 
unit-cell-fixed frame. The P matrix of the free atom model is a good 
starting guess. Ruysink and Vos(153) recommend assigning as much 
thermal motion as possible to the 6 external modes of the crystal. The 
bond-stretch amplitude should be refined last, since it is likely to be 
smallest, and make the least difference in the R-factor.
This chapter is not complete or detailed enough of information to
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write a computer program implementing this TLSI model. The chapter is 
only a suggestion - a very detailed suggestion - for future work.
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Chapter VII. Computational Considerations
The Lowdin orthonormalization procedure(154) takes an arbitrary 
basis g' and converts it to an orthonormal set g. This is very 
convenient, because the P matrix must refer to an orthonormal set, or 
else the requirements of idempotency, normalization, and Hermitivity 
take on a very complex form(103). This procedure is sinple:
or alternatively one can use the non-orthonormal basis and use, not P, 
but instead
9o = S
- 1/.z
g (242)
The scattering tensor f^ is given by
(243)
R = S ' ^ P  S~l / 'X (244)
Either requires evaluation of S ,/'2. The overlap matrix has
elements
J 9jj > (245)
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which can be calculated in a Gaussian basis as the forward scattering 
matrix f( 0 0 0 ) using the formulas of reference(78). The inverse 
square root of a matrix can be calculated from the matrix by the 
iterative procedure of Igolkin and Mestechkin(155). Start with a guess
.1/2at S given by
C ~//2 -  1  (246)
0 \fD)m(y)
and iterate on the formula
= 3/2 (S"l/;i) - 1/4 ((S_l/1 )S (S 'I/2'):L +
S(S"'/A ) ) (247)
until
(I lL(S-%~(S'Wr'S is sufficiently small. (248)
r  v
If the convergence criterion is about 10 ~x0  , and Dim(g)=3, this takes 
about 10 iterations.
Reference has been made above to changing the local coordinate 
system so that P submatrices are equal. This requires rotating and 
translating the coordinates into a Principal Axis System. Rotation of
coordinates is a bit tricky. It requires three parameters. One way of
defining the rotation is by Euler angles(156), but this process has
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a
problems with 180 angles. Another way is described by 
Scheringer(157), and coded in PL/1 in Appendix F, and this has problems 
at 90° . The best thing to do is to use one method seme times, and 
another at other times, depending on the rotation angles involved. The 
ab initio program GAUSSIAN-80 uses only Euler angles, and when an angle 
being optimized hits 180° , the program crashes. Any rotation method 
has a singularity somewhere, so at least two must be used.
In a cubic crystal, the crystal coordinate system is Cartesian.
All 3 axes are of equal length, and 90 ° apart. The other six Bravais 
lattices require a metric tensor to convert to a Cartesian system. 
Alternatively, one can use fractional coordinates x. The same 
considerations apply to the reciprocal lattice. Pawley(122) gives a 
conversion procedure, and propagandizes in favor of a Cartesian system.
From a computational viewpoint, the problem of this thesis is:
Given some highly non-linear functional £ [p], and some equality and 
inequality constraints
(? )  ~ °  (249)
minimize £ subject to
Non-linear optimization theory(158) is a rapidly expanding field of 
applied mathematics concerned with exactly this problem - to minimize a 
functional, with or without some constraints. Methods for non-linear 
optimization fall into three categories: Newton-Raphson methods, where
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second derivatives are used; quasi-Newton methods, where first 
derivatives are used, and direct search methods, where no derivatives 
are used.
Derivatives can be calculated in two different ways. In some 
cases, y  £ can be derived analytically from € . In almost all cases, 
Y£ can be approximated numerically as the finite difference
It is recommended that if the parameter vector p is defined to an 
accuracy of 7J digits,
Numerical derivatives are less accurate than analytic derivatives. 
If a number z is accurate to i c r , then a rough estimate is that d z is 
good to j y r  t and A z to i . 10 <r .
What is desired is a global minimum in £ . However, no method of 
non-linear optimization can guarantee that. Only local minima can be 
found. A local minimum is defined(159) in Newton-Raphson methods as
(250)
(251)
For example, if p is defined as DECIMAL FLQAT(12), then
—  = [0 
Pi
(252)
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Ve = 0 (253)
V 2 e > 0 (254)
In quasi-Newton methods, equation (253) is satisfied, and an 
approximation to equation (254) is sometimes used. For direct 
searches, one aims for convergence (p' = p), rather than testing for 
(253) or (254). The program EXAMPLE of chapter 5 eventually gives up 
when it can't lower 6 to €g0a^ i-n 3000 iterations. The program 
TREFOIL for chapter 3 never gives up; one controls it by only giving it 
a finite amount of computer time. TREFOIL, which uses a direct-search 
method, seems quite susceptible to local "false" minima (160).
The only way to feel confident that a global minimum may have been 
found is to start with several initial guesses widely separated in 
parameter space, and if all converge to the same place, it's probably 
the global minimum. If not, choose the lowest local minimum, and maybe 
try some more initial guesses.
Direct search methods work by controlled trial and error. One 
varies the parameter vector p a distance A  in direction s, to lead to
p' = p + d = p + A  s (255)
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If 6 [p'] is less than €[p], the step is accepted, and if not, 
rejected. After that, a step in some other direction is tried. The 
various methods differ in the ways in which they determine A and s. 
Some take steps along each parameter in turn. The program TREFOIL does 
this, and when no step along any direction is accepted, TREFOIL divides 
A  by 10. In other methods, steps are taken along certain preferred 
directions, say along eigenvectors of the covariance matrix(161), or in 
directions that had been most successful previously and orthogonal to 
that.
Quasi-Newton and Newton-Raphson methods update the parameter vector 
by a change d given by
p' = p + d = p +  A H G  (256)
where
d e
(257)r
and H is related to, or an approximation of, the inverse Hessian 
matrix. For a recent article, which reviews many of the quasi-Newton 
methods, see reference(162). An excellent textbook is Bazaraa and 
Shetty(159).
The method of steepest descents is defined by equation (256) and
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H = 1 (258)
Although this method works, it is slow. The problem is that it is far 
too sensitive to local changes in slope, and the Markov chain of the 
steepest descent path usually zigzags toward the solution, rather than 
following a smooth or regular trajectory. Minimization methods need 
not throw out all memory of previous iterations. The path so far can 
give clues as to which direction s to update in. The various 
quasi-Newton methods fold in information about previous function and 
gradient values to the H matrix, and the steepest-descent path G is 
deflected in a plausible direction. The best H seems to be that of 
Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno (BPGS or BFS)(163).
The steplength A  is determined in one of several ways. The 
"acceptable-point" method tries A =1, and if this leads to lower £ , 
the move is accepted, and if not, A  =1/2, then 1/4, etc. are tried.
The cubic interpolation of Davidon(164) finds a nearly optimal A., but 
takes so much extra computer time to do so that the acceptable-point 
method is often preferred. The program TREFOIL uses the method of 
Davies, Swann, and Campey(165). It steps seme predetermined A, and if 
this lowers 6 , another 2 A, and then maybe 4A r and so on until the 
step is unsuccessful. £ is then evaluated at a point midway between 
the two most recent steps, and quadratic interpolation is performed. 
Several other variants are known.
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Due to the peculiar nature of the idempotency constraint, only one 
method of imposing the constraints of idempotency, normalization, 
Hermitivity, symmetry, and positivity of the vibrational cumulant 
expansion will be mentioned here. Normalization and Hermitivity are 
imposed by the method in which dependent P ^  are calculated; symmetry 
by construction also; I don’t know about positivity of U. The 
idempotency cannot be imposed by Lagrangian multipliers nor by any 
other one-step method. A two-step tangential approach(166,167) is 
required.
STEP Is p" = p + A  H G (259)
STEP 2: p' = constraints( pn ); evaluate £ [p”J (260)
Many of the programs and subroutines mentioned in this thesis are 
coded in Pl/I in the Appendices. As yet, no quasi-Newton programs for 
quantum crystallography have had fast enough computation times to be 
useful - this is likely to be due to programming errors, and not 
inherent defects in the methods. Also, quasi-Newton methods and 
least-absolute-values error measures are incompatible(164) due to a 
singularity in the gradient at convergence. Most quasi-Newton methods 
assume the existence of e ln[p]; the singularity at £ '"^optimal^ 
means, by definition, that least-absolute-value measures are not 
well-behaved in an optimization theory sense.
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All parameters should be refined simultaneously. Just because a
free-atom refinement comes up with certain positions and thermal
parameters, this doesn't mean that a quantum (or even a non-quantum)
refinement should keep v fixed while refining electronic parameters.
This fixing of v is commonly done, either due to computer time
limitations, or because of fear that certain elements of J, especially
those connecting dipoles with position, and monopoles and quadrupoles
with vibration, will be enormous (>95%) and then the parameters aren't
independent; the problem has become overparanetrized. However, the
electronic and non-electronic parameters have quite a different
dependence on K, and this hopefully will alleviate the correlations if
a sufficient number of reflections are measured(133). A commonly used
technique is called the "X minus X-high" refinement (81), where some
a ,
"cutoff" is taken, usually .65 A" , and the Faj>s (K) are divided into 
"high-angle" and "low-angle" scattering factors by
Klow< -65i'1 < V j h  (261)
High angle reflections are used to refine v with free atoms, and then 
low angles are used to fix P. This procedure has a few problems. 
First, there is no justification for throwing out perfectly good data 
for some parameters, and pretending that J has no elements between v 
and P. By definition, it will find a false minimum which may or may 
not be close (81) to the true minimum. All data should be used to fix
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each parameter, and if a certain datum has no effect on a parameter, it 
won't affect the refinement. Second, X-X-high arbitrarily refines 
first v, then P, in effect pretending that the X-high experiment is 
infinitely more important than X-low. Third, Price et al.(38) find 
that "residual two-centre scattering, i.e. that which is not accounted 
for accurately by one-centre terms, is a high-Bragg angle phenomenon." 
In other words, cross-terms in P show up mainly above the cutoff, where 
a free-atom model is being used.
Another questionable refinement technique is the "X minus N"(168) 
method. Here, neutron scattering is used to find v, which is then held 
fixed while x-rays are used to refine P. This assumes that neutron 
data is infinitely better than x-ray data. Contrast this with the 
laudable "X plus N" method(5) where one refines both data sets with the 
same model, with an overall weighting ratio wx/wN based on 
experimental considerations, internal consistency of each data set, 
etc.
A measure of internal consistency is needed. One is the comparison 
of experimental nuirbers which ought to be equal, say F(K) and F(-K) in 
a centrosymmetric crystal. This is not entirely satisfactory, since 
the absorption in an odd-shaped specimen is not centrosymmetric. A 
very nice measure is the internal R-factor, which is an R-factor where
Fca l «  * Fobs(K) +'rFobS<K> (262)
Despite Scherinmger’s caveat(151) that mixing data sets of 
different quality "has a disastrous effect" on refinements, one should 
follow Hirshfeld(133) and use all reflections for refining all 
parameters. Preferably, reflections will be measured out as far as 
possible. No data should be thrown out, even if the measured intensity 
is negative(169). Oldfield(104) has shown the rsnarkable insensitivity 
of P to random error in measured Bragg intensities. Arnberg et al(97) 
refined the structure of until it "converged to
acceptable coordinate values" based solely on data with er (I)/I >
0.30. They conclude(97) that "no set of reflections should therefore 
be excluded from a least-squares refinement on the pretext of having 
too largecr(I)/I values."
Error bars and covariance matrices are a necessary part of any 
interpretation of experimental data(170), which data always have error 
bars of their own. The propagation of errors from data to 
parametrization proceeds as follows.
Define as the gradient of one Fcal(K) with respect to a 
parameter p^ , .
r«-£Ik
E is a square matrix Dim(p) by Dim(p) with elements
(263)
G*0-CF h (K))
K
(264)
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Then the error bars <T"(p) and covariance matrix J are, for ,
“ ( E  % v  / ^ - T T y p r ^  <266)
where E “* is the inverse of E. The goodness of fit is
GQF = J ~ £ / £  (267)
where
^  = Dim(F) - Dim(p) (268)
A GOP of 1.00 is as good as the data itself. Any method which gets 
a G0F<1 with "chemistry quality" data is unlikely. The goodness of fit 
will get worse as the model becomes overparametrized. GOF is what 
really should be minimized in a totally empirical wavefunction; the 
dependence on , the number of observations minus the number of 
parameters, should be kept in mind. Be sure that each extra parameter 
is justified. A good discussion of statistical sloppiness is 
Lonsdale's article(171).
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Some directions for future work have been suggested above. The 
application of the fitting procedure in cases of more than one orbital 
of the same symmetry is still not fully delineated. Although beryllium 
metal has been modeled, no semiconductors or insulators have had their 
x-ray diffraction data fit by totally empirical wavefunctions. 
Possibilities are graphite? the series diamond,silicon, germanium, and 
-tin? and the organic crystal oxalic acid dihydrate. Whether it is 
more efficient to use McWeeny's or Mestechkin’s purification method is 
still an open question. The Wannier formalism has not been applied to 
any real 3-dimensional crystals. The vibrational TLSI formalism of 
Chapter VI is totally lacking in computational considerations. The 
thesis does provide a fairly complete framework for these 
investigations, however.
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VIII. Conclusions
Molecular systems can best be modeled by a quantum mechanical 
wavefunction. It is possible to obtain a wavefunction purely from 
experimental data, without recourse to energy evaluations, by imposing 
quantum constraints on the interpretation of one or more experiments. 
This totally empirical wavefunction formalism is applicable to 
insulators, semiconductors, and metals.
Information from many different kinds of experiment can 
simultaneously be fit by a totally empirical wavefunction. In this 
thesis, attention has been focussed on Bragg scattering. Two-state 
experiments; i.e. absorption or emission spectroscopy, have not been 
treated in this thesis; the formalism is thus restricted as of now to 
resonance and scattering experiments. Only two types of measurement
provide a large enough sample of unambiguous data for use as the only
i
experiment to be fit. The fundamental object to be modeled, according 
to the Hohenberg-Kohn theorei.(lO), is the electron density. Bragg 
scattering measures the real space electron density _/)(r); Compton 
scattering and positron annihilation measure the momentum space density 
j> {k). The scope of coherent scattering measurements is certainly 
sufficient for determining a totally empirical wavefunction. Magnetic 
resonance, inelastic scattering, and the like do not of themselves 
measure the electron density unambiguously at all points in space; 
although useful in conjunction with Bragg diffraction, they are not
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sufficient in themselves. Neutron scattering cannot see paired spins. 
Compton scattering and positron annihilation have not been dealt with 
in this thesis simply because my predecessors(13,103,104) have 
concentrated on Bragg scattering.
The totally empirical wavefunction must be determined from the data 
using some fitting procedure. The iterative equation method of Clinton 
et al.(13), using the unweighted least-absolute-value error measure 
£j , has been the only fitting procedure used until now. Table 3 and 
equations (67) to (69) detail the extension of Clinton's algorithm to 
all 8 crystallographic error measures: weighted or unweighted; 
amplitude-based or intensity-based; least-absolute-value or 
least-squares. The measure most faithful to a properly designed 
experiment is the unweighted intensity-based least-squares measure 
. The "best" electron density is given by 63 or6^' . Due to the 
nature of the idempotency constraint, a one-step minimization method 
must treat idempotency as a quality to be maximized, and smallness of 
the error as an auxiliary constraint. A two-step method has been 
devised, which alternates between unconstrained optimization of £  and 
satisfaction of the quantum constraints. Although this method is 
related to generalized reduced gradient techniques found in the 
literature(71,166,167), its use in quantum crystallography is new. The 
advantages of this two-step method over the iterative equations (67) 
are:
1. any parameter, not just P matrix elements, can be optimized.
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2. the number of independent fitting parameters is explicitly 
shown, as opposed to the old method which updated the entire P 
matrix as a unit regardless of how many were entirely 
determined by the constraints and the other P elements.
3. error bars and a covariance matrix can easily be obtained for 
the parameter values.
4. far less computer time is needed than for the iterative equation 
method.
5. any unconstrained optimization method in the computer science 
literature can be used without major modifications, if the 
(ill-behaved) least-absolute-value error measures are avoided.
The totally empirical wavefunction model has been extended to 
include three effects not found in the case of isolated gas-phase 
atoms. First, the requirements for describing a bond or antibond 
between two atoms have been discussed, and in the case of Model 6 for 
graphite, an explicitly molecular wavefunction model including 
intercell and intracell bonds has been delineated. The dangers of a 
"two-center" approximation, in which some P matrix elements, assumed on 
the basis of chemical intuition to be zero, have been described. A 
distinction has been drawn between bonding and antibonding terms in the 
P matrix.
Second, in Chapter V, solid-state effects on the orbital basis have 
been explicitly described by means of a Wannier formalism. Associated 
with each cell is a damped wave of isolated-atom basis functions
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extending out into neighboring unit cells. Although the details of the 
damping depend on the Compton profile of the orbitals being modeled, an 
approximate treatment of the band structure leads to a sinple and 
computationally tractable model, equations (191) to (199), for the 
"Wannier-izing" of the basis.
Finally, a TLSI (Translation, Libration, Screw rotation, and 
Internal vibration) model for thermal and zero-point nuclear motions 
has been outlined. The TLSI model combines the 21-parameter TLS model 
of Schomaker and Trueblood(128) with a 3A-6 - parameter 
spectroscopic-like model of internal motions in a curvilinear (130) 
Simons'-coordinate(134) local-mode(110) description.
For the first time, the totally empirical wavefunction model has 
been applied to actual experimental data - the beryllium metal Bragg 
data of Larsen and Hansen(56). Several approximations were made. The 
data was assumed free of errors due to absorption, extinction, etc., 
and only an overall scale factor was optimized. The quantum 
wavefunction was restricted to a frozen core plus a single determinant 
of spin-paired orbitals with real coefficients. The core was taken 
from the atomic calculation of Huzinaga(80). The valence orbital was 
modeled in a basis of only 2 functions: the atomic(80) 2s orbital and a 
set of 12 Floating Spherical Gaussian Orbitals. The effects of crystal 
formation were approximated by a sum of overlapping perturbed atcms.
The nuclear motion was assumed rigidly coupled to the electron density 
of each atom, and totally independent of the motion of all other
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atone. A vibrational cumulant expansion truncated at third cumulants 
was used. Thus, the electronic problem was reduced to the modeling of 
a single electron, using 5 parameters; the nuclear problem to a single 
nucleus modeled with 3 parameters; the experimental problem reduced to 
a single parameter. Two of the electronic parameters and one of the 
vibrational parameters were dropped from the refinement, the resultant 
quantum wavefunction is shown in Table 11. An excellent fit, with 
conventional R-factor .00249, was obtained. For comparison, a 
Varghese-Mason multipole model,model 4, was refined in the same basis. 
The fit to experiment was even better - R^  was .00237. The two models 
were compared. The non-quantum model does not lend itself as readily 
to the interpretation or prediction of other phenomena or experiments. 
As shown in Figure 13 , the quantum model suggests a trigonal 
bipyramidal 5-center bonding unit, and the non-quantum model a 
tetrahedral 4-center interaction.
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Appendix A - Notation
MEANING EQUATION
nuirber of nuclei
wavefunction coefficient 34
vibrational third cumulant Figure 10
de /9P Table 3
Error Matrix 257
Scattering Amplitude 5, 175
Gradient Vector 68, 250
inverse Hessian Matrix 249
Scattering Intensity 175
Covariance Matrix 266
Reciprocal Lattice Vector 
A Lattice Site 166
Multipole Basis Function 16
Number of Electrons 23
Normalizer 145
Operator Matrix for a Property 1 
Density Matrix 38
Symmetry Operation
Error Measure Table 3
Scattering Weight Matrix 123
Overlap Matrix 121
Experimental Scale Factor Figure 20
Reduction Factor 70
Temperature 213
175
U Vibrational Tensor 125
V Potential Function 201
W Weight of a Multipole Function 21
Wannier Function 181
Vibrational Weighting 210
Y Mestechkin Residual 45
Z Robust/Resistant Functional 62
JL Number of Nuclei in a Crystal
CL Antisymmetrizer
tsS Wannier Overlap Matrix 187
a Exponent, Usually Gaussian 17
c Contraction Coefficient 106
d Change in Parameters 90
e exp(l) = 2.718...
f Scattering Tensor 4
g Basis Function 17
i / T
k Reciprocal Space Wavevector
in the Brillouin Zone 165
Boltzmann's Constant 213
1 Lattice Site 170
m Number of Basis Functions
n Fractional Occupancy of a Band 176
o Orthonormal 235
Observed Table 3
p Parameter Vector 83
176
q
r
s
u
v
w
*
1
<1
r
A
V
a .
iZj
rr
2
£
Vibrational Excursion Coordinate 
distance
Direction for Changing p 
Periodic Function 
Variables Unrelated to P 
Weight of an Observation 
Wannier Scattering Tensor 
Unit Matrix 
Next Iterate 
Dot Product 
Dirac Bra
1-Body Density Matrix
Irreducible Representation
Center of Brillouin Zone
Change
Gradient
Steplength
Constraint Function
Product
Sum
Many-Body Wavefunction 
Degrees of Statistical Freedom
248
165
83
190
1
38
109
248
242
33
268
177
£ 1  Probability of an Instantaneous
Excursion 212
o{ Spin-Up
p  Spin-Down
y A Fitting Parameter Related to
Spectroscopy 213
8  Kronecker Delta
Variation 219
P Partial Derivative
£ Error Functional 60
Exponent Scaling 126
71 Number of Significant Figures 244
O Angle
y{__ Vibrational Force Constant 201
\  Lagrange Multiplier 69
General Matrix Page 28
)) Vibrational Frequency 220
1Y 3.14159...
y P  Physically Meaningful Density 12
Error Bar 265
£ )  Boson Nuclear Wavefunction 206
^  Dihedral Angle
^  Weight of 1 Determinant 33
^  Orbital 13
C O  Wannier Phasing 190
Appendix B 
The PL/I Program TREFOIL
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i. //i juhCneu jcjI! mjihcsoo, r imi= i , sc ) ,ri .»i0v = 4ei K 
1. II cXcC FLlXClT
3 . //*WAIN I INE S= ?C
4 . //>li.sysin uo *OCC. TREFO I L :PRCCCCU'RE C PI I CNS ( M A IN I :001. /*C3DED UV MARTIN GOLDBERG IN MAY TIIRCUGH DECEMBER 1983 •/
010. / »T HIS FOURTH-TRY PRUGRAM FITS FINN LARSEN’S JAIA
020. TO A GAUS SI AN WAVEFN IN A SMALL BASIS,WITH THE
030. SCATTERING FROM CNE CENTER BEING CESCHIBEC BY
040 . BAS1SFNS CENTERED ON THE 3E ATOM CF INTEREST
050. AND TWELVE FSGO’S FLOATING NEARBY IN D 3H SYMMcIRY.Ht CJKE IS
060. FIXED TC MS ATOMIC VALUE. FROM HU/INAGA’S TAeLE
0 TO. 14 IN JCP VOL • 42, I 1 565) P. 1295 »/
090.' OCL EPSWAY DECIMAL F1XECI2) ; CCL KMATI3.3I FLOAT-1 12);
100. OIL FTA3LEI C:5e.*,4)
110. COMPLEX FLOAT I 121 IDOL I E PSL A S T ,E P SCY , OUN) FLJAT(12>;U5. DC LIFCI58), PA TTERN (3),TRIAL! 20 >,ZETYI25, 2). EPSY,PYI3,3))FL JATI12):
1 20. OIL ( ZE TASI 25 ,2) .HKLALI C :58 .3) ,CENTERI3),VARY(20),SCALE. P(3,3I,
1 30. S1NV2I3, 3 ), FL3 II 12, 3), FLO 21 12.3) ,= CALI 58) ,E P S) F LOA T 11 2 ):
133. DCL VIE (58 ,2 ) COMPLEX FL0ATI12):
135. E P SWAY = A;136. DCL FOBSISB) FLOAT! 12) IN M  I 3 . 34 8 , 2. 2 16 ,1. 21 2 .. 5 9C. I . 8 39 ,
135.2 2.815,1 .473.2.151, .9 95,1.307, .551. .68,.273,1. 188.2.CC7, 1.C44,
1 3 6.4 1. 55,. 72 7,. 977 ,.41 8,. 524, 1 .408 ,1 .251 . .902 , .547 , .364, .623,-3 34,136 .6 .513,.24 7, 2.068,2.335, 1. 6C6,.519,.463,. 863,1.44 9,. 762,1.142,.541 ,
I 35 .8 .7 41 , .327, .4 16, .48 4, .8 I I, .436, .657, .3 2 I. . 449 , . 4e 8 , . 44 3 , 1. C56,. 54 e,
1 37. .599,-286 ,.481 ,.260,.402 ); . „ , . ,137.2 DCL ERR OB SI 58) F LOA 11 12) INIT 12 9, 1 9, 3 ,3 ,1 6 ,24 ,1 3 , 19 ,8 . 3 . 1 , 2 ,
137.4 1, 13,17,9,4,2,2,1, 1,3, 3, 2, 1,2,2,1, 1, 1,23,2C,3,2,2,2,3,1,2,2 ,2 ,
137.6 1,1,1,2,1,1,1,1*1,1,2,2,2,1,1,1,1 ) I
137.8 I: EPSWAY54 THEN E RR08 S=2*F CB S*E RRCBS ;
138. DCL (NCJT ,NPARM (DECIMAL F I XEU I 2 ) INC U T = S 8: NPA RM = 11 :
140. ERRCES=.001 •ERKOeS J ERROBS= I ./I ERROBS *ER«OBS) :EPSLAST= l.Et;
145. Is t IEPSWAY=2)l IEPSWAY=4 > l!EPSWAY*6 )l (EPSWAY=8 ) ) THEN £RROBS=.i:
150. DCL (IT, FL ) DECIMAL FIXED! 2), CYCLE DECIMAL FIXEDI6) INITIO);
151. OCL (A, I, J,K, WPAPM, DP IJ I CECIMAL FIXE0I21;
153*. /* S#P ARM *f S&THe’EN UMBER OF EpARAME TER S. * PI J DETERMINES THE REFINEMENT154. TECHNIQUE. 0 IS THE FREE ATOM.l AND 2 ARE THE NUMBER OF QUANTUM
154.1 = SCO. -1 AND -2 ARE THE NJMBER OF NON-QUANTUM FSGO.
154.3 IF STATS NOR * 0 . NQ ERRCR BARS ARE CALCULATED. »/155. JCL ST AT ? NOW OEC IMAL FIXED! I) ; S T A T S_NOW= 2; * P I J = -2;
157. DCL STEP 123 IFLCAT 112 ) IN 1T I .00 5, .00 5, .005, . 1. 1C, 10, . 1, - 1, I C , I 0 ,. 0 1,
158. .CCCCl,.CCCOl,.CCCCl ..C001 ,.0 I , .01 ,0 ,0 ,0 ) ; ST EP = S T EP/ 10 ;
160. /• FTABLE IS THE TABLE OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF BASIS
170. FUNCTIONS.
210*. IS THEAL!ST OF GAUSSIAN EXPONENTS AND THEIR CONTRACT I CN
220. COEFFICIENTS. FKLAU IS THE LIST OF BRAGG VECTORS IN
230. ORTHOGCNAL ATOMIC UMTS. CENTER IS 11/3,2/3,1/4) IN
240. ORTHOGONAL ATOMIC UNITS.>50. VARY IS THE GUESS VECTOR. »**•«»*»«»««♦«»«•*•*•«*•**»
250. 1 1 - 2-S COEFFICIENT IN PS I
2 50.2 2- FLO I " " "
250 .3 3- FL02 "
250.4 4- «_FLCl
250. 5 5- THE IA_F L01
250 .6 6- PHI FLO 1> 50.7 7- ALPVA FL01
2 50. 8 3- R FL02250.9 9- TflETA FL02
>51. 10- PHI FC02
251.1 11- ALPRA_FLC2251.2 12- THIRD CLMULANT,EDGEWORTH CONVENTICN<NOT GRAM-CHARLIER>
>51.3 13- U_ll (NEUTRUN VALUE .02132111) )
251.4 14- U,33 INEUTHCN VALUE .01929111) )
251.5 15- FCAL SCALE FACTCR IGAMMA-RAY VALUE 1.001.01) )
251.6 15- 1-S EXPONENT SC4LING IAB INIT VALLE 1 )
251.7 17- 2-S EXPONENT SCALING I" " I )
2 51.8 18- NOT USED
251.9 19- V3T USED
>52. 20- NOT USEC260. P IS THE DENSITY MATRIX REPRESENTATIVE. FLO I ANC 2 IS
2 70 . THE LIST JF FSGO POSITIONS.
>80. Vie IS THE LIST OF THERMAL SWEARINGS. SCALE IS THE290. SCALE FACTOR, WHICH WAS SUPPOSED I .00 BY LARSEN.
300. FCAL ARE THE CALCULATED SCA 1TE R1NG AMPLITUDES. FCBS
310. ARE LARSEN'S SCATTERING AMPLITUDES, FROM
320. HIS MANUSCRIPT. ERRCeS ARE THE ERRORS IN HIS
330. MEASUREMENTS. CYCLE
340. IS HOW MANY ITERATIONS SO FAR */
350.
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13«*.1 J 6(1 .
I 3 62 .
1 365.
1 3 70 . 13 71.
I 3 75.1 3 7 7 .
1 3 60.
1 3 65.
I 390.
1 395 .
1 3 97.
I 5C0.
1 10 . 1*11.
1511.5 
1 V 1 I .6 
1312. 
1513. 1515. 
1515.
1 520.1521.
1321.1
1321.2
1522.1522 .3 
1 322 .5
1523.5 
1 525 .
1 530. 
1531. 
1535. 
15 36.
1550.
1551.
1 5 55 .1 5 56. 
155C. 
15 5 1.
1 5 55 . 
1556. 
1560. 15 61.
1565.
1566.
1 5 70.
1 575. 
2050. 
2360 . 
2090. 
2092. 
2395 . 
2396. 
2096. 
2102. 21 05 .
2105.52105.6 
2105.8 
2105.1 
2106. 
2108 . 
2110. 
21 15. 
2116. 2118. 
2120. 
2122.2 125. 
2126. 
2128. 
21 30. 
21 32. 
21 35. 
21 36 . 
2138.
2 15C. 215 1. 
21 52 . 2159. 
21 56 . 
215 6. 
21 50. 
2152. 21 65 . 
21 56. 
“it I f
09 O'tDfKflflh' .CALL S r AR FuPI 2 t TAS.HKL AL.LE.N It K ) 1 
DCL ZETAl (25.2 I FLO AT (12 1: 2ETAL=/E1 AS :
HI SKI P;
:all ini icue sivary.pi ;
CALL Vl RF I XI VARY .HKLAU ,V I E 1 ;PUT SKIP LI STI VARY I 1 3) ,VAW Yl 15)1 ;
INWARDS: /• START NEXT ITERATION */
CALL FIXUF(»PIJ,P,3.1,VARY,ZET AS,ZETAL I ;
PA TTERN(2) = VARy15) ;PAT IERM II =VARY 15) ; PATTEPNI3)=v ANY 15 11 CALL LP0SIPATTERN.FL3 1 I ;PATTERN( 1) =VARYI 0) : PA HE RN 12 I = VARY (9 ) 
PATTERNI3> = VARYtlO);CALL LPOS I PATTERN, FLO 2 I 1 
:ALL VIBFI XI VARY.HKLAL.VIB);CALL CALC I NT SI »P IJ.F TABLE ,FLO 1 ,F LC2 ,-IKLAU ,2F TAS.SI NV2 ,FL I;
1= SINV2I1, 1X9000 . THEN CO TO SAFE;
else oc:vary(71=vahyi7)*.i;vahyiu )=varyiiii*.1;
JO TO INWAROS;ENO;
saf=:fl = c;
CALL CALCFI«IPIJ,P,FTAELE,SINV2,V I 6, VARY, CENTER.HKLAU.FCAL I ;
C1 L _ FIXEPSIFOBS .errobs.fcal .EFSWAY ,E PS , RF AC I: EPS CY = EPS ;
CALL MATMULTIP,SINV2, 3.PY) ;CALL HA THUL T( SI NV2 ,PY , 3 ,R F AT 1 ;
PUT SKIP CATA1RMAT I;03 1=1 TO 58; PL T SKIP 11 ST ( I , FCAL I I 1, AeS I FCAL I 11 I-FO ES I I I I :
e n d  ;
PUT SKIP OATAICYCLE,EPS,RFAC,VARY,SINV2.P);
1FAC = 0:SELECT(EPSWAY) ;
4 HEN I 1 IOC; UO 1=1 TO 58 ;RFAC = KFAC *EHOB SI I I *F03 S( I ) ;ENO ;
RFAC = AeS (EPS/RFAC) I END;
R HEN I 2 100; DO 1=1 TO 58; RF AC = RF AC*F C BS I I I; ENCI 
RFAC»ABS< EPS/RFAC I :ENO 1 WHEN (3 )CC; CO 1=1 TC 5B;RFAC = RFAC*ERR0BSl I)«FOBSI I )*»2;END;
rfa:=sqrtieps/rfaci :Eno:
4 HEN I 5 I DO ; DO 1=1 TO 56 1RFA J =RF AC ♦ = OBSI I) *F CB S 11 I ; E 60;KFAC = S0RT IEPS/RFAC I :ENU : „ , „
WHE NI 5) DC; DO 1=1 TC 56; RFAC = RF AC + ERRCBS I I) *FCBS I I I • *2 I EN C ;
RFAC = SOR T( EPS/RFAC I ;ENO:
N HEN (6 ICC; CO 1=1 TO 58 :R FAC = RFAC *F0 BSI I I * F 03 St I ) ;E NO;
. RFAC = SCRT I E PS / RFAC I ; enc;WH=N< 7)D0; DO 1=1 TO 5 e: RF AC = RF AC + ERRCBS I I I * FOBS I I 1* »5 : END ;R FAC =SOR T I SORT I EPS/RFAC I) I END:
WHENUICC: DO 1=1 TC 58 ; R F AC = RF AC *F0 ES I I I ♦ *5 : END :
RFAC = SORT I SORT I EPS/RFAC) > 1 ENC;
OTHERWISE RFAC= 1.00/0.CC; END;
PJT SKIP LI STIEPSWAY,* TYPE R* •,RFAC); PUT SKIP; 0NWAR0S:ZETY=2ETAS;03 1 = 2,3,12,13,15,15;
UN IVAR5/*CAV I ES.SW ANN, ANC CAHPEY ALGORITHM*/
O; L S DECI HAL FIXED II I ;
DCL I XI 3). YI 3) ,N> FLOA 11 12) ;S=1 ;n = i . ;TRIAL=V ARY ;y I 1 )= EPSIXI 1 ) = TR 1ALI I I ;
T1Y: TRI A L 11 > = TRi/L(l) * SIEPII)*N:CALL FI XLPl API J.PY.3, 1,TR1 AL ,2E IY.2ETAL);
IF I I I>3 )U I<1 1 ) ) THEN DO;PA TTERNI2 )=TRIAL 15 );PATT ERNI 1 ) = TRIAL15) ;PATTERNI 3 )=TR IALI 6) ; 
CALL LPOSI pa T TERN ,F L01) ;PATTERN! 1 l=TR I AH 8 I ;P AT TERN! 2) =TR I ALI 5) ; PA T TE KN 13 I = TRI AL 11 0) ; 
CALL LPCS (PATTERN, FL02 ); ENC:1= I I I = 12) 111 =1 3) I 11 =15) ) ThEN CALL V I EF I X I T M I AL , HKL AU, V 1131 ; 
1= I I I I >3 ) EC< I < 12)) I I I > 15 ) ) THEN C ALL CALC1NTS IXP1J.FT AELE,FlUl,FL32, HKL AU .2 E 1 Y , S1 NV2, F LI ; 
CALL CALCF(»PIJ,FY,FTAELE,SINV2 , V I e , T R I AL . CENT E R, HKL AJ, F CAL I 1 
CALL FIXEPSIFUB S, E RRO B S, FCAL ,EP SWAY ,S PSY .RFAC ) :PJT SKIP OATAITRIALI I) I :PUT LISTIEPSY);
‘ ................................................ - ■ • THEN co;I)
THEN JO TO NE X TI;
1 =IIEP SY> E PS) £ I S = 1 It <N>0.
N=-1.5;30 TO TR Y ;E NO:
IF I IEPSY5EPS 1 £ ( S = 1 I£( N <0. I I 
1= S = 1 THEN DO;S = 2;N = N*2.;EP S ,Y( 2) =EPSY; XI 2) =TRI AL 11 )I GC TC TRY ; ENC;
IF S = 2 THEN DO ;< 13 I =TR I AL I I I; Y I 3 KEPSY ;
I F EPSYCtPS THEN CO;
S=3;n=n*2.:En d:else do;s=5:n =-n«.5:End;
JO TC THY;Enc;
I: S=3 THEN DO;1= I IYI I KYI 2)1 ) THEN D0;EPSY = 1.E9;GC TC DSC: END;
I (1 l=X (2);X(2) = XI3);X(3I=TRIAL( I);Yll)=Y(2);Y(2)=Yli);Y 13 ) = E PS Y ;
IF EPSYKEPS THEN DC : E PS= E P S Y; N =N* 2 . ; ENC; EL SE DO; S =6 ; N = -N*. 6 ; tND ; 
GO TO TRY ;£.NU ;
1= S =6 THEN GC TU CSC: _ , ./* S= 5. EITHER Y( 21 CR EPSY IS ShallESI. THRCW Out CNE ENCPCINI 
AND INTEKPJ.ATE. •/IF YI2KEPSY TEEN CC ;Y I 3 )= E PS Y ;X I 3 I = I R I AL I I I : END ;
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? 1 ill .
2 I 52.
2 1 6 ).
? 1 6 7 .
2 I b i  .
21 na.
21 70.
2 1 70 .i 
2171. 
21 72.
2172.2 
21 72.4 2172.6 
? 1 72 .8 
21 73. 
21 73. 2 
2 173.* 
21 73 .i 
21 73. 9 
2188. 
21 90. 
21 0 2. 2300.
2 305 . 2600. 
2610. 
25 15 .
2 52 0. 
2625. 
25 30 .
2 5 35 . 
26AC. 
2605 .
2 550 . 2655.
2655.2
2555 .0 
2555.5 
2655. 8
2556 .
7 6 56.2 2656.0 
2656 .6 
2 556 .8 
2695.
2 700.2 7 05 . 
2710. 
2715. 
2717.
2 72 0. 
2725.
2 730 .
2 735 . 
2700.
2 705 .
2 750. 
2755. 
2760.
2 765 . 
27 70. 
2775.
2 780 . 
2785. 
2790.
2 793 .
2 7 95 .
2 SCO. 
2805 . 
2910. 
2815. 
2850. 
2B50.
2 8 70. 
2880. 
2890. 
2900. 
2910.
2 7 15.
2 717. 
2920.
2 322 .
2 922 .1 
2925. 
2910. 
3000 . 
301 C. 
30 727.
s: 6 ;IR 1 AL I I <( 2) * . 5 »< 'I -'I - * I 21 I » I v I 1 I - VI 1) I /
17 11 I -> * Y  12 ) <7 I 3 ) ) 1 
;u TC iky:L/,C: IF ( ( EPSY< Y( 2) ) 61 EP57< 71 I ) I E (i H SY< Y( 3 ) I ) IMrN DC:
VARY 1 11 = 1 R 1 AL I 11 ;EPS=EPSY U  t  IAS-21 TY ; P = P 7 ; 0 . )  I ' l  N f c X I l l t N O ;
‘ I FI I V?2 ) <YI 1)161 71 2) <71 )))) THE ’7 CC; NARY( I I =X(2 I;EP5=V 12);ENC;ELSE 
IF 17 11 1 <y ( 3 ) 1 then uo ivaky 11 I = x( ll :ep S= y( i) :end: t L SE ou;
</ARY( i )=X13 »:6PS = Y C3J :ENC ;;ALL F I XLPI «PI J ,P 7 , 3, 1 . TKl AL . ZETY , ZET AL) ;
PA I7ERNI2 lilJuAL 15 )'■PATTERN! 1 > = TRIAL I 0 ) ; PAT T ERN I 3 >= P IALI 6) :
P A T  T n RN U  P  TR I A L  ( B  p P  A I T E RNl  2 )  = IR I A L (  9 )  ; PA I  TE RN I 3 ) = I R1  AL ( 1 0 )  :
CALL LPOS IPA1 T ERN, FL02 I) EMC;I: 1(1=12)111=1311(1 = 101) THEN CALL V I P F IX (T H I AL , HKL AU, V 1 B 1 ;
P ( ( ( I >3»£( 1 < 121 ) I I I >15) 1 THEM CALL CALC1NTS I »P I J, FT ADL E, FLO 1, FLD2, HKLAU.ZE TY . SINV2 ,F L) I
Call calch(»pij,fy,ftaele,sinv2.vir.trial.center, hkl au, flal i ;
END;NEXT I: END: IF EPS=EPSCY THEM STEP=ST£3/IC;EPSCY=EPS;
POT SKIP CATA ( STEP (0 I ) ;
; ycle = cycle* i ;IF STATS .NOW = 0. THEM GO TO INWARDS:FULPAT:/5FULL-MATR IX least-scuares a la STOUT AND JENSEN */DCL (FLO IY( 12 ,3) .FLC2YI 12 .3) ,V (I 7) ,EX 117 I ,S IG (17 ) I FL0ATI12);
DCL VIBY(5B,21 COMPLEX FL3ATU2);
3 C L (A»(5B,17) ,AI JI17.17) ,FCEL (58 I.BIJI 17.17 ) > FLOAT (121:
AX = O;A1J,0IJ = O;FOEL = C;2ET7 = 2ETAS:PY=P;vIBY = VIB;IT=O; j =0;
DP ARM* 10; tu A* 2,2.0,5,6. 7,8,9,10. 11, 12, 13.10,15;
J= J*1; 1 =A;Z: TY=ZETAS;PY = P;VIBY = VIB;
T1 1 AL'VARY ;TR IAL ( 1 > = VARY( I)*1.CCC01:
; A L L  F I X U F I  D P I J , P Y , 3 , l . T  R 1 A L , Z E T Y , Z E T A L  >;
PATTERN?^ *)* TR IAL I 5 )”p A I JERNl I) = T*l AL( A I ; PA T IE RN ( 3 I = TR I AL (6 T :
PA T TE R N m  = TRI AL*(8 ); PA TT ERM 2 ) = TR1 AL (9 ) ; PATT ER.N ( 3 ) = TR I AL ( 1 0) ;
CALL LP0SIPATTERN.FL02Y); ENOIIF (11=12)111 = 13)1(1=10)) THEN CALL V IBF I X( TR I AL , HKLAU, VI B 71 ;
P I ((I>3)C(1< 12 ) > I 11> 15 ) ) THEN rtv ,CALL CALC I NT S( API J,F T ABL E .FLO 1 Y.F L02 Y ,8 KLAU . ZE Tv ,SI NV2,FL);
CALL CALCF( DP IJ, P7 , FT AEL E. Sl.NV 2, V I8Y, TRIAL,CENTcR,HKLAU,FDEL) ;
DO K=1 TC 58;
A D I  K .  J  ) = ( A B S I  F C A L  ( K)  l - A B S I  F D E L  ( K> > ) / . C C C 0 1 / V A R Y ( I ) ;
ENd;.nex: end; if it = 5 then gu to inwardsiElse plt li sti 'STaii stics* ): 
v=o.;aij = o.:
30 1 = 1 TO DPARM ;D0 K=1 TC 58;/►THIS ONLY SET L> TO DO STATISTICS ON EPSV.AY 3 OR 0 • /
V( 1) = V (I ) — ( FU8S I K ) -APS IFCALIK)))»A*(K,I) *ERRUBS(K ) :30 J=1 TC APARM; A I J( I , J) =AI J( 1 , J) ♦ A» (K , I ) *AD (K, J )»ERRC8S( K ) ;
Ei D :ENO; ENU:
CC L NOPE C EC 1 M AL F1XECI2) INITIO);
CALL I NVSYMIAI J,*PARM,6CPE);P NOPE >C THEN QOSPLT LI S Tl • 5INGL L ARI T Y • ) ; V = V/(). ;fc ND:
DO 1 = 1 TC DPARM-l ;C0 J=l*l TO *P ARM ;A IJ ( J , I ) =A I J< 1 , J ) ;E ND : E ND ;03 1=1 TC « PARE: S IG (I )=S CRT I ABS ( A 1J ( I, I ) ) *EPS/( 58-XP ARM ) ) ;END ;
POT SKIP DATA! SIGI ;
DO 1=1 TO DPARM;
0 0  J = I  TC P P A P M ;  
p  ( ( A 1 J (  I , 1  ) > C )  (.1 A I  .  ( J ,  J )  > 0 )  ) THEN
3 1J ( I ,  J )= A I J  ( 1 . J 1 / S 0 R  1 ( A I J  ( 1 , 1  ) *  A I J  ( J , J ) > :
pjt Dai a i eu 11, j ));E ID; END;
/»THIS ONLY SET Uj TO 00 STATISTICS ON EPSwAY 3 CK 0 • /
BI J (2 ,3 > = S URT ( EPS/ 158- DPARM ) ) ;PUT SKIP L 1 S T ( • GOF = •, B I J ( 2 , 3) ) ;
CALL KE T ( Al J ,V ,« PARE, EX);
PJT SK IP DATA ( E X) ;
GO TO INWARDS)
L I N E  
L I NE 
L I N E
1 _ 
1 1 3 5  
1 1 5 5
/ •  HOW TO RL.N THE P R C G R A M :  TYPE
M 1,  1 1 3 5 ,  1 1 5 5 ,  1 1 5 e .  2 C 6 C ,  2 6  2 5 ,  1 2 3 6 C / 1 2 3 S C
“ c  RE NA ME S THE RUN ANC S E T S  T H E  T I M E  IN M I N U T E S
' Sc I S  WHI CH E F R C R  “ E A S U R E  TC U S E . 3 I S  S I  AN C A R D .  
' E T S  WHE I H E R  TO C A L C U L A T E  S T A T I S T I C S  ( N O T  = 01 
ANC I H E  NUMBER UF FSGO 
SETS I HE  S T E P L E N G T H  M U L T I P L I E R  
L I S I S  A L L  P A R A M E T E R S  TU BE C P I 1 M I Z L . )
CONT ROL S  W H I C H  P A R A M E T E R S  A R r  U N C E R T A I N
—  . . c ,  r Hf c s i m u n c  v a l u e s  oh  h a c h  v a r i a b l e
KNOW WHEN TC S T C P , SC M E  T I M E  MUST
L I  NF 
L l . NE
L I N E   -----------  .
L I N E S  1 2 3 6 C / 1 2  3 9 0  L I S T  
THE PROGRAM DOE S N • T
1 1 5 8  
2 C 6 C  
2 6  3 5
BE US E D  I N S T E A C . FOR
*/
NU OP i T  SE I T I ME = 1
L I S I  OF S U . I R J u l  1NES
Uf/Vf fj^n?  f r ) / VC7 | f V
181
13 30 . 
1 0 0 .10 50. 
1350 . 
1370. 
10BO. 
10 00.
11 0 0. 
3110. 
1120. 
11 10. 
11 <-0. 
31 50. 
1150. 
H 70.
31 80. 
3190. 
12 00. 
3210. 
3220. 
12 30. 
3232. 
3235. 
3250. 
3255. 
3250. 
3255 .
32 50. 
3265. 
32 70 . 
3 2 75 . 
32 80. 3285. 
3 2 90.
32 95. 
3300. 
3305.
33 10. 
3315. 
3320 . 
3322 . 
3325. 
3330 . 
3335. 
336C. 
3355. 
3350. 
3355. 
3360. 
3165 . 
33 70. 
3375. 
3380 . 
1500. 
3510. 
3520. 
3530. 
3550. 
3550. 
3 5 60. 
3570. 
3580. 
3 5 90 . 
3500. 
3610. 
3520. 
3530. 
3660. 
3650. 1560. 
3670. 
3680. 
1590. 
3700. 
3710. 
3720 . 
1 730. 
3760. 
3750 . 
1 750. 
37 70. 
3780. 1790. 
3 8C0. 
3810. 
1820. 3830. 
3?««7.
35CC INVSYM F I ACS THE INVERSE CF A SYMMETRIC R E A L  SOLA RE MATRIX AND OVERWRITES IT
8170 VIBFlx CALCULATES U-111K1 ANDU-3KK) INCLUDING THE THIRD CLRLLANT PART OF U-ll
9310 CRIHAU CCNVEKTS K TO ORTHOGONAL ATOMIC UNITS
9520 F 1 CALCULATES HE FOURIER TRANSFORM CF A BASIS PAIR AT A SPECIFIED K
976C
9800
S86C
leftfn
CF0Q5E
HIGHTFN
PART OF THE =1 ALGORITHM 
n n ii n it
H M f» « II
10000
10010
1002010030
INPROC1NPRUDX
oltprcoCUTPAODX
INNER PRODUCT OF 2 REAL VECTORS 
INNER PROCUCT OF 2 COMPLEX VECTORS CL TE R PROOLCT CF 2 REAL VECTCRS 
OUTER PROOLCT OF 2 COMPLEX VECTORS
10100 F I XE P S CALCULATES SOME ERRCR MEASURE 'EPS*
12280 IMTGUES INITIAL GUESS AT VARIABLES
12520 STAR TC» OVERHEAD ANO INITIALIZATION
16CCC CALCI MS CALCULATES FTABLE ANC OVERLAPS
17710 calcf FINDS F_C ALC UL A TED
17e70 F 1 XLP IMPCSE! CONSTRAINTS CN P MATRIX ANO OTHER VARIABLES
1 8C60 
18200
TRACE 
TRACE X
TRACE CF A MATRIX
TRACE OF A COMPLEX MATRIX
19CCC
19100
MATMLLX
MATMULT
ccmplex matrix multiply
REAL MATRI X MULTI PLY
2000C KET MATRIX : VECTOR > = : VECTOR >
21000 power MATRIX «*-l/2 OR •*- 1
3CCCC LPOS POSITIONS 12 FLOATERS IN D3 H SYMMETRY AT I R, THE TA.RHI )
35CCC RP START A 3 BY 3 P-MATRIX WHERE
= 11
I 10 */
INVSYM: PRCCECURE I A.NN, I FA 1L ) 1 /* INVERTS SYMMETRIC NUTR1CES-METHOD OF H. RUTISHAUSER. 
ALGORITHM » 150.COMM. ACM 6119631P. 66 
CODED IN PL/I EY MARTIN GOLDBERG ON 7-J0LY-1983 «/
0: LI Al* ,*) ,PI200) . C (20 0) , EIGA) FLOAT I 12 >;
OIL! ItJ.K.RI 2C0I.1FAIL.N.FN.J1.KM1) CECIMAL FIXEDI2);
ifail=o ;r=o ;n=nn ;
03 1=1 TC N!
B l  GA = 0 .  o :
DO J=1 TO N;IF I IR (J 1=1 )| I A8S (A (J, J I XBIGA ) ) THEN GO TO TWO ;
BIGA=ABSI A IJ.J))1 
K = J ;TWO: ENC;
IF BISA=0. THEN GC TC EIGHT;< IK)=l;
3 I X  ) = l  . /  A I K . K  ) :3 I K)*1 .;
IIK.KHC.;
IF K* 1 THEN GO T3 FOUR ;
KMl-K-i:30 J=1 TO KM 1;
PIJ ) = A(J,X );
I F  R I J  1 = 0  T H E N  A ( J . K  1= -  A I J , K  ) ;
01 J ) = A I J . K ) * C I K )  ;
A l  J .  K >= C.  ;
end;IF K=N THEN GC TO SIX; 
rDUR : Jl=Ktl;30 J=J1 TO 1;
C l  J ) = - a ( K . J ) * C  I K  l ;
I F  R I J ) = C  1 HEN A I K . J I - - A I K . J ) ;
PIJ )=-AU,J 1 ;
A I K , J )  = 0 . ;
f VO/
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1950 . 
1950. 
3870. 
3880 .
3 8 40. 
39C0. 
3910. 
51 65 . 
51 70. 
81 70. 
3171. 
81 80. 
81 85.
81 90 . 
83 00. 
8210. 
8215. 
8220.
82 3 0. 
8290. 
9293 . 
8295. 8297. 
9250.
92 60. 
82 70. 
9320 . 3330. 
9331. 
9390. 
3350.
93 70. 
93 80. 
9385 . 
93 90. 
9392.
9 3 95 .99 00.
9910.
3520.
3530.
9990.
9550.9960.
95 70.
9980.
9990.
99 91.
9592.5
9593 .
95 93.59595.
3500 .
9510.
9520.
9520.1 3530. 
9550. 
9550. 
9560. 95 70. 
9580. 
3589 . 
95 90. 
9600. 
9610. 
9520. 
9630. 
9550, 
9550. 
9660. 
9670. 
3573.
9675.
9676. 
9580. 
9590. 
97C0. 
97 10. 
3720. 
9730. 
9750.
3750.1 
9750. 
9760. 
3765 . 
9766. 7^ 7(7,
i U: DO J= I 10 N ;
ou k - j  r c  n ;Al J.K) *91 J ,Kt *P 1J)*C IK 1;
EAD ;END ;END;
GO TO M U ;
El 397 : I  F AIL = 1 !NISH: R£TL'RN;ENO INVSYM;
VI B- I X: PROCEDURE I v a r y . h k l a u . v i b i  ;
/►COOED BY BAR TIV GOLDBERG ON HAY 23. 1583*/
OIL (VARY (*>,HKLAUI*. • >,P! ) FLOAT I 12) ;P 1*3. 15159265 3 59; 
DCL VI B1* .*) CCMFLEX FLCATU2);
o c h i . j . o  d e c i m a l  f i x e o ( 2 ) ;
0 3  X * 1  TO 5 B :
V I B 1 K . 1  ) » E X  F I - 2  . * P I  « P I * V A R Y  ( 1 3 1 *  ( HK L  A U K ,  I  ) * H K L A U ( K ,  11
♦ H K L A U I  K , 2 ) * H K I A L ( K , 2 > I  1 ;  , . . .
V I B  ( 5 ,  1 >=V I B  I K ,  1 ) * E X P 1  V A R Y !  1 2 > * - 1 . I  * (  ( 3 * H K L  A L  I K , 1  ) * * 2 * H K L A U  I K , 2  1 1 -  
( H K L A U ( K , 2  1 * * 3  1 ) 1 ;
V I B K ,  2 ) * E X P ( - 2 « P  I  * P  I  *  VARY I 1 5 ) * 8 K L A U (  K , 3 )  « M K L A U I K , 3 )  1 ;
E Y O ;
R :  T U R N !  ENO V 1 B F 1 X ;
G RT H A U :  P R C C E C U R E I F H A C T . O R T H ,  N . C E L C O N  1 ;
/ ►C OD ED BY PART I N  G C L C E E R G  ON HAY 2 3 ,  1 9 8 3 * /
/► T H I S  C O N V E R T S  F R A C T I O N A L  C C C R D S  TC C R T H CG CNA L  A T C M I C  U N I T S * /
DCL ( C E L  CON ( * ! , F R A O T (  » ,  •  I ,  ORTH I * , «  1 ,  SI  NN(  31 , C 0  S SI  3 1 .
T 1 I N G Y I 5 1 )  F L O A T  ( 1 2  1 ;
D C L d . J . N )  0 E C 1 H A L  F I X E D I 2 ) 4
D 5 L i - 5 8 T o ' 6 ;  ' s I N n V i - 3  K S  I N C ( C E L C O N  I I  1 1 ;  C O SS (  I - 3 ) = C0  SOI  C E L CO N ( 1 1 1 ;E ND ; 
A * C O S D (  3 C )  ; B * S I N D (  3 0 ) ;
T 9  I NG Y  (1 1 =  C E L C O N  ( 3  1 *  I C 0 S S I 2  1 - C 3 S S I  1 1 » C 0 S S I  31 l / S I N N I  31 ;
T H I N 5 Y I 2 1  *  C E L C C N ( 1 1 * C C S S ( 3 1 ;
H I 1 G T I 3 I  = C E L  CD 9 ( 3 1 *  CO SS(  1 ) ;
T H 1 N G Y I 5 )  =  S GRT ( I - C O S  S ( 1  1 *  * 2 - C D S S (  2 ) * * 2 “ C 0 S S (  2 1 * * 2 *
2>  C O S S (  1 ) * C 0 S S ( 2 1 *  CCSS ( 3  I  I  / S 1 N N I 3 ) ;
0 3  J * 0  T O  NJ
0 3  T H (  J ,  2  I  *  FRAC T ( J ,  2 I  * C E L  CON ( 2 ) * S I N N ( 3 ) ;
0 1  T H (  J , 1  1 =  F R A C T  I J ,  1 1 * C E L C C N  ( 11 * F R  ACT ( J ,  2  1 * T  h I NGY ( 2  1 * F 1  AC T 1 J ,  31 •
T H I N G Y I  31 ;
0 1 T H ( J , 3  I  =  FRAC T ( J ,  3  1 * C E L C O N  I 31 *  T H I  N 3  Y( 51 ;
/ ►NOW TO  R O T A T E  A * e *  WHT AB * /
K(  l ) « O R T H (  J . l l  ; K ( 2 I * C R T H (  J , 2 1  I  
0 1 T H I J ,  l l = A * K  I 1 1 - B * K ( 2  1 ;
0 R T H 1 J . 2  l * A * K < 2 1 * B * K ( l  1;
/ ► R O T A T E D * /
E 4 D ;  r e t u r n ;  end o r t h a l ;
F T  :  P R OC E D URE  I R A , R B , N A , N B ,  E X P A ,  EXP 8 ,  X V E C  1 R E T U R N S  I C O M P L E X  F L O A T  ( 1 2 1 1  ; 
/ ►C O D E D  B Y  H A R T I N  G O L D B E R G  CN MAY 2 3 , 1 9 8 3 * /
/ ► R A ,  I B  I N  O R T H O G O N A L  A T O M I C  U N I T S ,  KV EC I N  A L * * - l .  NA ,  NB
A N G U L A R  D E P E N O E N C E ,  T H I S  FROM G . S .  C H AN DL E R ANO H . A .  SPACKMAN ,
ACTA C R Y S T  A 3 5 (  1 9 7 8 1  P .  3 5 2  E C U A T 1 C N  7 * /
OCL ( N A (  * 1 , N B (  * 1 ,  I ,  J . K . S T E S T )  D E C I M A L  F I X E D I 2 I ;
DCL I R A I *  1 , R 8 ( * I  , P  1 , E X  F A ,  E X P B ,  K V E C I * ! .  P E A )  F LO A T  ( 1 2 1 ;
DCL ( B B 3 (  5 )  . E F F T I 3 )  , K E V ( 3 )  . A N G U L A R )  CCMPLEX FLO AT  ( 1 2  1;
0 4  2 E R 0 D I V  I D E  B E G I N  ; P L  I  DA TA 1 RA , RB , NA  , NB  , E X P A  , E X P B , K V E C )  I  P L T  F L O W ; E N C ;  
PI  = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5 9 ;  P E A  » EXPA ♦ E X P B ;  B B G = 0 ;
K:  W = E X P A * R A * E X P B * R E * . 5 1 * K V E C * 2 . * P I ;
D )  I *  1 TO 3 ;
B 3 G I 1 )  *  EBG(  1 1 *  ( RA ( I  ) - R B (  I  1 1 * * 2 ;
8 ) 3 ( 2 )  -  B B G l 2 )  ♦  2 . 1 * F I * K V E C ( 1 1 * ( E X P A * R A (  1 1 * E X P B * R B I  I  1 1 :
B ) G ( 3 )  *  BB Gl  3 )  -  P I  *  P I  * K  VEC ( 11 *  K VE C(  1 1;
E4 0 ;  BBGl  1 ) = ( BBG ( 2  1 ♦ E EG ( 3 l - B B G  ( 1 ) * E X P A * E  XPB 1 / P E A  ;
B ) G ( 4  ) = E X P ( B B G  ( 1 1 1 ; S T E S T = 0 ;
A 4 G U L A R  = l ; £ F F T = 0 ; 0 0  1 =  1 TC 3 ;  S TE S 7= ST ES T * N A  ( 1 1 * N E  I  I  1;  EN C;
/ • T H I S  NORH O N L Y  FOR I S  G A U S S I A N S  * /
A N G U L A R *  ( 4 . *  EX P A *  EX P E / P I / P I  ) « * . 7 5  ;
I F ST E S T *  C T H EN GO TO E A S Y ;  / * S - O R B S * /
DO 1=1 7 0  3 ;  CC J = 0  TO ( N A (  I  1 * N B  ( 1 1 1 1
E = F  71 I 1 = E F F T (  1 1 * L E F T F N  ( J , N A  ( I  1 , NE  ( I  1 ,  - R A (  I  1 , - R B  ( 1 1 ) •
1 I G H 7 F N I J , P E A , K E W ( 1 1 1 ;
E N D ;  ANGULAR = ANGULAR * E F F T  ( I  1 ;  E N D ;
E A S Y :  R E T U R N I  P l / F t  A * S C R 7  ( F I / P E A ) * e R G ( 4  ) * A N G U L A R  1 ; EN D  F T ;
L :  F TFN :  P R O C E D U R E  I  J , 1 ,  M, A , B )  RE TLRNS ( F L O A T  ( 1 2  1 1 ;
/ ► C O D E D  BY M A R T I N  G OLOEE RG ON HA Y  2 3 ,  1 9 e 3 * /
DC L I  I , J , L , M , N >  D E C I M A L  F I X E C  ( 2 1 ,  1 A,  E ,  C,  C ,  FN 1 F L O A T !  1 2 ) ;
F 4 = 0 ;  DO l = M A X ( C , J - P I  TC M I N I J . L I ;
I F L - I * 3  THEN C =  1 ' . ELSE C = A * » ( L - | ) ;
I f  M * l - J  = 0  T H E N  D = I  ; E L S E  C = 8 * •  (M ♦ l - J  1;
F t f i  f f K  T(  C 141(7 « t  J i  j f  )  )  *  f t  0 *  T  UftBOi J - f  I )  f  W ,
183
3 7 90 . 9800. 
98C0. 1 
98 10 . 
9820. 
9830. 
9890 • 9830. 9860. 
9860.1 
9870. 9880. 
9890. 
9900. 
9910. 
9920. 
9930. 
9990. 
9950. 
9960. 
9970. 
9980. 
10000. 
13001 . 
100 02. 
10003.13309.
10005.
10006.
13310.
13311. 
10012. 
10013.
10019. 
10015.
1 0 0 2 0 . 
13321 . 
1 0 0 2 2 . 
10023. 13329. 
10025. 10030. 
13331. 
10332. 
10033. 10039 . 
1 0 1 0 0 . 
101 0 0. 1 
1 0 1 0 1 . 
13102. 
101 03. 
10109. 
13109.1
10109.11
10109.12
13109.13 
13105. 
101 06. 
10107. 
13108. 
101 09. 
101 10. 
13111. 
10112. 
101 13. 13119. 13115. 
10116. 
13117. 
131 18.
10119.
10120. 
13121. 
10122. 
10123.13129. 
13125. 
10126.
13127.13128. 
10129.
13130. 
13131 . 
10132. 
13133. 131 39. 
Id 35.
1f > 31 -
fclU: REIURN IFN): END LEF TFM ;CHCJSE: PRCCECURE IN.M ) K tT URNS I DEC 1 PAL FlxtOlbl);
/•CODED 07 MAR 11M GQLCBERO CN FAY 23. 198 3*/
/ *  9 / ( »  ( . 9 - 9 1  ) * /CCLIJ.N.P) CEC1MAL F IX EC 12 ). 1 DECIMAL FIXE016); 1 = 1!
1= N> I THEN DO J=IP*1 ) TC N; 1 = l*J; ENC;
Is IN-M)>1 THEN 03 J = 2 TO IN-M); 1*I/J; ENO;
RETURN II); ENC CHOOSE; _ . . .RIGHTFN: PRCCEOURfc IN. P E A. K fcW 1 RETURNS I COMPL EX FL3 AT I 12 I I ;
/•C3DED BY MARTIN GOLDBERG CN PAY 23.1983*/DCL N OEC IMA. FIXEJI2), PEA FLOAT! 12). KEW COMPLEX FLOAT 112);
SELECT IN);
WHEN 10) RETURN II.);WHEN (1) RETURN (KEW/PEA);WREN 12) RETURN 11 ./PEA*I .5«K EW *KEW/P£A )) ;
MIEN 13) RETURN IKE V/P E A/F EA* 11 .5 *KEW *KEW/ PEA ) ) ; ....WHEN 19) RETURN I 1. /PEA/PEA *1 . 75*Ke k*KE W/PEA* I 3* XE K* XEW/ PE A) ) ) ;
WHEN 15) RETURN IK EW/P fc A/PEA/P EA • I 3 .75+KE W*KEW/PE A*
I 5. * KE W*KEW/PEA I) I »WHEH 161 RETURN I 1 ./PE A/PE A/PE A* 11 . 875*KE W*KE W/PE A*
111 .25 *KEW *KEW/PEA* I 7. 5*KEW*KEW/PEA ) ) ) ) ;
OTHERWISE RETURN 10.); ENC; ENt RIGHTFN;|NAR00;PR0CE0LREIA,B.N)/* <A I N BY 1 ) :E 11 BY N >> =C IS CAL AR ) */
RETURNS I FLOAT I 12)); UCL I A I*1.BI *),C) FLOAT112) .I 1 .N)
REAL FIXECI2);C=0 .;
03 1*1 TO N;
c= c*ai i>*b 11); end;
RETURN (C);ENC inproc;
INJRODX: PROCEDURE I A, B ,N) /* <A(N BY 11:811 BY Nl > = C I SCALAR) */
RETURNS (FLOAT I 12 )) ; CCL Al * 1 COMPLEX FL0ATI12),
I B 1 * ) ,C) FLOAT 112) . I I.N) REAL F IX EC (2 ) ; C»0 . ;
03 1*1 TO n :
C=C*REAL IAII) )*ei I I : end;RETURN IC);EM3 INPHCCX;
3 UTPRODtPROCSOLR: (A.B ,N,C);/* = -C IN BY N ) */
DCLIAI*).B( *)) FLOATI 12) :DCL I I . J , N 1REAL FIXE0I2);
OCL C(*t*l COMPLEX FLCATI12): C=0 . ;
33 1*1 TO N;00 J=i TO n; C11 . J) =a (1) • e IJ); enc; end;
RETURNiE.NO 30TPR3D;
3UTPRODX:PROCEDLRE IA.E.N.C);/* :AXB: » C IN BY N I •/ ,
DCLIAI *>,81 *1) COMPLEX FLOA Tl 12) ; DCLII . J .N) RE AL FIX EDI 2);
DCL Cl*.*) COMPLEX FL0ATI12); C=0.:30 1=1 TC N;OC J*1 TC N; Cl I. J) = A I I )*eiJ ); ENDiENO ; 
r=turn;end outprodx;
F IX EPS: PROCEDURE I FOBS, S, FCAL , EPSWAY, EPS. RFAC );
/•CODED BY PARTIN GCLCEERG ON AUGUST 3,1983*/
/»F3R VARIOUS REASONS.THE SIGN CONVENTION IN TPIS PROGRAM IS
DC UFOBS m  Is V*) ,C^FCAU*I)?EPsTfL0AtVi2I) iCCL I EPSWAY.K (DECIMAL F I XEDI 2) i 
EPS=C. ;
3 = 3:00 K=1 T3 OIMIFOBS. 11;0 = 0*ABS (FOBS IK)): EPS* EPS *ABS I ABSI FOBSI K ) )-AB SI FCAL IK ) ) ) ; 
:N3;RFAC=EPS/t;EPS=0.;
SELECT (EPSWAY I ;
WriE N ( II30 K* 1 TO OIMIFOBS. 1) WHILE IFOBS I K)>1 . E-20 ) ;
EPS = EPS+S I K )*ABS( ABSIFOBSIK) l-ABSI FCAL I K ) ) I ;EN3 ;
WHEN I 2)33 K=l TO DIMIFOBS.l) WHILE IFOBS ( K) > I . E-20 ) :
EPS= EPS*ABS I IABSIF0BSIK))-ABSIFCAL(K) ))) ;
END;
WHEN I 3)
DO K* 1 TO DIMIFOBS.l) WHILE (FOBSI K) >1. E-20) ;
Q=ABS IFOBS IK) )-ABS (FCAL IK ) ) ;EPS = EPS*S I K ) *Q*0 ;E ND ;
WHEN I 9)30 K= 1 TO DIMIFOBS.l) WHILE I FOB SI K) > 1. E-20) ;
Q= (ABS (FCBS(K)l-ABS I FCAL IK ) )) ;EP S=EPS*0*0;
END;
WHEN I 5)00 < = I TO DIMIFOBS.l) WHILE IF3BSI K) > 1 .E-20) ;
EPS»EPS*S(K)*ABS (FCES IK)*FOBS IK l-FCAL IX ) *FCAL IK ) ) I 
END;
WHEN I 6100 K = 1 TO CIMIFOeS.l) WHILE I FOBS IK ) > 1 .E - 20) ;
0=FOBS(K)*FCB£( K);Q=ABS( I C-FCAl IK) *FCAL IK)) );
EPS=EPS*Q;ENU;
WHEN I 7)30 K=1 TC DIP IF CBS, 1) WHILE IFO BS I K )> 1 . E-20 ) ;
3 = F0BSt< )*F09SIK)-FCALIK)*FCALIK);EPS = EPS*SIK)*Q*C;
END;
WHEN I B)30 K=1 TO DIMIFOBS.l) WHILE IFOBS I K I > 1 . E-20 I : .
3= FOBS K )*FOBS( K ) ;0*(Q-FCAL I K ) *F CAL I K ) ) ; FP S=C P S*0*U;
END; .
WTff { <J)
184
iH ivO.
I V I  8 0 .
1 VI 90. 
141 95.1V100. 
1*210. 
15215. 
15220. 1*230. 
15250. 
152 50.
1 *2 50 • 152 70. 
152 80.
15290 •
I 52 95. 
15300. 
15310. 
1*315. 
15320. 
15330. 
15350. 
15340. 1
14340.2
15340.3
15340.4 
14340.45
14340.514340.5
14340.61
14340.62
14340.63 
14340.65
14340.7
14340.8
14340. 85
14340.9
14341.
1 4 3 4 1 . 5
14341.51
14341.52 
14 342. 
14343. 
14350. 
14350.3
14350.5 
14350.7
14 3 51.
14351.1
14351.2
14351.315351.4 
14360. 
14370.15 3 80. 
14390. 
14400. 14402 . 
14410. 
14420. 
14430. 
14435. 
14440. 
14450. 
14455. 
14460. 
14465 . 
14470. 
14475. 
14480.1 4 4 90 . 
14500. 
17710. 
17720. 
17730. 
17740. 
17750. 
17760. 
17770. 
177 75 . 17780. 
17790. 
17795.
17B00. 
17810. 
17813. 
17816.
1 7 8 2 0 .
Da 2  -  7J / l jo) l = i ru j: 3 xi l > = FLOiu.L):
C< IL) = FLC2IJ.L 1 1 ENC ;
IF A PIJ > C. IHfcN FT ABLEI <, 1. 31 =* F lABLEIK, 1, 31 ♦ F T (C T9 ,B X , S . S . 2E T AS 11 ,1 )
, ZET AS 114, 1 I.KVEC I* ZET AS I 1, 2 ) S 
IF »P1J = 2 THEN FTA3LEI K, 1.4) * F T ABLE I K , 1 , 4) ♦ F I <CTR,CX , S . S,ZETAS(1,1 I
,Z ETAS I 15,ll.KVECl*ZEIASII,21 i 
HMD: END;
0) I 9 16 TO 25; 30 J=16 TC 25 ;
FT ABLEK. 2.21 * F TABLE I K , 2 , 2) ♦ F T 1C TR ,C TR , S , S . ZE I AS 11 .1) ,
ZETASIJ.l I ,KVEC)*ZETASI 1.2 )*ZET ASIJ, 2) ;
EIO; 00 J = 1 TO 12;0) L - 1 TO 3; BX(L) * FLOKJ.L); CXIL) * FL02IJ.L); ENO;
IF APIJ > 0 THEN 
FTABLE IK,2,31 * F TABLE IK,2 ,3) « FT (CTR, BX ,S ,S . ZET AS 11, 1) .
ZETASI 14. 1) ,KVEC)*ZETAS( I ,2):IF APIJ = 2 TFEN 
FTABLE I K.2 .4) * FT ABLE IK.2,4) ♦ FT I CT R. CX , S, S , ZET AS 1 I . 1) .
ZETASI 15.1) ,KV£C)*ZETAS( 1 ,2);
El0; end;
03 1=1 TC 12;D3 L = 1 TO 3;BX(L) *FL01 II , L) ; CX I L)-FL02 11 , L ); ENC;
03 J«1 TO 12*.03 L*l TO 3;BTIL)»FL01 IJ.L );CTtL)»FL02IJ,l);END;
IF API J > 0 THEN FT ABLE U. 3, 3) “FTABLE IK»3,3)*FTIBX,BT,S«S,ZETASI14»1) , 
r-ZETAS (14, I I.KVEC ) ;
IF API J < O THEN 
FT ABLE IK, 3, 3) =F TABLE I K , 3, 3) +F I IB X ,B X , S , S ,ZE TA S 11 4 ,1 ) ,
ZET AS 114, ll.KVEC);
IF API J * 2 THE6 FTABLEIK,3.4) *F TAB LE IK,3,4)*F1IBX»CT,S»S»ZETAS(14,1 I,
ZETASI 15, D.KVEC) ;
IF A PiJ * 2 TFEN 
FTA3LEIK.4.4) =FTABLE(K,4,4)*FTICX»CT,S,S,ZETAS(15,1 I,
ZETASI 15, 1) .KVEC ) ;
IF A PIJ » -2 THEN 
FT ABLE IK, 4.4) = F TABLE IK. 4 ,4 ) + FT I CX ,CX , S ,S , Z ET AS 115, I ).
ZETASI 15. 1) .KVEC);
ENO; END;
Eio;D3 1 = 1 TO 3; DO J = I TO 4;00 K=0 TO 58;
FTABLEIK.J.I > * CON JG I FT A EL E IK . 1. J ) ) I 
EIO; end; ENO;
/►NOW TO RENORM THE ENTIRE FTABLE*/03 1*1 TO 12 * ABSIAP1J)) ; NORM I I ) = SORT IABSI FTABLE I C, I.I ) )) ;E.N0 ;
0) K = 0 TO 58;D0 1*1 TO 12 +ABS IA PI J) ); CC J = l TO (2+AES I #P IJ > >;FT ABLEU. I.J )*F TABLE I K , I ,J) /NORHII l/NCRMI J) ;
ENO: ENC: ENC;/> NON-ORTHCGONALI ZEC FTABLE IS NOW CCMPLET E. NEXT HE
ITHE COMPUTER AND I) SCHMI0 1-OR TH03 CNALI ZE THE VALENCE 
12.3,4) TO THE COREIl ) */
03 I = 2 TO 4; OC J = I TC 4;
LA * I“FTABLEI0. 1.1) ;LAPJ*FTABLEIO,1,J) ;
03 K » 0 TC 58;FTABLEI K, I , J) * F TABLE I K,I , J) - LAPI*FTABL E IK ,1 , J ) - 
L APJ *CONJG« FTABLEIK, 1. I) ) ♦ LAP I *L APJ*F TABLE I K , I , 1) ;
FT ABLE IK.J,I)*CCNJCIFTAELEIK, I.J) >;
Eio; end;eno;03 1*1 TO 3;00 J=1 TO 3;ESSI I , J) =R; AL IF TABLE I 0 ,1 *1 ,J*1)>: END;ENO;
IF ESS (2 , 1 )> *95 THEN 00 ;TRJ BL =2 ;RETUR N ;END ;
1 = E SSI 3. 1) >• 95 THEN CC; TRUBL *3 ; RETURN: ENC:
1= ESSI3, 2)>. 95 THEN DO; TRUBL =4:RE TLR N;EN0:
ESS=ESS*l.E-18;CALL PGWERI ESS.-O .5, S INV2 , «P I J, TRUBL ) ;
SI NV 2*SI.NV2* l.E-S;
IF TRUBL>0 THEN SI NV2 =9999 ; RETURN; END CALCINTS:C1LCF: PROCEDURE I API J,P,F TABLE ,SI NV2 , VI B. VARY , CENT ER . HKL AJ .FCAL > ;
/» COOED BY MARTIN GOLDBERG ON JUNE S ANO DEC 12,1983 */
DCL IP(* .* ) .VARY I*) .FKLAUI *, *>,FCAL I* ), CENTER I *),SI NV2I*,*> .FRINGE . KVEC(3).PI) FLCAT 112 ); CCL IV IB I*. • ).
FTABLEI ♦. «. *I.EFFI 5E ).FI Jl 2 ,3) ,R t 3, 3) ,FRI NGEX) CCPPLEX FLOAT It 2 ): 
OCU I, J,K, API J I CECIMAL FIXEO 12);
PI * 3. 14159265359;
OJ K * 1 TO 58: CO I = 1 TO 3 ;  KVECII) * HKLALIK.I); END;
FUNGE = 2*Pl*INPRC0(KVEC,CENTER,3);
03 I * 1 TO 3; 00 J = 1 TO 3:
FI J 1 1 , J ) * FTABLEIK, 1*1, J*l) ; END; ENC;
Cl LL MA TMLL XI F I J ,C OPPLEX I SI NV2 ,0. ) ,3 , R);
CALL MATMUL X( COMPLEX! S 1NV 2 ,0. I »R, 3,F I J > ;
CALL PATPULXI COMPLEX (P.0.1,FI >.3,RI:
185
1)13 7• 
1)1 38. 1)139. 
1)190. 10191. 
122 70. 
12280. 122 90. 
12 3 CO. 
12310. 
12320. 12330. 
12390. 
12 350. 
12350. 
12370.
12380.
12381. 
12385. 12390. 
12 >00. 
12510. 
12520. 
12530. 
12590. 
12570. 
125 75 . 
12580. 
12585. 
12590 . 
12595. 
12600. 
12b05. 
12510. 
12615. 
12620. 
12525. 
12630. 
12635. 
12590. 
12 595. 
12675. 
12580. 
12590. 
12700. 
12710. 
12720. 
12730. 
12790. 
12750. 
12760. 
12770. 
12780. 
12790. 
128CC. 
12810. 
12820. 
12830. 
12890. 
12850. 
12860.
12870.
12871.
12871.5
12872.
12872.5
12873. 
12880. 
12 890. 19000. 
19010. 
19020.
19030. 
19090. 
190 50. 
19)51. 
19050.
190 70. 
19)80 .
I 3090.191 CO. 
191 10. 13120. 
19130. 
19190. 
191 50. 
191 60.
00 :PUI . I STI JBLS l-RESI S IAN I MOT I MPLE Mfc N 160 • ): 6 Ml; 
OTHERWISE PJ1 LlSTI'fcPSwAY INPUT ERROR • I ; 
z N )  ;
LETURN;EN0 ElXEP S ;
HITGUES : PROCEDURE I VAR Y ,PI :
/► CODED BY MARTIN GOLCeERU ON JUNE 3 .  1983 */
01 LI I . J I DECIMAL FIXECI2)!
DILI VARY! *) .PI *.*) I F 1.CAT I 121 !
VARY 12 )*0 .37991V ARY 13 )*0 .26 29 ;VAR Y I 9 )* 3. 2C ;VAR Yl 5) = 6C.CC;
V9RYI61-1CC1 VARYI7). .37331 VARY 18 1*2 .55 5
VARY! 91 = 51 VAR Y1 10) * 5;VAR Yl 11) >0.6761 VAR VI 12) >.00331VARY 113 )> .02202 :V ARY 119)= .0193 7 I VAR Yl 15 )= . 995 5 1 VAR Yl 161=11
VARY II 7) »l! VARY 118) .VARY 119) .VARY 120 ) = 01
Rz TURN 1
/> COOEDNBYCPAPTIN GCLCEERG ON JUNE 3.1983 */
STARTUP : PROCEOLREIZETAS .HKLAU ,CENTER)!
QCL I2ETASI *. *),MKIAU( *, »),CENTER!* )) FLOAT 112)1
OIL ICELC0NI6) .CELINVI6)) FLCAT112) 1 DCL HKL 10: 58,3 ) CECIMAL 
F1XEDI2) INITIAL IC.C.C,
0.0.2. 0.0.9. 0.0.6. 0.0*8. 0.1.0. 0.1.1.
0.1.3. C.l.9, 0.1.5. 0.1.6. 0.1.7. 0.1.8.
0.2.1. 0.2.2. 0.2.3. C.2.9. 0.2.5. 0.2.6.
0.3.0. 0.3.2. 0.3.9. 0.2.6.
0.9.0. 0,9,1, 0.9.2. 0.9.3. OiRiR*
1.1.0. 1.1.2. 1.1.9, 1.1.63 1.1.8. 1.2,0,
1,2,2, 1.2.3, 1, 2, A, J* S' ?• f’l'n’1.3.1, 1.3,2. 1,3,3. 1,3,9, 1,3,5, 1,9,0,
2,2,0. 2.2,2. 2,2.9. 2.3.0. 2,3,1. 2,3,2,
0, 1, 2, 0,2,0, 
0.2.7,
1 ,2,1,
1 . 3 . C ,  
1 , 9 , 2 ,
2 . 3 . 3  ) !
CzLCCMl I, C EL CON 12 ) * 931861! CELCON I 3) = 6772271 
C:LCQN(9), CELCONI5) « 9C.0 1 CELCCNI6) = 120.0!
CcL INV II), CEL IN VI 2 ) = C. 2673789! CE LI NVI 3) * 0.19769C9!
‘ "-0i
CENrESIIl'S'JfiTsSliSfjP CEM6RI 21 ■ 1.6,32,,
Zz TASI 1. 1) = 3. 668261 
ZETAS 12, 1 ) = 32.6562 1 
ZETASI3.1 ) = 117.799!
Zz TASI  9, I) » 532.280!
ZETAS 15, I) =1.35931 1 
ZETASI6.1 ) = 0.38905!
I- TASI 7,1) = 0.15023! 
ZETASI 8, 1 ) > 1C.98C1 ! 
ZETAS 19.1 ) « 3630.38!
Zz TASI10.1) = C.052906!
Z E T A S I 1  . 2 )  
Z E T A S I 2 , 2 )
0 . 9 3 2 1 1 !  
C.  C 8 6 8 9 !
Z E T A S I 3 . 2 )  *  0 . 0 2 2 3 9 !  
Z E T A S 1 9 , 2 )  >  C . 0 0 9 2 2 !
Z E T A S I  5 . 2 )  
Z E T A S  1 6 , 2 )  
Z E T A S I 7  . 2  ) 
Z E T A  < 1 8 , 2 )
C.  3 3 9 9 2 !  
0 . 0 3 7 1 0 !  
- 0 . 0 0 7 9 1 !  
0 .  2 9 1 5 2 !
Z ET AS  1 9 . 2 )  = O . C C C 5 3 :  
Z E T A S  1 1 0 , 2 )  = _ 0 . 0 0 1 8  3_:_
/* ZETAS 1 TO 10 ARE HLZINAGA’S IS CORE FROM JCPU96SI92,
PAGE 1300. ZETAS 1 1 TO 19 ARE POPLE'S ST0-3G FROM 
JCP11969)51 .PAGE 2658.*/Zz TASI 11.11 = I. 01257 ! ZETASI11.2) = -.112699!
IItaIIi1!:!1? : IlfSI
^5clSQ^OECIRAL7F8XEOI2?;o6 o=16^T025?ZETAS?£,1)=ZETASIO-15,1 ) ;E NO; 
ZE TAS 116,2 )*-.1027 9 ;ZET AS I 17, 2 ) = -.0 1628 !Z ETASI 18, 2) = - .CC9 19;
Zz TASI 19,2) C0077; ZE IASI 20 ,2 ) =-. 1 5 7 19! I ET AS 121 , 2 >= .09 809!
ZE T AS I 22, 2)» .59C951ZE IASI 23 .2) »-. 099 11! ZETA SI 29 ,2 ) =-. CCCl 0.
ZE T AS (25,2)* .97199;
R: TURN! ENO STARTUP;
CALC I NTS: PROCECUKEl*P IJ, FT ABL E, FL3 1. FL02.HKL A L .ZE TAS. SI NV2, TRUBL)! 
/> COOED BY MARTIN GOLCBERG ON JUNE 9 ANC OCT 6,1983 */
OT L (FTABLEI*,*.*) .LAPI.LAPJ) COMPLEX FLOAT 1121} .....DCL (CTR(3).FL0ll*,*)»FLO2l*.*)»HKLAUI*.*l ,ZETAS(*,*),KVECI3) ,
NORM (9 ) ,EXI 3 ) .CX (3 ), ET I 3 ) ,CT I 3).S INV21 », *1, ESS1 3, 3 ) ) FLUA I ( 12) ; 
DC LI * P I J , SI 3) ,1 ,J,K,l,TRUBL)DECIMAL FIXEC(2)!S=0! FTABLE=0.:CTR = 0.! 
T1UBL=0!0) K = 0 TC 58! , „ „0) I = 1 TC 3! KVfcC(l) = HKLAUIK,I); ENC!
0) I = 1 TO 10!
FTABLEIK,l?l)l°= FTABLEIK,1,1) ♦ FT I CTR , CT R ,S . S ,
ZETASII.ll.ZETASIJ, 1) .KVEC) *ZETASII.2)*ZETASIJ,2)!coh •
0) j = 16 TC 25! FTABLEIK,1,2) = FTABLEIK,1.2) ♦ 
FTICTR.CTR.S.S.ZETASII .1) .ZETA SI J, ll.KVEC) •
ZETASI 1,2)*ZETASIJ.2) ;
E N D ;
186
17822.
I 782V. 
17826. 
17828 . 
178)1 .
17831.2 17831.V 
17831.6 
17835. 
178*0. 178*3. 
17850. 
17860. 
17870.
17880. 
17890. 
17900. 
17910.
17955.
17956.
17957. 
17960. 
17965. 
17970. 
17975. 
18000. 
13356. 
13060. 
18060.1
13360.213060.3 
18070. 
18090. 
181 00. 
181 30. 
18200. 
13210. 18220. 
18230. 
132*0. 
18250. 
190C0. 
19310. 
19320. 
19030. 
190*0. 
19350. 
19060. 
19070. 
19380. 
19090. 
19100. 
191 10. 
19120. 19130. 
191*0. 
191 50. 
191 60. 
19170. 
19180. 
20000. 
20010. 
23320. 
20030. 
200 *0. 
23050. 
21000. 
21005. 
213 10 . 
21020. 
21030. 
210*0. 21350.
21055.
21056. 
21360. 
21070. 
21080. 
21390. 
211 0 0. 
211 10. 
21120. 
21130. 211 *0. 21150. 
21155. 
21157.
3’f 60.
UlNGEXs EXPtl.i * FRINGE );
EFF ( K ) = 1 FT aei E I K .  1. 1 )«TRACEX IK ) 1 »2;
E: M  K) *( EFF I K) * Via IK .1 )*V 1 B IK ,2 )*FR INGEX »CONJGI EF F I K  > I *CONJG( VI81 K .11 )*C0NJ3I VI 8 I K .2 1 )*CCNJG(F RINGEX 1 I; 
OCL 1 3. ET (31) FLOAT 112).
E 1II 1 = ET I I) » RE AL (R (I 11 11;E Tl 2)=ET( 2)+R= AL(R I 1.2)) *2;
ET (3)»ETI3)*REALIR(2, 2)): .
/* FTAeLEI K,1 ,1 ) IS THE CCPE SCATTERING »/ 
f:al(K) * REALIEFF(K))*VARV(15); end;
RiTURMENC CALCF;
FIXUP: PROCEDURE IXPIJ,P«A.N»VARY,Z£TAS«ZETAL) ;
/» COOED eY MART IN COLCeERG ON JUNE 10, 1983 */
DC LIP(*»*I »VARYI*) ,ZETAS<*,*> .2ETALI*,*) ) FLOAT (12);
DCLIA.N,I,J.APIJ) DECIMAL FIXED (2);
Z: TASllV^lf’VARY 17 > ; ZET AS 115 .1 >*V ARY 111 );
D) 1=16 TO 25;ZE TAS( I , 1) =ZETAL < I .1 )* VARYU7):ZETASI I-15, 1 > = ZETAL< 1-15. 1)*VAR Y( 16) ; END;
TR=N-VARY (2 )*VARY (2 l-VARY I 3 >*V ARY 13) ;VARYl 1) = S0RT( ABS( TR )) ;
d j F 1^ i l r o > 3 ; o 3 1j = i  to 3 ; p i  i  , J )  , p i  j , i  ) = v a r y i  i  ) •  v a r y i j ) ;  e n d ; e n d ;
3 0 ; E p « o; do  i »1 TO 3 ; p U , I ) = v a p y i i  ) * * 2 ; e n c ; e n d ; 
r e t u r n ; e n d  f i x u p ; „  , ,      , , ,TRACE : PROCECURE (X ) RETURNS! FLOAT! 12));/* THE TRACE OF A COMPLEX MATRIX*/
}CL XI *, *) FL^ATI 12) ;RETURNIX (I, 1 )«X 12,2 MXI 3, 3) > ;EN0 TRACE ;
T1 A C E X(PROCEDURE 1 0 )  RETURNSICCMPLEX F L C A T I 1 2 )  I ;
D :L  (0(*. * ).T) COM»LEX FLOA T( 12)  ,N DECIMAL F I X E D I 2 I ;  
T = o . ;03 N=1 TC D I M  IQ ,1) 1 T = T*Qi 6 »M ;ENO;
R: TURN( T ) ; END TRACEX;
NATMULX:PROCEDURE(A,E»N»C);/* THE COMPLEX MATRIX EOLATICN C=A*B */OCL (0, A(*,*),B(*,*),C(*,*)) COMPLEX FLOAT! 12) ,( I ,J,K,N)OECI MAL 
FIXEDI2,0);
r - c c */*THE CALLING RJUTINE’mUST NAME C DIFFERENTLY FROM A AND B*/
30 1*1 TC N;CC J*1 TC KSCO K=l TO N;ON UNDERFLOW D>0. ;D*A(I ,K)*BIK,J);
Cl i.J )=ci i,j )*d ;e n d ;e n d ;e n o ;r= t u r n :End m a t m l l x ;
MATMLLT:PROCEDURE lA.e.N.C);/* THE MATRIX EQUATION C=A«B •/
OCL (D, A(*,*).B(*,*), C(*, » ) ) FLOAT I 12),( I . J ,K ,N) DEC I MAL FI XEDI2.C) 
/•THE CALLING R0L1INE MUST NAME C 0IFFERENTLY FROM A ANC 8*/ 
C=0.0;
30 1 = 1 TC N;DC J*1 TO N;CO K= 1 TO N;ON UNDERFLOW D=3.;C=AII,K)*BIK,J);
Cl I ,J)*C1 I , J)*0-.END; ENO-.ENO; RETURN; ENC MATMULT;
KE T:PROCECURE(MAT, VEC, CIM,VECTOR) ;/* :MAT:VEC>=:VECTOR> */
DCL MAT!*,*) ,V3C(*) .REG) FLCAT (12 ) ;
DCL (DIM, I ,J ,K ) DECIMAL FI XED ( 2) ,VEC ICR) •) FL0ATI12);
D3VJ*l0T6°DiM;DO 1*1 TC DIM; VECTCRI J) *MAT (I, J)*VEC (I MVECTORIJ ) ;
:ND;END;RETURN ;END KE 1;
POWER: PROCECJRE I A,N, B, *P I J. DOOM );
/•CODED BY MARTIN GOLCEERG ON 18-MAY-1982 •/
/•THIS CALCULATES THE MATRIX B=A**N,WHERE N
IS EITHER -1.0 OR -C.5 ♦/ ..
DC L I Al* ,*) ,U(* .*) .0 13 .3 ) , CCI3.3 ) , 03 (3, 3 ), CIF.DET ) FLOAT I 12) ;
OCLI(N,T(I?J,3k Il?M^H),OECIMAL<F1XEDI2,1),DOOM DECIMAL F1XED12):
DCL XPIJ CECIMAL FIXEC(2I;IF AP1J < 1 THEN 00;B=0;
31 1,1) ,812,2) ,BI3,3)=1.E9; RETURN; ENC;
IF N=-1.0 THEN G3 TO INVERT;
IF N = -l.l THEN CO TO CENINV;
IF N=- 0. 5 THEN GO TO RUSSIA;»UT SKIP LIST! 'NO I IMPLEMENTED YE I •) ; B = 9999. ; RE TURN;
RUSSIA: /* THIS ITERATIVE PROCEDURE TU GENERATE THE INVERSE
SCUAHE RCCT CF A COMES FROM REFERENCE *9 IN
OORL. AKAD. NAUK S S JR 25*1 SEPT. *80)P. 3 70,TC 
VESTN. LENINGR. UNIV. * I 1565) P. 5,BY 
V. N. IGOIKIN ANC M.M. MEST ECHK IN •/
0 = 0. :D( 1, 1) ,0( 2 ,2) ,D( 3,3) =1. /SCRT II ♦» PI J);
IF XP1J=1 THEN Dt 3,3), A( 3, 3)= 1. ;IF »PIJ = 1 THEN A (1 ,3 ), AI2.3 ), A ( 3, 1 ), Al 3, 2)=0. ;
Qll'JVOO ;
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211 70 •
211 75. 
21180. 
21190 . 
21 >00. 
21210. 21220. 
21 > 30.
212 40. 
21250. 
21260. 
212 70. 
21280. 
21290. 21 300. 
21310. 
21320. 
21330. 
21340. 
21 350. 
21 350. 
21370. 
21380. 
21 390. 
21400. 
21410. 
21420. 
21430. 
21440. 
21450. 
21 4 60. 
214 70. 
21480. 
21 490. 
21491. 
21500. 
21 510. 
21520. 
21530. 
21540. 30000. 
300 10. 
33320. 
30330. 
3004 0. 
30050. 
30060. 
30070.
300 80. 
33390.
301 CO.
301 10. 33120. 
33130. 
30190. 
33200. 
332 05 .
302 1 0. 
33220. 33230. 
302 40. 
302 50. 33260.
302 70. 
332 80. 
33290.
303 00. 
35000. 
35310. 
35020. 
35030. 
35040. 
35050. 
35060.
350 70. 
35380. 
3509C. 
35100.
351 10. 
35120. 
99995. 99997. 
99998 .
33 WHILE 1030N=C) UNTIL I UE l< I.E-24) ;JN OVERFLOW BEC1N;PUT LlSI I'2U751 ) ;UOOM* l;a*C;G3 IU U;£NU;
GALL PATPULTID,A,1*«PI J.TKCALL P A T PU L T IT . C , I * X P IJ • CC);
;ALL MATMULTIUO.J, 1*»PIJ .03) (CALL PA IPULTIU ,UD .1** PI J.U4);
8*1.5*C-IIG4«C31/4.0; /*THE RUSSIAN ITERATIVE FORPULA */
/ *THE ^ AI3SI ol AGONAL I ^ l"S*T(VdET^ THC^ POS|TIVE SORT,NOT THE NEGATIVE */
OET = 0 . ;
30 1 >1 TC 3;00 J*l TC 3; DIF*ABS(B(I,J)-C(I,J)I;
OIF*M INC 10..0 IF ) :UET*DET*DIF*Dl= ;
END; ENC: CET = C ET*(A 11,1 )*A I 2, 2 ) *A I 3, 3 ) ) 5 
/*NOW FOR THE NEXT ITERATION*/ 0 = 8;
END? /* THE ENO 3F THE 00 WHILE LOOP. B=A** I-1 /2) •/
j•return*
INVERT: /* BY THE PETHCC CF TFE COFACTCRS CII.JI */
DI 1, 1)*A( 2, 2)*AI 3, 3)-AI2,3)*AI 3.2): , „ ,, „01 1 ,2 >*-A 12, I )*AC3, 3 )*A(3, I MAI 2, 3) ;DI2, 1)=DI 1,2) ;
01 1 ,3) =A( 2,1)* A 13.2)-A 13. 1 )*A (2 .2 ); C (3 . 1 I = 01 1 , 3 ) ;01 2,2)*4( 1, 1)*AI 3. 3I-AC3. 1)*A( 1,3): ‘
01 3,2 )* —A (1,1 ) *AI2, 3 ) *A( 2. 1 MAI 1, 3 ) ;D( 2, 3)*DI 3,2) ;
01 3 .3) =A( 1 ,1) • A 12 .2 )-A (2, 1 >*A (1,2 >;3ET-AI 1, 1>*0( 1,1) *A( l,2)*0(l,2)*A(l,3)*C(l ,3);
B - O / D E T  ;
RETURN;
GENINV:/*THIS DOE SN *T REALLY CALCLLATE THE -1.1TH PCWER OF A MATRIX. 
RATHER, IT CALCULATES THE GENERALIZED INVERSE A*, IN THE 
MOORE-PENROSE SENSE,BY THE ITERATIVE PROCECURE OF ...GUPTA,AS REPORTED BY A.L.MACKAY, IN AG T A CRYST A33II977)PAGE 213. 
THIS SJB—SUERCUTINE ISNT CALLED AND STILL HAS BUGS IN IT */
3»A*.05;03=0. :DD( 1, 1)« 2 ;03 (2,21 = 2. :0D( 3,31*2.;. 
again:call MATNULTCA. B, 3,0;
GALL PATPULT(B,CD-C,3,C3);
/*33 IS THE NEXT ITERATE*/
OET=OI 1, 1 )*UC 2,2)*OI 3. 3) : B = i)3; „ .
IF (CEIL(CET)-CET )> .00001 THEN GO TO JGAIN:
/*B HAS CONVERGEO BY PACXAY* S SUGGESTEC CRITERION*/ 
return; ENO power;LPOS: PROCECURECZ, FLOATER );
/» CODED BY MARTIN GOLCEERG CN 4-AUG-1983 */
/* GIVEN THE RADIAL AND ANGULAR 31 STANCES, WHAT ARE THE 
CARTESIAN CCOROS OF THE 12 FSGD7 */
DGL « I , J) DEC I PA L FIXEC (2);0:l(Z(*),FL0ATERI*.*).R,TH,PHI ,LP) FLOAT I 12);
F L 3 A T E R  = 0 .  ;
PR I * ZI3); R * zil); TH * 2(2);
U> * R *S INOI PHI);03 1*1 TO 6; FLCATER I 1,3 )=UP;FLOATER I I *6, 3)*-UP ;ENO ;
UP = R* COS C I PH I );
F.OATERC 1, 1) »UP*C0S0(-3C*TH) :FLOA TER ( 2 . 1) =-FLOATER( 1,1);F.0ATERI6, l)*UP*C0S0(-30-TH ): FLOATER! 3, I )=-FL0A TE R ( t, I) ;
floater(5,1) =up*coso(9c-thi; floater(4, i )=-floater (5, i i ;
F.34TER! 1,2),FLDATER(2,2) *UP* SIN3 (-3 0.* TH) :
Ft. OAT ER (3,2), FLOATER ( 6, 2 ) * UP*SIN0!-3C. -TH);
FU0ATERI4 ,2) .FL0ATERI5 ,2 ) =UP*SIN0(90. -TH);
03 lj-7 TC 12: CC J * 1 TC 2;
F.OATERI I ,J> * FLOATER (I-6 , J) ;
E(0;EN0;RETURN; ENC LPOS; ' „ „ .R>:/*HOW TC START A 3-fASFN CALC FROP A 1-EASFN*/
/•CODED BY MARTIN G3HBERG ON 3-A LG UST- 198 3* /
PROCEDURE IS INV 2, P, V ARY <; . . . , „ ____OG L(X,SI NV2I* ,*) ,P I* ,♦ ),SHALF (3 ,3 I,VARY I » ) ) FLOAT ( 12 I;
DILI I.J.FAILIDECIMAL FIXE0I2); _ . , __
SHALF=SINV2;CALL INVSYMISHAL F, 3,fa il ); IF FA IL>0 THEN X=10/0;
03 1*1 TO 2;D0 J*I TC 3 ; S HAL F (J, I )*SHAL F ( I, J ) ; END ’.ENO ;
PUT SKIP DATA! SHALF ) ;X«3.:00 1*1 TO 3 ;X=X*SHALFI 1, 1)*SHAL= (I . 1) ;ENO: X=1 ./x;
03 1=1 TC 3;CC J = 1 TC 3;
PI I , J) = SHALF( I ,11* X* SHALF ( 1 . J) ;ENO;ENC:VARY (2 )= SHALF ( 1, 2 ) * S3R II X ) ; VA R Y( 3) =SR ALF I I , 3) * SQR T (X );
pjt skip cataivary,p );return;eno RP ;
F I N:ENO TREFCIL;
//G3.SYSIN OU •
/*
Appendix C
188
Beryllium Metal Structure Factors from Various Sources
Reference (172) (172) (56) (29) (29) (29) (93) (94)
Hbtally Empirical Ab Initio 
Silver Molybdenum Average Free Quan- Multi Plane
Atom turn -pole Wave LCAO
# h k 1 I-obs Error I-obs Error F-obs Error F-cal F-cal F-cal F-cal F-cal
1 0 0 2 11.219 .283 11.527 .288 3.348 .029 -3.365 -3.348 -3.349 -3.330 -3.398
2 0 0 4 4.954 .126 5.012 .126 2.216 .019 2.209 2.211 2.209 2.173 2.202
3 0 0 6 1.470 .018 1.495 .009 1.212 .003 -1.213 -1.214 -1.212 -1.184 -1.215
4 0 0 8 .362 .024 .353 .004 .590 .003 .589 .591 .593 * *
5 0 1 0 3.408 .086 3.452 .087 1.839 .016 -1.761 -1.840 -1.839 -1.829 -1.892
6 0 1 1 7.983 .200 8.096 .203 2.815 .024 2.857 2.814 2.816 -2.816 -2.798
7 0 1 2 2.194 .056 2.209 .056 1.473 .013 1.458 1.469 1.466 1.442 1.434
8 0 1 3 4.651 .117 4.735 .119 2.151 .019 -2.144 -2.149 -2.150 2.105 2.132
9 0 1 4 .999 .026 1.009 .025 .995 .008 -.993 -.993 -.991 -.977 -.990
10 0 1 5 1.728 .015 1.734 .010 1.307 .003 1.307 1.308 1.305 -1.280 -1.307
11 1 1 6 .313 .005 .308 .002 .551 .001 .552 .552 .551 .539 .553
12 0 1 7 .474 .006 .469 .004 .680 .002 -.678 -.679 -.679 * *
13 0 1 8 .085 .010 .076 .001 .273
14 0 2 0 1.421 .036 1.447 .036 1.188
15 0 2 1 4.080 .103 4.093 .102 2.007
16 0 2 2 1.092 .028 1.121 .029 1.044
17 0 2 3 2.433 .016 2.449 .027 1.550
18 0 2 4 .532 .008 .539 .004 .727
19 0 2 5 .970 .014 .969 .006 .977
20 0 2 6 .169 .007 .178 .002 .418
21 0 2 7 .272 .009 .280 .002 .524
22 0 3 0 2.015 .014 2.009 .012 1.408
23 0 3 2 1.605 .016 1.583 .010 1.251
24 0 3 4 .822 .008 .827 .005 .902
25 0 3 6 .302 .006 .307 .002 .549
26 0 4 0 .149 .007 .134 .002 .364
27 0 4 1 .393 .008 .395 .003 .623
28 0 4 2 .114 .005 .113 .001 .334
29 0 4 3 .266 .006 .267 .002 .513
30 0 4 4 .054 .006 .062 .001 .247
31 1 1 0 7.221 .183 7.220 .183 2.668
32 1 1 2 5.507 .138 5.561 .141 2.335
33 1 1 4 2.609 .018 2.623 .015 1.606
34 1 1 6 .866 .007 .853 .057 .919
35 1 1 8 .220 .006 .218 .022 .463
36 1 2 0 .755 .006 .756 .050 .863
37 1 2 1 2.137 .014 2.127 .115 1.449
189
001 -.272 -.273 -.273 * *
010 -1.192 -1.193 -1.193 -1.168 -1.182
017 -1.999 -1.998 -2.000 1.975 1.998
009 1.050 1.049 1.049 1.036 1.050
004 1.556 1.556 1.553 -1.534 -1.557
002 -.728 -.728 -.726 -.714 -.730
002 -.975 -.975 -.974 .956 .980
001 .419 .420 .420 * *
001 .526 .527 .528 * *
003 1.412 1.410 1.407 1.390 1.421
003 -1.257 -1.256 -1.254 -1.238 -1.267
002 .904 .904 .904 * *
001 -.549 -.551 -.552 * *
002 -.368 -.368 -.368 * *
002 .621 .621 .621 * *
001 .333 .333 .333 * *
001 -.510 -.510 -.511 * *
001 -.250 -.250 -.250 * *
023 2.658 2.665 2.672 2.621 2.632
020 -2.338 -2.338 -2.340 -2.303 -2.330
003 1.611 1.611 1.608 1.582 1.612
002 -.917 -.918 -.918 * *
002 .464 .466 .467 * *
002 -.866 -.865 -.863 -.854 -.868
003 1.454 1.453 1.450 -1.434 -1.459
190
38 1 2 2 .588 .004 .592 .035 .762 .001 .767 .766 .765 .755 .770
39 1 2 3 1.319 .011 1.328 .091 1.142 .002 -1.147 -1.147 -1.144 1.129 1.154
40 1 2 4 .297 .004 .297 .034 .541 .002 -.544 -.544 -.543 -.535 -.548
41 1 2 5 .558 .005 .557 .040 .741 .002 .740 .741 .740 * *
42 1 2 6 .102 .004 .109 .011 .327 .001 .324 .325 .325 * *
43 1 2 7 .174 .005 .176 .015 .416 .001 -.413 -.414 -.415 * *
44 1 3 0 .235 .003 .239 .018 .484 .001 -.481 -.480 -.480 * *
45 1 3 1 .676 .006 .664 .042 .811 .002 -.811 -.810 -.809 * *
46 1 3 2 .201 .004 .192 .015 .436 .001 .432 .432 .432 * *
47 1 3 3 .435 .007 .439 .029 .657 .001 .658 .658 .658 * *
48 1 3 4 .094 .003 .107 .012 .321 .001 -.319 -.319 -.320 * *
49 1 3 5 .205 .005 .205 .016 .449 .001 -.446 -.447 -.448 * *
50 1 4 0 .245 .004 .241 .019 .488 .001 .485 .486 .486 * *
51 1 4 2 .201 .004 .200 .017 .443 .001 -.442 -.443 -.444 * *
52 2 2 0 1.141 .010 1.126 .076 1.056 .002 1.055 1.054 1.053 1.041 1.068
53 2 2 2 .927 .012 .909 .058 .948 .002 -.947 -.946 -.945 * *
54 2 2 4 .502 .008 .494 .044 .699 .002 .695 .695 .695 * *
55 2 3 0 .080 .004 .083 .012 .286 .001 -.285 -.285 -.286 * *
56 2 3 1 .235 .004 .236 .018 .481 .001 .482 .483 .483 * *
57 2 3 2 .072 .004 .068 .008 .260 .001 .259 .260 .260 * *
58 2 3 3 .162 .004 .164 .016 .402 .001 -.400 -.401 -.402 * *
Unweighted residual R3 .00578 .01044 .00247 .00242 .01500 .00555
Unweighted residual R1 .00491 .00542 .00249 .00237 .01225 .00827
Number of reflections used to
calculate residuals 58 58 58 58 27 27
* denotes reflection not reported
Appendix D
The PL/X Program EXAMPLE
i c .
20.
2 5 .
3 0 .
111.
1 12.1 13.
1 1 5 .
1 15 . 116.1 16. 1 
1 1 2.
1 1 7 . 1  118.
1 1 9 .
1 2 0. 121. 122. 
1 2 3 .  
1 2 6 .
1 2 5 .
1 2 6 .
1 2 7 .
1 2 8 .  
1 2 9 .
I 30.
1 3 1 .
1 3 2 .
1 3 3 .
1 3 3 . 5
1 3 3 . 7133.8 
1 35.
1 3 6 . 5  
1 3 5 .1 36.
1 3 7 .
1 3 8 .
I  3 9 .  
1 6 0 .  
1 6 1 .  162. 
1 6 3 .  
1 6 6 .
1 6 5 .
1 6 5 . 5
166. 
169.
1 5 0 .
1 5 1 .
1 5 2 .
1 53 . 
156.
1 5 6 . 0 1
1 5 6 . 0 2  
1 5 6 .  0 3
1 5 6 . 0 6
156.05
1 5 6 . 0 6
1 5 6 . 0 7
1 5 6 . 0 8
1 5 6 . 0 9  
1 5 6 .  1 
1 5 6 . 1 1  
1 5 5 . 1 6  
1 5 6 .  17
1 5 6 . 2
1 5 6 . 2 3  
1 5 6 . 2 6  
1 5 6 . 2 9  
1 5 6 . 3 2  
1 5 6 . 3 5  
1 5 6 . 3 8  
' I  5 6  . 6  1
1 5 6 . 6 6
1 5 6 . 6 7  
1 5 6  . 5
I  5 6  . 5 3  
1 5 6 . 5 6  
1 5 6 . 5 9  156.52 
1 5 6 . 6 5  
1 5 5 .
//1J3HCKRY JOB MJGHC500.TIPE=60 
// EXEC PL I XC G , II PE *60 
//►MAIN L INES = 10 
//P LI . SYS I N CC * , ,EXAMPLE: PRUCEDLRE OP 71 C NSI PA IN) : . ,/♦THIS PROGRAM DEALS WITH THE X-RAY SCATTERING FRCP A LINE OF EQUIDISTANT M ATOMS,ALL SPIN-UP.OR A ROW DF HE,ASSUMING 
T9 A T THE SPIN-LP ANC -CCWN CCPPCNENTS ARE I CENT ICAL */
3 CL (SZEROI 3. 2) . SSCR IPTI 3,3) .01 ST,BA SI SI 3) ,PE X AC T (3 ,3 ) 1 FLOAT 112)1 
DCL I FOBS to: 30 ), PI SUL I 3, 3 ), PXTAH 3, 3 ), FCAL 11 0: 301 ,FCAL XI C: 3C) I FLOATH2l;OCl(JSCRIP<3.3) ,S2£R(3,3 I IFLCATI12);
OCL I FZEROI 3, 3,0: 301 ,F SCR I PTI 3,3,0:30),FZ£RI3,3,0:30>,
FSCRIPI3,3,0:30I) COM PL EX FLO ATI 1 2 ) I
/♦ THE VARIABLES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
FOBS THE "OBSERVED" STRUCTURE FACTORS 
SZERO THE ISOLATED ATOM BASIS OVERLAP MATRIX 
FZEHO THE " " " FOURIER TRANSFORM TENSOR
'SCRIPT THE CRYSTAL BASIS OVERLAP MATRIX 
FSCR IP T THE " " FOURIER TRANSFORM TENSCR
BASIS THE EXPCNENTS ON THE 3 GAUSSIAN IS BASIS FUNCTIONS 
PEXACT THE (ASSUMED) EXACT DENSITY MATRIX FOR THE SYSTEM 
PISOl THE LS3R BEST FIT P-PATRIX ASSUMING AN ISCLATED ATOM 
PXTAL TFE " " " " ASSUMING OUR FORMALISM
FCAL 1 THE CALCULATEC STRUCTURE FACTORS FROM PISOL 
FCALX THE " " " FROM PXTAL ♦/(T .
CCALL4SETUP°ISZER0,TFZER0, SSCRIPT.F SCRI P T ,BASIS,D 1ST);
CALL SCATTER IFZERO.SZER,FZER) 5 __
CALL CALCF ISSCRIP.FSCRIP,PEXACT,FOBS):
PUT SKIP OATAIFOeS.EASIS.CIST);
/♦ WE HAVE NOW CALCULATED THE F AND S TENSOR S, WHI CH HAVE 
NO ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS .AND USEC AN ARBITRARY "EXACT"
SILUTION PEXACT TO CALCULATE 3C OBSERVED REFLECTION AMPLITUDES
FOBS. ASSUMED REAL. NOW WE WILL SHOW THAT THE LEAST-SOUARE S 
"BEST-FIT" F IS PEXACT USING OUF FORMAL ISM - FDR THE FJLL-MATRIX 
CASE, AND NOT PEXACT IF WE ASSUME I SCLATEO ATCMS */
callTanother’cbasi “ dist.szero.fzerc.sscript.fscript I;
WHICH WOULD LSE A 01FFERENT BASIS.TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS ♦/
CALL LSQRFIT IFOBS.SZER, FZER.P 1S0L 1 ;CALL LSCRFI TI FOBS.SSCRIP,FSCRIP,PXTAL);
CALL CALCFI SZER, FZER ,P! SDL .FCAL! 1 7 
CALL CALCFI SSCR IP, FSCR IP. PXTAL, FCALX 1 7 
CALL VIEWF1F0BS.FCALI,FCALX);
CALL VIEWPIPE XACT.PI SOL .PXTALI • „ .
GO TO THATSALL; /"WHICH IS JUST THE ENO STATEMENT ♦/
/.►HERE.1 S i ll SJ OF. SUBRCUTI NES..........................................
........................ USE............................... - ________
MAIN PROGRAM SETS UP THE 'EXACT* P-MATRIX 
THE GAUSSIAN BASIS FOR ALL CALCULATIONS 
THE INTERATOMIC OISTANCE TRACE OF A COMPLEX MATRIX 
TRACE OF A REAL MATRIX
CALCULATES THE SQUARE ROOT INVERSES OF 
THE TWO OVERLAP MATRICES 
CHANGES F TO S « *- .5 "F"S ♦♦- .5 A-MATRIX TIMES B-MATRIX =C-MAI R IX , REAL 
A TIMES B = C.COMPLEX MATRICES STARTING GUESS AT P FROM SUBROUTINE ASSUMED 
CALCULATES S ANC F TENSORS FOR THE BASIS FUNCTIONS 
OVERLAP BETWEEN TWO S ORBITALS FOURIER TRANSFORM OF AN S-ORBITAL PRODUCT 
CALCULATES THE STRUCTURE FACTORS FROM S AND F 
OUTPLIS F-CALCULATEDS 
OUTPUTS CALCULATED P-MATRICESA""N = B,REAL MATPICES.N = -.5,-1., GENERAL IZEO INVERSE 
SOLVES CUBIC ECUATICNS.NCT USED.
MCWEENY-PUR IF IE S AN IDEPPOTENT MATRIX CONTRACTS A RANK-3 TENSOR TO A MATRIX P.Y SUMMATION 
LEAST-SQUARE FITS P TO THE F-CBS 
CALCULATES THE INOEX OF FIT'EPSILCN'
♦/
/♦ THE FOLLOWING ARE SPALL FUNCTIONS AND SUBROUTINES •/
NAME LINE
E< AMPLE 111
ASSUMEC 156
BA SI SFN 167
01STFIX 172
TRACEX 1 76
TRACE 1 78
I NV 2 179. 1
SCATTER 500
MA TMULT 1(1
MA TMULX 1E7. 1
START 188
S: TUP 191SSOVLP 269
FT 261
CALCF 271
VI EWF 286
VI EWP 305
P3 HSR 32 CO
CJBIC 3 7C C
PJR1FY 6000
T: NSOR 60 70LS3RFIT 6200
FIXEPS 6600
192
iS6. assupec:PROCECureipexact):1*3: /*TRI S DEFINES HE ASSUMED ‘EXACT* CENSITY MATRIX •/
160. OIL (P(3, 3l,PEXACTl*.*l> FL34 11 121 IOC L T FLQATI121;
161. Ts.333333 3 333J3E-*0 1
162. > I1 , l) = T; PI 1 ,2) *-1; FU .3 )»-T;
163. PI 2, i )*-r SPI 2, 2i = i;p( 2.3) = T;1 6'. . PI 3,1 )*-T ;PI3, 2) = T ;P 13, 3 >=T :
165. P: XACT*P; RETURN; ENO ASSUPEC;
1 66.
168^  B4SI/*NTAfsCDEFlINis,fHil EXPCNENTS FOR THE AO BASIS OF THREE19S'. OCL FLOATI 12? SB ASIS?t) = l9i2*C6*BA SI sf 21=2.89915;
1 7oI 02 /*L.C.EASN>DERS4N35HtBASCH,*HCLECULA« HAVE FUNCTIONS ANC PROPERTIES* USE TFESE
170.03 AS THE 3 EXPONENTS OF THE INNER AO OF H IN A OZ BASIS*/
171. RETURN; ENO £ AS IS FN S
173* }/*T?HISPlSCTFERENTERCELL , OR INTERATOMIC, DISTANCE, IN A. U. */
173.99 /* T. C. ACTA611 19761P 89,P. KERTESZ ET AL FINC THIS H-CHAIN CIST*/
176. 3CL OIST FLOAT! 12) ;0I sf= 1. easRE TLRM ENO OISTFIX;
17V.01 PUT SKIP L 1ST (BASIS. CIST) ;
176*. TRACE X SPROCEDLRE I XI KETURKSI COPPLEX FLCATI12II;
176.1 /• THE TRACE OF A MATRIX*/
176.2 OCL XI*,*1 COMPLEX FLCATI12);
176.3 R E TURNI XI 1,1) + XI2 ,2 ) ♦ XI3 ,3)) SEND TRACEX ;
178.' TRACE :PRCCE£UREIX ) RETURNSI FLOAT (_ T2) ) S
178.1 /* THE TRACE CF A CCPPLEX MATRIX*/
|?|;2 RETURMX*1, 11+X*2 *2 MX 13, 31) 5ENO TRACE S
179lll /PFOR^SOHE^REASON^IT*WORKS^ & ETTER TO TAKE THE INVERSE OF THE INVERSE
iB :i!  s-SS-Sfei-SE« « « F-4 A « n \aS£isirri&£179.2 OCL (SFULLI*,*>.SINV2I»,*)) FL3ATI12IS
179.3 0CLISTI3 ,31 ,SFI3,3 11 FLCAT 1121 S
179.35 ST*0. S SH=»0.S „ „ .179.6 >T*1 .E-8*SFULL SCALL POWERI S T 5,SH) :
179.5 SI NV2 * 1 . E-6 *SF S
179.55 ST=0. S SH = 0. S
179.8 re turn ; end invzs
1 80.181. NATPULT: PROCEOLRE (A.E.ClS ,182. /* THE MATRIX EOLATICN C=A*B */
183. 3CL !D,AI«,*I,BI*,* 1,C(«, *))FLOATI 12 ), I I , J ,K ) DEC I PAL FIXEDI1.01S
1861 /* THE CALUNG ROUTINE PUST NAME C OIFFERENTLV FROM A AND B */
186.5 C*C.QS185. 30 1*1 TO 3SO0 J=1 TO 3S00 K=1 TO 3S
185.5 ON UNDERFLOW 0*0 . S C* A 11 ,K I *B IK, J 1S „ .186. Cl I,J1=C<I ,J)+D;ENO;END;END;RETURNS ENC MATMULT;
1 87 .187.1 MATPULXSPROCECUREIA.B.C); . ,187.2 /* THE COPPLEX MATRIX ECUATICN C=A*B */
18T.3 OCL ID, Al ». *) ,BI *»* ),CI *»*) > COMPLEX F LCATI 12) , II , J, K) DECIMAL
187.35 FIXECll.O); |
187*65 /*THE CALLING rSlIi'ne’mUST NAME C DIFFERENTLY FROP A AND B*/
1 87.5 30 1*1 TC 31CC J*1 TO 3SC0 K=1 TO 3;1 87.55 ON UNDERFLOW 0*3 . S 0* A 11 ,K) *B IK. J 1S
187.6 Cl I,J)*CI I ,J)*0;EN0;END;END;RETLRN;ENC MATPULX;
liar7 START; PROCEDURE IP) S /* STARTING GUESS FOR P-CALCULATED */
189. 3CL PI*,*) FLOAT I 12) S P* C. S P 11 .1 ) *1 S
189.1190. RETURNS ENC START;
190.1 /‘NOW THE IMPOR TAN 1 PARTS */   „ ,, ,191. SETUP: PROCEDLREI SZERO, FZERO. SSCRI PT.FSCRIPT. BASIS, CIST);
192. /* THIS CALCULATES THE OVERLAP AND FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF THE
193. PAIRS CF BASIS FUNCTIONS,FCR THE ISCLATEC ATOM APPROXIMATION
196. I "ZERO" DIFFERENTIAL OVERLAP BE TWEEN CELLS) ANO FCR THE195. REALISTIC CRYSTAL I"SCR1P1" ARRAYS) WITH INTERATOMIC SPACING
1 96. "01 ST" A.U. */I 97 . OCL I BA SI SI «) . SZERO I *,*) , S SCR IP 11 * . * I . PI ,D I S T ,W AY ) F LCAT I 12) ;
197.5 OCL ESERR FLOAT 112 I ;C CL EFERR COMPLEX FLOAT! 12);
198. 3CLIFZERCI* .* .*) .FSCR1PT I*,*,*) ) COMPLEX FL0ATI12);
199. OCLI I,J, K ) DECIMAL FI XEDI 2,0);PI*3.16159265359; .....ZOO. OCL STENI 3, 3,-10: 10 1FL0ATI 12) .FTENI 3, 3. C: 3C,-I0:l 01CCMPLEX FL0ATI12);
201. CALL EASISFMEAS IS );
202. CALL 01 STF I XIDI ST) ;
203. I SOL AT: /» ISOLATED ATOM APPROX */
ZOV. DU 1=1 TC 3JCU J=I TC 31 . . .205. SZERO 11 ,J) =SSOVLP I EASISI I ) ,0..eAS IS I J 1,0. ) ;
Z 06 • DO <= 0 TO ‘Oi
193
1 of. rz£*a( -cff Cios m  iji.a.fBas i*( j),J. ,k) ;
2 0a. 'j nil
>loI FZERC IJ, l.K )iCONJG IFZERUI I, J.K » I: EMO;
2 1 1. SZEROIJ.ll =S/fcRCU,J); END: END:212. FULL: /* FLLL CRYSTAL.I NC L LOI NG TENTH-NEIGFBCR OVERLAPS •/ :
>13. JCL IL, M.N 10EC INAL F I XEDt 6, 0) , 1WL , WM) FLOA Tl 12) :
2 1** /* SET UP TFE M-TH NEI GHGOR SUBMATRICES OF F AMO S •/
215. 0) l-l TO 3S00 J = l TO 3;STEMI , J.0)=SZERC11,J):
216. STENIJ, l,C)=SZERDIJ.I 1:00 M= I TO 10; WA Y= M*D1ST;
2 17 J iTENll.J.M ) = SSOVLP I BAS IS I 1) ,0 . , BAS IS IJ 1, H AY 1 ;
2 1 a l  S T E N I J ,  I  , M ) » S T E N (  I  .  J ,  M l ; S T E N I  I  ,  J , - M )  =S T  E M  I  ,  J . M  I  :
219. STENIJ, 1,-9 ) = STEM I,J.M ) ;
>20. CC K = 0 IC 30 ;221. F TENII , J ,K , M) *F T (BASIS I I I ,0. ,EAS IS I J I.HAV.K I ;
222. FTENIJ»I«<«M)=CD NJGIFTENI I « J,K,M));
2 23. FTEN 11.J,K.—M )*FTEN IJ, I.K.M);
226. r TEN! J,1 ,K,-MI = FTEMl ,J,K,MI;
2 2 5 .  S M 3 ; E N O ; D O  K = C  TO 3 C : F T E M I . J . K , 0 ) = F Z E R 0 ( I  , J . K I ;
>26 I FTEMl J, l.K.OI-FZEROI J.I.K) TEND; END: END ;
22 7. SSCR I PT=0.; FSCRI PT=0. ;228. DILI SERYI-1C:1C) ,C 1-10:101 ,V) FLOAT 112 ) *. C=0. *. SERY=0 .*.
229. OCL I Z, 3 I DEC I MAL F IXEDI 7, C) ;V = 2.*P| *PI *01 ST;
230. DO L = -10 TO 10; Cll) = CCS IV *L I ;EN0 T
2 31* 00 M— S99S9 TO S5999;IF M*0. THEN GC TC JUMPI ;
232. DO L--10 TO 0 ;Z=M *L ;Q = Z*M;IF Z»0. THEN GO TC JUMP2;233. SERYILI-SERYILMICIL I-COS IV*Q))/IM*Z): GO TO LINSET;2 36. JUMP2:SERYIL> =SERY(L)*V*SINIV*M)/M;
235. LINSET: EMO; /* LOOP OVER L */ GO TC MINSET:>36. juHP1:SERY(0)=SERY(0M6«PI*PI»IPI*0IST)*IPI*DIST> ;
2 3 8. DO L=-10 TO -1 *. SERY IL I =S ERY IL ) *V*S IN IV »L )/L ;EMD ;
>3 9 . MINSET : E.MD:V=V*DI S Tj SERY= SERY/v; _
>39.5 03 N-l TO 10 ;SERYINl-SERYl-N1TEMO;
2*0. 00 L=-10 TQ 10*OC 1-1 TC 3;C0 J= I TO 3;
260.3 IFI STENI I , J ,L I < 1.E-15I THEN ESERR-O.;260.5 ELSE ESERR-SERYIL )*STENI I.J.L) :261. SSCRIPTII,JJ-SSCRIPT 11,J l + ESERR; ■
2*2. 00 K=C TO 30; IF ABSI F TEN I I , J , K, L ) K  1 . E-20 THEN EFERR-0 . ;
262.5 E.SE EFERR»SERYIL)*FTENI I ,J,K,L> ;
>63. FSCRIPT 11,J,K I-FSCR1PT I 1, J ,< l + EFERR ; END: EMO : ENO; END:
263.5 PLT SKI PI 2) L1STI*F ANC S TENSORS ALL CCNE • ):
266. RETURN;END SETUP;
>6 8. ‘
7*9; SSOVLP : PRCCEOURE IA,RA,B,RG) RETURNS I FLOAT 112 I IT
2 50. /* THIS CALCULATES THE CVERLAP BETWEEN TWC NORMALIZED 1S-TYPE
> 51; GAUSS IANS CENTERED AT RA ANO RB WITH EXPONENTS A AND B
252. RESPECTIVELY. THIS FORMULA CAN eE CERIVEO FROM THE FORMULA OF
253. CHANDLER ANO 'PACKMAN,CN PAGE 362 CF ACTA CRYST ., VOL .A 36 119 78 I,
255J V^OCL^  a| B^ R A*Ir E,PI,P,EXPO) FLO AT 112 I ;P 1= 3. 16159215359;
255.5 DR UNOERFLOW GO 10 SZIP;256. P=A*B;EXP0=EXPI-IA*B)/P*IR4-RB)*!RA-RB)>;
>57. P-PI/P; P=P*SQRT IP >*EXPO; P=P *1 6* A *8/ PI/PI I**.75;
258. RETURN! PI; SZI P: RE TURN! 011 ENC SSOVLP;
fill FT:PROCECUREIA,RA,B,RB,K 1RETLRNS t COMPLE X FLOA TI 121) ;
262. /* THIS CALCULATES THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF THE PRODJCT OF TWO
263. NORMALIZED IS GAUSSIANS LCCATEO A Cl STANCE (RA-RB) APART.
> 6* ; THE FORMJLA IS FROM ACTA CRYST. A36I 1978IP. 362 */
265l5 UNOCLfA^B,RA ,R8 ,PUP?R ,KF) FLOAT (12 ) . K CECIMAL FIXECI2,0I;
266. DCL INTER COMPLEX FLOAT! 12);2 67. P 1 = 3 .16 159265 359 ;P*A<e ;KF=K»2.*P I ;R=RA-RB;R=R*K T
268. I NTER = E XPt l-A*8*R-XF* KF * .25* 1. I * KF* I A*R A*B* RB I )/ P I)
269. > = PI/P:P=P»SQRT(» );INTER = P*INTER;
>69.5 INTER- INTER* I 6*A*e/Pl/PI I**.75;
270. KETURM1NTER);FZIP:RETURNI0); ENO FT*.
271 I5 CALCF: PROCEDURE IS, F, P, FCAL I ;2 72. /*FCAHI)=TRACEIF*FI1) 1 */
2 73 . DCLI SI *, *1 .PI *, *1 .FCALI *11 FL0ATI12);>73.5 DCL IT EMPI 3, 31, TMPI3.31) COMPLEX FLOAT! 12);
2 76. DCLI I ,J,K,LI DECIMAL FIXE0I2.O);275. OCLIFI ».*.*) .SMINUS2! 3,3) ) COMPLE X FLOAT 112 I ;
276. SMINUS2-C0MPLEXI S.O. ); _ ,
277. DO K=0 TC 30ID0 1=1 TC 3;CO J=1 TU 3:
278. TMP I I , J ) =F I I ,J,K); ENO; ENO;
279. CALL MATMUL XI C3M> LE XI P, 0. ), TMP, TEMP) *.
2 80. FCAL IK) = REAL I TRACEX ITEMF ) );
281. END /* K LOOP */ ;
283. RETURN;£M0 CALCF:>86. V I EWF: PRUCECURE IFOES, FCAL I, FCALX 1;
285. /* THIS PROCECURE PRINTS.IN TABULAR FORM,THE
>8 6 . EXACT SCATTERING AMPL I TLOE S .AND THOSE CALCULATEO
>87. IN EACH CF TWO METHOCS: ISOLATED ATOMS II) ANO
>88. FULL CRYSTAL IX), ANC GIVES THE R-FACTOR
>89. SUM! JJFCALJ-JFOBSJJ) /SLMI JFOBSJ) •/
>90. PUT PA OF'.
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14U 
2 92. 2 93 . 
2 9*.. 
295.
2 96. 
29/. 
298. 
299 .
300.
301.
3 02 . 
303 . 
3 09. 
305. 
305. 
3 07.
308.
309.
312.
313.3 19 .
315.
316.
317.
318.
319.
320. 
321 .
322.
323. 329 .
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.
330.
331.
332. 
500. 
510. 
52 0. 
530. 
590. 
550.
560.
561. 
563. 
570.
5 80. 
590. 
592. 
593 .
5 95. 
6C0. 
610.
31 90.
32 CO.
3201.
3202. 
32 03. 
3209. 
3205 . 
3206. 
32 07. 
3208 .
3209.
3210.
3211 .
3212 . 
3213. 
32 19. 
32 15 .
3216.
3217. 
32 19.
3220.
3221. 
322 1 .5 
3221 .6
3222.
3223.
3225.
3226.
3227.
3228.3229.
W*.
tul i m ?  t IS7 itV fp  » /  F" tt-1 ' F-CAi i7A L  1.•error-i sol •,'ERRCH-xtalm :
CSL 1 FOBS ( * 1 ,  FCAL I  ( *  I ,  FCAL X(  *  I , E R R  I .  5 RR X . R I  SOL , R X TAL ,  S L M)  F LQA 1 ( 1 2 ) :
D C L  I  F I X E C I 2 . 3  >;
R I  S O L » C . :  R X I A L * 0 .  : S U M * 0 .  ;
DO 1 * 1  T J  3 0 ;
S J M * S U M + A 8 S  1 FOES ( 1 1 ) :
E K R X * A B S ( A B S ( F O E S (  I  ) l - A B  S I F C  ALX ( I )  ) I ; RX T AL * R X  1 AL ♦ ERRX :
E R R I * A B S (  A B S I F J B S I  1 ) ) - A B S I F C A L I  ( I  ) ) ) ; R I S O L * R I S O L * - E R R I ;
PUT S K I P  L 1 S T !  FOES ( I  1 ,  FCAL K  I  ) , F C A L X (  I  ) , E R R I  . E R R X )  ; E N O ;
R I S O L * R I S C L / S L M ; R X T A L * R X T A L / S U M ;
» U T  S K I P  L I S T t ' R - F A C T O R  *  , R I  SOL , RX  I A L ) ;
RET J R N  ; E N 0  V I E w F ;
V I E  WP :  PROCEDURE I P E X A C T . P I  S C L ,  P X T A L ) ;
/ *  T H I S  P R I N T S  OUT THE 3 P - M A T R I C E S , A N O  AN ERROR PE A SURE  
SUM!  I  ,  J ) (  P E X A C T  11 .  J ) * * 2 - P C A L C  ( I .  J 1 * * 2  > * /
D C L !  P E X A C T ! * . * )  , P I  SCL I *  . * )  , P X  TAL ( •  ,  *  ) ) F L 0 A T I 1 2 ) ;
CCL I ERR I ,  ERRX ) F L O A T  ( 1 2 ) . ( I . J )  D E C I M A L  F I X E D I 1 . 0 ) ;
PUT  P A G E ;  E R R l * 0 . ; E R R X = O . ;
P L T  S K I P  L I S T ! *  " E X A C T *  D E N S I T Y  M A T R I X  • ) ;
0 3  I *  1 TO 3 ;
P UT S K I P  L I S T I P E X A C T I I .  1 ) ,  P E X  ACT I I  ,  2 ) .  PE XAC T l  I  ,  3 )  > ;  E N D ;
P L T  S K I P ;
> U T  S K I P  L I S T  ( ' D E N S I T Y  M A T R I X  C A L C U L A T E D  FOR AN I S O L A T E D  A T O M * ) ;
DO I *  1 TO 3 5  
P U T  S K I P  L 1 S T I P I S C L I ! . 1 ) . P I S 0 L I I . 2 ) , P I S 0 L (  1 . 3 ) ) ;
0 3  J « 1  TO 3 ; E R R I  * E R R I *  I P E X A C T I  I , J ) * P E X A C T I  I  . J ) - P I S C L I I  , J )  * P I S O L  I I . J  ) ) ;  
e n d ; e n d ;
P U T  S K I P  L I  ST I '  THE ERROR I S ' . E R R ! ) ;  PUT S K I P :
P J T  S K I P  L I S T  ( ' T H E  D E N S I T Y  M A T R I X  C A L C U L A T E C  FOR THE WHOLE C R Y S T A L ' ) ;  
0 0  1 = 1  TO a :
P U T  S K I P  L I S T I P X T A L I  1 . 1  l . P X T A L I I ,  2 ) , PXTAL I  I .  3 )  ) :
3 3  J * 1  TO 3 :  E R R X * E R R X +  I  P E X A C T  I I . J ) * P E X A C T ( I , J )  - P X T  AL I  I ,  J  )  * P X  TAL ( I . J ) ) ;  
E N D j E N O :
PUT S K I P  L I S T  I ' T H E  ERROR I S  • .  ERL X ) ; P U T  S K I P :  
e R r ! » e r r i / E R R X :
P U T  S K I P  L I  S T I  • THE I S O L A T E D  AT OM A P P R O X I M A T I O N  I S ' . E R R I ) ;
P U T  L I S T  ( ' T I M E S  AS BAC AS OUR TR E A T ME N T  COMPARED TO THE E X A C T  P ' l :  
r e t u r n ;  e n o  v i e v f ; 
s : a t t e r : p r o c e o u r e i f . s . f a d j ) ; / * i h i s  C H A N C E S  F I N  A B A S I S  W I T H  
O V E R L A P  M A T R I X  S * * - 2  TO AN ORT H ON OR MA L  B A S I S  • /
DC L I F  ( *  , *  » * )  . F A D  J ( * , * , * )  . S M I N U S 2  1 3 .  3  ) .  FNEWI  3 ,  3 .  0 :  3 0  ) .  NO )
C O M P L E X  FLOA T l  1 2 )  ( D C L  S I * . * )  F L O A T  ( 1 2  ) .  11 . J  , K  , L )  R E A L  F I X E 0 I 2 ) ;  
S M I T ’U S 2 * C O M P L E X ( S . O )  ;
F N E h * 0 .  ; FAC J * 0  . ;
3 3  1 * 1  TO 3 : o a  J * 1  TO 3 : 0 0  L = 1  TC 3 ; CC K * 0  TO 3 0 ;
I F  A B S I  F I L  . J .  K ) ) <  l . E —2 5  THEN N O * C ; E L S E  
N O * S M  I N U S 2  I  I . L  > * F ( L  .  J . K )  ;
F N E W I  I  , J , K )  » F N E  h i  I , J , K )  + N C ;
£ N O  :  E N D ; E N D ;  E N O ;
3 0  1 * 1  T C  3; CO J * 1  TO 3 I C 0  L *  1 TO 3 : 0 0  K = 0  TO 3 0 ;
I F  A B S I  F N E H I I  . L . K I X l .  E - 2 5  T H EN N C * 0 . ; E L S E  
N O * F N E W ( I . L . K ) * S M I N U S 2 ( L . J > ;
F A O J I  I .  J . K ) * F A C J  I I .  J . K  U N O ;
£ NO ;  E NO;  E N D ;  E N D ;
r e t u r n ; e n d  s c a t t e r ;
P 3  WER : P R O C E D U R E ( A > N , E ) ;
/ ♦ T H I S  C A L C U L A T E S  THE M A T R I X  B » A * * N , W H E R E  N 
I S  E I T H E R  - 1 . 0  OR - C . 5  * /
D C L  ( A  ( *  . * >  , B I  * . * )  . C I 3 . 3  I . C D I  3 .  3 ) . D 3 I  3 ,  3 ) .  O I F . D E T  ) F L O A T !  1 2 ) ;
3 C L ( T I 3 . 3 ) , D 9 ( 3 . 3 1 )  F L C A T I 1 2 I ;
O C L I N .  I . J . K . l . M . H )  D E C I H A L  F I X E 3 I 2 . 1 ) ;
I F  N — 1 . 0  T H E N  GO TO I N V E R T ;
I F  N * - l . l  T H EN GO TC G E N I N V ;
I F  N * - 0 . 5  T H E N  3 3  TO R U S S I A :
P U T  S K I P  L I S T !  ' N O T  I M P L E M E N T E D  YE T • I  ; B *  5 9 9 9 .  ;RE TURN :
R J S S I A :  / *  T H I S  I T E R A T I V E  PR OC ED URE TO G E N E R A T E  T H E  I N V E R S E
SQUARE ROOT CF A C C M E S  F R OM R E F E R E N C E  * 9  I N
D 3 K L .  A K A O .  NAUK S S SR 2 5 9 1  S E P T .  ' 8 0 ) P .  3 7 0 , TO 
V E S T N .  L E M N G R .  J N I V .  9 ( 1 9 6 5 1  P .  5 , BY  
V . N .  1 3 0 1 K!  N AN D M.  M.  M E S T E C H K I N  * /
0 * 0 .  ; D (  1 ,  I ) *  1 . / S O R T  I 3 .  ) ; D I  2 . 2 > * D (  1 .  1 )  ; D (  3 , 3 )  * D  I I  , 1  ) ;
0 E T * 1 0 0 O . ;
3 3  W H I L E !  D E T  > 1 . E - 8 ) ;
C A L L  MATMUL T I D ,  A ,  T ) ; C A L L  MA 1MLL T l  T , 0 , 0 0 )  ;
C A L L  M A T M J L T ( C C , C , D 3 ) ; C A L L  M ATMUL T I D . D 0 . D 9 )  :
B * l .  5 * 0 - ( D 9  + D 3 )  / 9 . 0 :  / * T H E  R U S S I A N  I T E R A T I V E  F O R M U L A  » /
3 3  1 * 1  TO 3 : B I  I , 1  ) * A B S I  B (  I  .1 ) ) ; E N D ;
/ ♦ T H E  ABS ( C l  AGONAL ) I S  TO GET THE P O S I T I V E  S O R T , N O T  THE N E G A 1 I V E  * /
OE T * 0 .  ;
DO 1 - 1  TO 3 ;
DO J *  1 TO 3 ;  D I F * A B S I B ( I  . J I - D I  I , J ) ) ;
0 1 F » M I N ( 1 0 . , D I F  ) ; C E T  =  CET * C ! F * C 1 F ;
£ n d ; e n d ; o e  t = o e  t * i  a i  i  ,  n  ♦ a i  2,21 * a  ( 3 , 3 ) ) ;
/ • N O W  FOR THE N E X T  I T E R A T I O N * /  D = B ;
E N D :  / •  THE ENC O F T H E  CO W H I L E  LOOP . B=  A *  *  I -  1 / 2 )  • /
it rM R v;
195
» \ l ' M V £ ' 4 T :  / * B V  I h €  Mt  IHOU Oh iMfc 1 Q F 4 Z V C R S U ( I » J )  • /
23  3 DI  I ^ > « - A I 2 , l > * A I 3 . 3 ) * / l 3 * n * A  12 • >  ) S C I ?  . I ) « D  I 1 . 2 ) 5
> U m D . 3 ) - M  2 .  | |  • 4  1 * 3 , 2 1 - A I 3 . M * *  « 2 . 2 1 5  O O W M O U . U :
5 ) 5  0 1 2  . 2  ) » A (  I .  I  1 * A I  3 .  3 1 - *  t 3 .  1 > * » •  l »  3 • 5
2 j h . ’  Dl  ) , 2 ) . - A l l  , 1 > * A  12 , 3 ) » A I 2 . 1  > * A I 1 . 3  > ; C I 2 .  3 > = C I  3 . 2 ) :
2 17 01 3 , 3 > » A I  1 ,  I )  * A (  2 . 2 1 - A I 2 ,  l ) * A I  I  . 2 ) ;
» J » :  J I f - X  I 1.  1 > * U I  l .  1 M A I  I .  2 )  *01 1 , 2 > * A 1  1.  3 )  *1)1 1 . 3 ) :
2 ) 9 .  3 = 0 / O E T ;
2 4 0 .  I E  TURN:
I t J *  S E N I N V : / * T H I S  C OESN ' T  RE A LL Y  CALCULATE THE - W I T H  PUV.ET OF A M i  I R I X .
2 4 3  M A T H E R . 11 CALCULATES THE GE NERAL 1 2EC INVERSE A 4 . I 9  THE
> 4 4  MODRfc-PENRDSE SENSE . B Y  THE I T E R A l l V t  PROCECURE CF , . L . .  ,
GJPT A,  AS REPURTEC BY A »L .MACKA Y ,  I N  A . t A  CRYST A 3 31 1 97  7 I P  A c t  2 1 3 .
2 4  6 * T H I S  S U B - S UB R C UT I N E  I S M  CALLEC ANO S T I L L  HAS BUGS I N  IT  * /
J 4 Q*  c o o t ; c d ' u .  1 > = 2 : c o  1 2 , 2 > * 2 . : c d i  3 . 3 ) * 2 . : ____
2 4 9 .  A C A I N : C A L L  MATMUL T I  A , E» C ) :  CALL M AT MULT I B,  C C - D ,  0 3  ) .
2 5 0 .  / * 3 3  I S  THE NEXT I T E R A T E * /
5 5 1 .  OET = OI  I .  1 1*01 2 . 2  ) *D< 3 ,  3 )  ; 0 * 0 3 :
32 42  IF ICE I L  (GET ) - C E T  )> . 0 0 0 0 1  THEN GO TO A G A I N :
3 2 5 3 .  / * B  H A S  CONVERGED BY MACXA Y* S SUGGESTED C R I T E R I O N * /
3 2 5 4  .  R E T U RN :  END POWER:
5 9 0 .
7 0 0 .  “ / 2 I C 0 P I S CT H E RC : ) E F F ! d l t N T  VECTOR OF THE CUBI C E QU A T I CK  W I T H  ROOTS
72 0 .  R .  WHICH ARE HOPEFULLY R E A L .  „  „  • /  c
7 3 0 I  OCL 0 I * >  F L 0 A T I 1 2 I .  I A ,  E . C ,C .R I *  ) ) COMPLEX F L C A T I 1 2 ) :
7 4 0 .  A*  I 3 *0 1  3 1 - 0 1  2)  * 0 1  2 ) ) / S .  ;
7 50  .  B*  19 . * Q  12 ) » C I 3  1 - 2 7  . * 0  14 1 - 2  . C » O I  2 1 * 01  2 1 1 / 5 4 .  :
3 77 0 * .  p SR E A L f c ) > c ! ® 3 H E j l  PL T S K I P  L I  i l l '  CCMPLEX PCOIS OF CVERLAP M A T R I X * ) :
1 7 8 0 .  D * I B - C ) * » . 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 :
7 9 C.  C * i e * C ) « * . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 J
8 0 0 .  « I 1 I * C * 0 - 0 I 2 ) / 3 . :
3 1 0 .  T 1 2 1 *  I C  + 0 1 / I - 2 .  1 - 3 ( 2 1 / 3 .  : .
82 0 .  R 13 1 * R  12 1 - . 5  I  *SCRT 13 .  1*1 C - D  ) :
8  3 0 .  « I 2 ) - R I  2 ) * . 5 1 * S C RT 1 3 . ) * I C - C ) ;
8 4 0 .  R ET U RN ;  END C U B I C ;
8 9 0  •
o c a .  . p y 5 I f H i s Rp R 0 C E 0 U R i  P u r i f i e s . B Y  t h e  m c w e e n y  p r o c e s s . a m a t r i x .
0 2 0 .  t h e  I T E R A T I V E  EOUAT I ON I S  A I N £ W ) » 3 * A * * 2 - 2 * A * * 3  • /
0 3 0 .  OCL I A I  *  ,  •  > , A2  13 , 3  ) ,  A3 13 » 3 ) > FLOAT 1 1 2 ) ;
0 4 0 .  C A L L  MATMLLTI  A ,A , A 2 )  ; C A L L  MATMULTI  A , A 2 , A 3 > :
0 5 0  .  A *  3 . * A 2 - 2 . * A 3  ; A I  2 , 1 ) = A I 1 , 2 ) ; A ( 3 , 1 ) * A ( I , 3 > ; A ( 3 , 2 ) * A ( 2 , J ) .
0 5 5 .  RETURN:  ENO F U R I F V l
§ 7 0 * .  T E > I S O R : P R O C E O U R e t F 2 . F 3 , W 6 I G H l )  :  / » F  2 = SUMI K)  F 3 I X) *  WE IGH T I K ) •  /
0 8 0 .  0 C L I F 2  l * , * l , F 3 l * . * , * l  1C0HPL EX F L OA T !  1 2 ) ;  OCL Wc I GH 11 *  ) F L 3 A  11 I 2 )  ;
0 9 C .  D I L I  I  . J . K )  D ECI MA L  F I X E C I 2 . 0 ) :  F 2 = 0 . ;
1 0 0 .  DO 1 * 1  TO 3 : 0 3  0 * 1  TO 3 : 0 0  K * 1  TO 3 0 :
H O .  F2 I I .  J  ) = F 2 I  I . J )  « F 3 I  I , J . K  ) *WE 1 GF T I K  ) :
1 2 0 .  2 n o ; E n d ; E n d :
1 3 0 .  R 2 T U R N ; E N 0  t e n s o r ;
1 9 0 .
2 CC.  L S O R F I T  :PRCCEOURE I F C C S . S ,  F . P )  : . . .
2 1 0 .  / »  T H I S  GENERATES THE " B E S T - F I T "  P M A TR I X  TC THE OeSERVEC
2 2 0 .  S C A T T E R I N G FACTORS F O B S , I N  THE ORTHCNCRMAL B A S I S  K I T H  FOURI ER
2 3 0 .  TRANSFORM F .  NOTE THAT THE TWO FORMALISMS ISDL AND XTAL A R t
2 4 0 -  TREATED ON AN E N T I R E L Y  E C U 1 V A U E M F C C T I  NG *'
5 5 0 .  DCL I I . J .  < . L  . S IGNUN I 30  ) IF I > E J I  2 . 0 )  U C L  I T E R  F I X E J I 5 ) :
2 5 5 .  OCL I F  I * .  * , * ) ,  CEE 1 3 . 3  ) ,
2 6 0 .  GTWICE 1 3 , 3 )  ) CCMFLEX F L 0 A T I 1 2 ) :
265  .  OCL I S I  * » * ) , 3 N E (  3 , 3 ) .  WE I GH Tl  3C> .
5 7 0 .  TEMPI  3 ,  3 ) ,  P I N I T L I 3 ,  3 ) , P I  « ,  •  ) . NOR . FCAL  I 0 :  3 0 )  .
2 7 5 .  0 H A T I 2  , 2 )  .CSHCE 12 , 2  ) ,  EPS , EPS IN 11 ,  EPSLDW . CDF , DET ,
2 8 0 .  P I E X T I 3 . 3 ) , L A M B 0 A I 2 ) .  B I 2 1 . F C B S I * )  ) F L C A T I I 2 ) :
5 05 .  IT ER= 1 ; 0 N E * 0  : 0 0  1=1 TO 3 :ONE I I ,  I ) *  1 .  C C:  END:
3 CO. C A L L  START I P I N  I T l  ) : P * P I M  T L ;
3 0 5 .  C E L L  C A L C F I  S . F  ,P , F C A L ) ‘. C A L L  F 1 XE PS IF C ES .  F CAL , EPS I N  I I  ) :
3 1 0 .  E» S*  . 7 5 * E P S I N I  l : E » S L O W = E P S I N I  I ;
3 2 3 .  LOOPUP:  / *  TH IS THE I T E R A T I V E  PROC; ' U R t  •  /
340* .  ODCK = li  I 0 L 3 0 : s i GNUM, | K * = s i G N I  F C A L I  K)  -F  CBSI  K) ) I E M ) :  WE I GHI  = S I GNLM:
345 .  GE E = 0  . ;  CALL T ENSOR I GE E , f  »WE 1CHT ) ;
3 5 5 .  C AL L  M’A I M UL X IGEE ,GE E . GTWI CE  ) :
3 55 I  OS HOE *11 * , 2 ) *  REAL I T R ACEX I GE E ) ) : OSFDEI  2 .  I ) =U SHOE 1 1 , 2 ) :
3 7 0 .  U S r t O E I 2 . 2 ) * K E A L I T R A C t X I G T W l C E ) > :
3 75  .  D ET * 0S H 0 E 1  1 . 1 )  *OSHOE I 2 .  2 )  -CSHOE I I  . 2 ) *  CSHCE I 2 ,1 >;
3 0 0 .  D HAT I I .  1 ) *CS  HOE I 2 .  2 l / O E  T :
3 8 5 .  DHA I I I  . 2  I = “ CSHCE 12 . 1 1 / CET :
3 9 0 .  ) HA TI 2 . I ) * - 0  SHOE I 1 . 2 ) /OE T :
394  .  j  HAT 1 2 .  2 ) = 0SHOE I 1 ,  I l / U E  T ;
: 4 c o .  3 t i  1=1  . - i R A C E i P ) :
HW% H lJ iB P iJ
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«»v 10 .
'♦ili.
AA2C.
4 % 25 •mo.
4435. 
4440. 
4443 . 4444. 
4444. 1 
4450 • 
4455. 
4460.
4 4 65 . 
4467. 
44 70. 
44 75 .
4 4 80. 
4485.
44 40 .
4 4 95 . 450C. 
4505. 
4507.
4 5 08. 
4508.545 10. 
4515. 
4520. 
4525 . 
4530. 
4535. 
4540. 
4545 . 
4550. 
4600. 
4610. 
4620. 
4630. 
4550. 4650.
100C0.
99998.
99999.
3 J  K= 1 I u  J L ;
3 ( 2 )  = E12 1 * F U e S I K ) * S  ICNUM K  l - F C A L  I K  l * S  I G NU M I < ) ; :  NO ;
LAMBDA I 1)  = L H A  111 . 1  > •  1 1 1 I ♦ CF A 1 I I  . 2  ) *  B 12 ) ;
LAMBDA I 2 )  = 3 H A  1 1 2 .  1 1 * 0 1  I  > HDHA 1 1 2 . 2 1 * 8 1 2 ) ;/•»•*»*».<*>»...•<<>.<<.<<<<><<<<<<<.<
*  N :  X I  = P *  LAMBDA 1 1 1 * C N £ 4 L A F B C A  12 ) *Rfc #L IGfc £ I ;
0 3  1 * 1  1 0  3 ;  I F  P N E X T I  1 ,  I  I > 0 .  I h EN GO TO U K A Y ;
e l s e  p n e x t i i , i j = a b s  i p n e x i i i , i ) i ; u k a y i e n c ;
3 3  1 =  1 TO 3 ;  I F I P I  I . 1  ) > > 1 .  THE 6 P I I .  I  1 * 2 - P  I I .  I ) ;  EN C;
3 3  1 = 1  r o  5 ; C A L L  P H  I F Y I  P N E X T )  ;ENi3 ;
S U F = o . ;
3 3 1 = 1 1 0  3 ) 0 0  J = 1 7 0  3 ; G C F = G C F * A B S  I P !  I ,  J ) - P N E X T  I I ,  J I I :  EMC:  E M D :  
» = P N E X T  ; I F  A 8  S I L A M 0 0 A I  I ) 1 * 4 3  J l  L A P B 0 A I  2 )  ) < 1 .  6 - 1 0  I H E N  G C I C  F I N I S H ;
I F  E P S <  1 .  t - B  T F EN CO r c  b a c k ;
I  TE R = l  T E H *  U
1= I  TEH ■ 3 CCC THEM GO TO N O C O N V G ; E L S =  S C  TC L C C P U P ;
MOCONVS :  I  F I AOS I 16 PS L C W- E  FS ) /  EPS ) X I  .  E - 2  T H EN G3 TO BACK ;
E L S E  E P 5= SQR I t  E P S * £ P S L C R )  ;
I T  EH= 1 ; P J T  L I S T !  f TOO F 4 S T ' , E P S ) ;  SO TO L O O P L P ;
= M I S H :  P L T  S K I P  D A T A I E P S  .1 T E P . P . G O F  . L A M B C A ) :
P J T  S K I P  L I S T !  * E P  S G O I N G  DOWN M  ; C A L L  F I  XEP S ( F O B S  , F  CAL .  EP S I N  I  T > :
PU T  D A T A  I EPS I N  I T  1 ;  I F  EPS I N I T / E P S >  1 .  2  T H EN P U T  S K I P  L I S T I ' U H  O H M ;  
> L T  S K I  P ; E P S = S Q R I  I E P  S *  EPS I N I  T ) ;
E P S L O H = M I M l E P  S L O k . E P S I N I  I )  ; E P 5  = .  6 6 « E P S :  I  TE R = l :
GO T C  L C Q P U P ;
3 A C K : P J T  S K I P ; P L T  S K I P  D A T A I L A M B D A . E P S . P ) ;
» U T  S K I P  L I S T  I  ‘ M I N I M U M  E P S I L O N  FOR C O N V E R G E N C E  I N  3CCC I T E R A T I O N S ’ ) ;  
< E T U R N ; £ N O  L S C R F I T ;
= I  X E P S : P R O C £ D L R £  I F O B S . F C A L  . E P S )  ;
OCL ( F O B S !  * ) » F C A L ( * ) . E P S )  FL O A T l  1 2 )  ; OCL K D E C I M A L  F I X E U I 2 ) ;
E P S = 0 . ;
3 0  K » 1  TC 3 C ; E P J = E P S * A e S I F C A L I K l - F C B S I K ) ) ; E N C ;
I E  T U R N  SEND F I  XEP S ;
H A TSALL: 
//SO.SYS IN 
/*
00 ENO EXAFFLE;
Appendix E
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Subroutines to Explicitly Impose the 
Idempotency Constraint
*CS£N:  PR0C6CURIIP t t l HTHDR .&ENO J / *  THIS SLeRCLTlFE CALCLLATES 8CS0;
w I CE>fST| M  pf lc . tCTOR m e  THE SUBSPACE OF ICEHPQTENT '  
AKC K-FCRHAl12EC F-PATRICES FFCP THE FULL SPACE CF H ATR ICES 
IN THE SPALL-CCRRECTICN TANGENT LI MI T. SEE RCSEN.SIAP J .
AFFL.  PATH • »9 1196 11 F F .  5 1 4 - 5 5 2  </
DCL ( P ( A . * ) . 8 E N C ( * . * 1  .NOR.PRCC ( 2 * 2 )  .PROO I N M 2 . 2 )  I F L C A T U 2 ) ;
DCL ( CI P .LEFG « 1 »J i CECIPAl  F IX EC ( 21ILENC-C IN* (C IM « 1 1 / 2 ;
C C U MI 2 . L E N G ) , P A O - ( I E F G . 2 ) . A L P O S T ( 2  .LEKG) . O E L P I C I P . C I P I ,
CELPVEC(LEFCJ 1 FLOAT! 12 1 •
P *MADJ(ALMOST.BENOtFRCD-C. .
<TALL CELI CEP( r . CI P f CELP ) t CALL PACK(CELP.O IM.DELPVEC I ;
PC I - I  TO L E N G S P I I . I )  ,PACw( I , t 1 - C E L F V E C ( 1 1; § F C ;
0£LP>O. :CO 1-1 TO CIM lOELP! I . I  >• I .CCCCClEFOT 
£ALl FACKI CELF. CIP. CELPVECI :
00 I - l  TO LENG ;P(  2 ■ I ) | PAC«I !  »2) -CELPVEC 11 )T EMC;
CALL RECTANC( P»PACJ . 2 . LENG. 2 . PROC) :
/ ♦THE FIRST RCH CF P IS THE ICEPFCfENCY.THE SECCNC ROW IS 
THE NORMAL IZAT ICN ♦ /
r BCC I HV! l f l l - F BC CI 2 * 2 1 S P B0 C 1 NV( 2 * 2  t -PROC(  I* I 1 J  
/RCOINVI1. 21 —  FFCC 12 . l l TFBCC IHV(2 t l » ■ - FFCC I I . 2 I j  
PR0 0 INV-PRQOINV/ ( PRQOI2 . 2 ) * P R C O ( I . I I - P R C 0 C 2 . 1 l * F RC C1 1 . 2 1 1 ;
CALL PECTABC <FFCCINV»M.2 . 2 . LENG*ALMOST I ;
CALL RECTANG(HACJ.AI PCST, LEFC. 2 . 1ENC .EENC I ;EEPC-CELF-6ENC 1 
RETURNJENC ROSEN;
OELIOEPxFFCCECLFE(F ,C 1P.CELF ) ; / * THE CEFIVATIVE CF THE
IOEPPC IE PC Y CCFSTPAI M * /  
C C L ( P ( * * * ) * I E L F ( < » * I , P 2 P ( S 5 . S 9 I  CONTROLLED) FLOAT ( 1 2 ) ;
O C K I  i . i P . l . C l P )  C EC IP / I  F I A f C ( 2 l T  
ALLOCATE P2P( CI H, CI M 1 ; P 2 P - C . j OELP- C.  ;
CALL PATPLLT( F, F»CI P  »F2F I . F 2 F - F 2 F - P  ; / *  P 2 P - P  SQUAREC MINLS P « /  
00  I - l  TO D I P :  /*THE OIAGCPAL E l E P E M S  CF CELF F1FST • /
C E L F d ,  l ) - 2 « F 2 P ( I ,  11* 1 2 «P( M l - l . C C I ;
OC . - 1  TC C I M
IF l - J  THEM GC TC NEATOIAG;
CELP1 I .  I l - C E L F d .  I | « 4 * P (  I . J  ) *P2P(  I . J  1 ;
n e x t o i a g : e n c : e n c :
/ *  NOW THE CF F- 0  I AGONAL ELEMENTS * /
CC I - l  TC ClPsCC J - 1 « I TC CIM!
P ELP I I  . c l - A « ( M l , j | *  ( F 2 F I I . I  | 4 F 2 F ( J , j ) H F 2F ( I . J X I F d .  I H P I J . J )  1 1; 
5C K - 1 TO OI M: I F  K - l  THEN GC 1C NEXTKXIF P - J  THEN GC TC FEAT K;
O E L P d  . J l - C E L F I  I . J  H 4 « ( F ( l * P ) * F 2 P ( K , J  H P  ( J . K  1*P2P( K.  I ) ) ; 
NEATKXENO;
NEXT I J X C E L P I J , I ) « C E L P ( I . J I I  ENOTEND;
FREE F2P; RETLPMEFC C E L I C E P ; / * !  CEFIVEC THIS PYSELF « /
Appendix F 
Subroutines to Go To and From a Local 
Coordinate Frame
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TCP*s:PKacEcuRE(aLCXYZ.NEwxyz,RCT,TRANSi:
/ •  THIS PCVES A l l  CCCRC I MTES  TC A ..PR IN C i f *
ai tC c IUOCC Itr.ICC CfT Ikr ThF run
RAf I IPAL AXIS SYSTEM 
INEO BY THE THREE AAGIES RCT ARC THE THREE TRARSLATICNS 
NS,  USING THE SE1 OF MATRICES GIVER IR 
NCf-I.CRCPASCH l.MCROS I .  ANC SIMONETTA 
P.  FHYS.  22 ( I I T T  » f .  268  </
OEFI  
TRA * 
SIA  
CHE
CCL ( C l C X Y l ( « . « l , C L C ( 2 I . N E W X Y Z ( « , « l , N E I i ( 3 l .
CCL ( I , J , *ATOPS ) CECINAL F I X E 0 I 2 ) ;
« A T C P S - C I P ( C l C X V Z , l l ;
PEMPYZ-C.CC;
LINEAR: / ♦  TRANSLATORY PART * /
CC 1*1 TC 0ATCPS:  CC . - I  TC 3 ;
NE k P YZ CI , J ) « CL C XYZ ( I « . )  ♦ T R A R S U I :
f w f i f F I R S T  CONSTRUCT A ROTATION MATRIX,THEN ROTATE THE 
CCCROIFATES hi TH THIS LA IT ARY l EET- PUl T IFLICAT ICN « /  
00 1*1 TO 2 : C t  I I - C O S I R O T I I  ) ) ; S ( I ) * S I A ( R C T ( I ) ) ; E R O ;
P ATl , P AT2 , P AT3 - C . C C;
PA Tl  11 ,11 ,PAT2 (2 , 2  I , P / T 3  ( 3 , 3 1 - 1 . 0 0 ;  
aAT 1 ( 2 , 2  ) ,PA T 1 ( 3 , 2 ) -C I I I ,
/.AT 1 ( 2 ,  3 »- S(  1 I5MAT 1( 2 , 2 > - - S (  1 ) ;
P A T 2 ( 3 « 3 ) « P A T 2 ( 1 , 1 ) - C ( 2 ) ;
MAT2< 1 , 3 I - S ( 2 ) * . P A T 2 ( 3  . 1 )  » S ( 2 ) S  
/-AT 3 ( 1 ,  l ) , M A T 2 ( 2 , 2  J - C l  3 I «
/ > A T 3 ( l , 2 l - S ( 3 M P A T 3 ( 2 ,  I l » - S ( 3  I ;
CALL MATMULT(MAT2«MATl,3,MATXI;
CALL PATPULT(PAT3,PATX,3,MAT ) ;
0C I *  I TC #ATCPS;CC %«l TC 3 ;
OLD( J  )-NEYtXYZ( I . J )  ;ENO:
CALL KET( PAT. CLC, 2 . NEWI ,
0 0  TC 3 ; P E t X Y 2 ( I , ' . ! * A € M ( J I ; C A C ;
£N0;
XETURN ,ENC TOPAS;
CXY2( * , 4  ) ,  CLC ( 2 ),NEUXYZ ( « , « ) ,  N E K 2 1 .
( 3 )  , TRXRS(3)  .  P A T X ( 3 , 3 ) , P A T ( 2 , 3 I ,
1 ( 2 , 3 !  , P A T 2 ( 2 . 2 )  , P A T 3 1 2 , 3 )  ,  C ( 3 I , S ( 3 )  )
FRCMPAJ*PRO^|OLRE(OLC>YZjNEkXYZjR^T j r IRAAS)J ^  ^
OEFIAEO EY THE THREE ARGIES FCT ARC THE THFEE TRANSLATIONS 
TRANS. USING THE SET OF MATRICES GIVER (A 
EI ARCH I . E r EPASCH I.MCROS I,ANC SIMONETTA 
CHEP.  PHYS.  22 ( l ? T 7  I P .  268  «/
CCL (OL 
RCT
M A T i ( 3 , 3 ) , . 2 ) » f 2 t 3 , 2 ) i I  PLCAT( L2) ;
CCL ( I , J ,AATOMS ) CCCIMAL F I X € 0 ( 2 ) ;
« ATCPS- CI P( CLCXYZ, l ) ;
OLOPYZ-C.CC;
TWIST:  / ♦  FIRST CCNSTRLC T A RCTATICN PA T R I >,  THER RC1ATE THE 
CCCRCIRATES WITH THIS UNITARY LEFT- PULTI PHCATI ON * /
) C  I - l  TC 2 ; C ( I ) - C C S ( R C T ( I I ) ; S ( I ) - S I R ( R C T ( I ) ) ; E R C ;
MAT l , MAT2 , MAT2 - C. ( C;
MAT1 ( 1 , 1 ) , PAT2 ( 2 , 2  ) , MA T 5 ( 3 , 2  l - l . C C ;
P A T l ( 2 , 2 )  ,PAT 1 ( 3 , 3  ) - C ( l > ;
£ A T H 2 , 3 )  — S( 1 ) : P A U ( 2 . 2 ) - S ( 1 ) ;
^ A T 2 ( 3 , 3 ) , M A T 2 ( ! , I > - C ( J ) T
, 3 1 — S ( 2 ) ; P A T 2 ( 3 , 1  J - S 1 2 ) ;
^AT2(  1 , 1  ) , M A T 2 ( 2 , 2 ) - C ( 3 ) S  
/ tAT2(  1 , 2  )— S ( 3  ).*MAT2( 2 ,  I )»S(  2) 5
^ALL PATPLLT( PAT2, PAT2, 3 ,PATX ) :
CA.LL MATMULT(MAT I . MATP, 2 ,MA1 I ;
CC I -  I  TC AATCPS;CC J - 1 TO 3 !
NEK J )  -NEVXYZII , . ) ; E R C ;
CALL K € T ( P A T , R E k , 2 . 0 L 0 ) ;
CC J - t  TC 3 ; C L C X V Z ( 1 , J ) - 0 L C ( J ) ; E N C ;  
e n o ;
LINEAR:  / •  TRANSLATOR Y FART * /
pc i - i  to aatcmS ;  CO J - l  TO 2 ;
C L C X Y Z ( I , . ) - C 1 C X Y Z ( | , J |  -  T P A R S ( J ) ;  
fNO-.ENO;
AETURNjENC FRCMPAS :
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